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 Abstract 

 The past two decades have witnessed the increasing use of high-throughput 

measurement technologies in biology and the advent of the –omics fields, including genomics, 

transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. These new measurement platforms have 

motivated the development of novel data-analysis methods and workflows. Nowhere is this 

more true than in transcriptomics, where DNA microarrays are widely used to measure gene 

expression. One area that has suffered from a lack of development of new analysis tools is the 

application of DNA microarrays to time-course data. The use of DNA microarrays to follow 

temporal changes in biological systems is particularly important, allowing the measurement of 

dynamic changes in gene expression and providing valuable insight into cellular regulation. 

However, there are many challenges to analyzing this type of DNA microarray data that are 

distinct from other gene-expression experiments, thus necessitating the development of novel 

analysis methods.  

 This thesis reports the development of a workflow for the analysis of DNA microarray 

time-course data. Particular emphasis is focused on the estimation and incorporation of 

measurement uncertainties at each step, methods for data visualization and normalization, and 

the decomposition of data using biologically meaningful models. The emphasis on measurement 

uncertainties led to a study of operator effects (gridding, flagging) on expression ratios, as well 

as the validation of a bootstrap method to estimate measurement uncertainties in microarray 

data. The application of correlation heat maps to time-course array level data allowed the 

visualization and interpretation of transcriptome-wide changes in gene expression, providing 

preliminary insights into the data. Microarray normalization was also investigated in the context 

of time-course experiments, with a comparison of traditional and novel data normalization 

methods. Finally, the application and analysis of multivariate curve resolution using weighted 

alternating least squares (MCR-WALS) to time-course data is considered, with the extraction of 

biological information using the Gene Ontology. The biological systems investigated in this work 

include S. cerevisiae (yeast; cell cycle and exit from stationary phase), P. falciparum (malaria 

parasite; intraerythrocytic developmental cycle) and D. melanogaster (fruit fly; life cycle). 

Through the implementation of the workflow described in this thesis, putative regulatory 

profiles were extracted for each of these systems that were ontologically consistent with the 

known biology. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

1.1 Overview and Motivation 

In recent years, tools to investigate biological systems have become much more 

powerful, both in terms of their experimental efficiency and the volume of information they 

produce. This information can then be used to develop models of the biological system to 

predict the outcome of specific inputs [1]. Traditionally the information has been obtained 

laboriously, measuring the effects of changes on one or a small number of targets. High-

throughput methods in areas such as transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics are now 

changing that process, bringing to light never imagined genetic and regulatory relationships. 

These methods provide complementary information in that transcriptomics relates to the 

messenger RNA (mRNA) transcripts in a cell, proteomics focuses on the cell’s protein 

complement, and metabolomics measures systematic changes in metabolite concentration. 

Through the use of DNA microarrays [2], transcriptomics has become a particularly 

powerful tool in systems biology. Although there are currently many different types of 

microarrays, including, but not limited to DNA, protein, and antibody microarrays, microarray in 

this work will be used to refer specifically to DNA microarrays unless otherwise indicated. 

DNA microarrays allow the measurement of the ‘transcriptome’, or the entire 

complement of mRNA transcripts in the cell, providing a measure of total gene activity at a given 

point in time. Instead of examining the interactions, regulation or expression of a few genes, 

microarrays allow the researcher to probe the expression of all genes simultaneously, leading to 

the inference of association and interaction. These measurements have provided insights into 

the mechanisms of disease action [3], cell-cycle regulation [4, 5], and basic cellular metabolism. 

There are, however, some persistent problems in microarray experiments in that there is an 

overwhelming amount of data captured in any one experiment, much of which may be 

extraneous. The challenge, then, is to find the measurements that are most meaningful and 

translate these into useful information and knowledge. 

Similar difficulties in data analysis have been observed by chemists looking at complex 

multivariate spectra for mixtures of compounds, and chemometricians have developed many 

tools over the years to examine complex mixtures. Multivariate curve resolution (MCR) is a 

widely used technique in chemometrics due to its robustness and versatility, as well as the 
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myriad of applicable problems [6]. With this in mind, methods have been developed in our 

laboratory to apply MCR to microarray data. In particular, MCR has been applied to time-course 

microarray data; that is, a series of experiments over time. MCR has been shown to extract 

underlying time profiles that are consistent with cell-cycle expression patterns [7]. 

While MCR applied to time-course microarray data has shown some promise, one 

impediment to its wider adoption among the research community is the lack of a consistently 

defined workflow to perform analyses using MCR. Although any microarray analysis workflow 

will consist of many of the same steps, there are some steps that are unique to time-course data 

and some that are unique to using MCR, as well as distinctive aspects of common microarray 

analysis procedures that must be considered when using MCR as the analysis tool of choice. The 

lack of a standardized analysis workflow also makes it difficult to perform consistent analyses in 

order to assess the validity and utility of MCR applied to time-course microarray data. 

Therefore, an analysis workflow for MCR applied to time-course microarrays was developed and 

tested, standards set and algorithmic improvements made to the original analysis methods. 

 The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of DNA microarray technologies and 

multivariate curve resolution, as well as providing the primary context and motivation for the 

remainder of this work. Later chapters explore different aspects of the developed workflow, 

including the assessment and filtering of the primary data, assessment and refinement of overall 

array data, algorithmic improvements and considerations, and application of the workflow to 

various data sets. 

1.2 DNA Microarrays 

1.2.1 Overview 

In all cells, there is a flow of information from the genes to mRNA to proteins, which can 

subsequently act on DNA, mRNA, metabolites, or other proteins. To create the required 

proteins, the DNA of a gene must be transcribed into mRNA by RNA polymerases, and their 

mRNA can then be read by ribosomes to be translated into protein (see Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1 Overview of the process of translating DNA to proteins which are able to act on metabolites. 

 The amount of gene expression is dependent on the biological state of the cell or 

organism; therefore, knowledge of one can provide information about the other. Assuming that 

there is a direct correlation between the level of a particular mRNA transcript and the amount of 

attendant protein being expressed in the cell (not necessarily true, but a good first 

approximation), then one can measure the level of gene expression (protein level) by measuring 

the amount of mRNA present in the cell for each gene. For many genes, expression is regulated 

at the transcriptional level; however, many instances of post-transcriptional regulation are 

known to occur. Using transcriptomics, one must make the assumption that the genes in 

question are not being regulated post-transcriptionally, as there is no way to monitor actual 

protein levels without other techniques, such as proteomics, for example. 

Transcriptomics generally utilizes DNA microarrays, small slides to which are attached 

hundreds to tens of thousands of molecules of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) [8]. The ssDNA is 

able to bind complementary sequences created from mRNA transcripts, thereby facilitating the 

quantitation of various mRNA transcripts in the cell. DNA microarrays allow molecular biologists 

to monitor the levels of mRNA transcripts for tens of thousands of genes simultaneously, 

thereby giving them a window into the inner workings of the genome at the transcriptional 

level. Microarrays have impacted the study of numerous diseases, the regulation of many 

biological mechanisms, as well as the cell cycle of various organisms [9]. The methods by which 

DNA microarrays are constructed and used however, can take various forms. 

1.2.2 Microarray Platforms 

All modern DNA microarrays consist of spots of ssDNA oligonucleotides attached to a 

substrate, generally a glass slide or silicon wafer. The ssDNA attached to the microarray 
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substrate will be hereafter referred to as the ‘probe’. Each probe spot on the microarray 

contains a homogeneous population of oligonucleotide (all containing the same sequence of 

bases), which is complementary to the mRNA sequence of interest, the ‘target’. Although there 

are many different types of microarrays, most can be classified into one of two types.  

The first category encompasses microarrays on which the ssDNA oligomer probe is 

synthesized directly on the substrate (in situ synthesis). Although they are not the subject of this 

research, they are mentioned here because they are widely used in the literature. Among the 

most popular arrays of this type are the Affymetrix® arrays (Affy arrays). In an Affy array, a 

photolithographic mask is used to determine the probe position on the array at which photo-

induced deprotection of a previously deposited functionalized nucleotide occurs, in order to 

attach the subsequent nucleotide to the growing oligonucleotide [10]. Due to possible failure of 

photo-induced deprotection at any step, Affy arrays contain short probes (25 nucleotides long), 

with multiple probe sequences for each target of interest. Other methods of in situ oligomer 

synthesis include using photo-activation via digitally controlled micromirrors [11], as well as 

more traditional oligonucleotide synthesis whereby reagent locations are dictated using ink jets 

[12], or electronically [8, 13].  

The second broad class of microarrays are spotted arrays, whereby prefabricated 

oligomers of ssDNA are attached to the substrate surface using either contact [2], inkjet [14], or 

electrophoretically driven [15] deposition. The most common method of spotting, and that 

employed by microarrays mentioned in this report, uses contact deposition of a buffered 

solution containing the probe to be deposited on the substrate. The solution is taken up by a slit 

metal pin by capillary action to form a drop on the tip of the pin. This drop is then deposited by 

touching the pin to the prepared substrate surface [8]. The next section examines spotted 

microarrays in more detail. 

1.2.2.1 Spotted Microarrays 

There are two common types of spotted arrays. Complementary DNA (cDNA) arrays use 

oligomer probes created by reverse transcription of intact mRNAs extracted from the organism 

of interest [8]. The cDNA probes can then be used to detect the mRNA from which it was 

created. cDNA probes are often used when researchers are interested in monitoring mRNA in an 

organism for which the genome has not been sequenced, as no knowledge about the actual 

genome sequence is required.  
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There are potential drawbacks to using cDNA probes. First, there may be very low 

amounts of certain mRNAs due to non-expression, naturally low abundance, or multiple splice 

variants. This makes it difficult to isolate mRNA in order to generate cDNA probes for spotting 

on the array. Second, when using cDNA probes one cannot control the degree of cross 

hybridization between various cDNAs and their mRNA targets, the melting temperatures of the 

dsDNA formed between probe and target, or the possibility of self-hybridization within the 

cDNA probe [2, 9]. With the availability of gene sequencing and oligonucleotide synthesis, many 

of these problems may be mitigated by using other types of arrays. 

The second type of spotted array is referred to as “long oligo” arrays, which use 

oligonucleotides in the 70mer (70 DNA bases or nucleotides long) range, created using 

traditional DNA oligonucleotide synthesis techniques. The sequences for each probe are 

generated from the known sequence of the gene of interest. These types of arrays are typically 

employed when the genome of an organism has been sequenced, and the protein encoding 

regions are known. Because the probes are synthesized, researchers are able to create probe 

sequences that are specific for the gene of interest, that do not contain regions of self-

hybridization, and have a low probability of cross-hybridization with mRNA from other genes in 

the sample. 

There are some drawbacks of spotted microarrays compared to Affy arrays. The spot 

sizes are larger and require more space between them; therefore, the number of different 

probes within a given area of the slide is lower for spotted arrays. The deposition process can 

produce very irregular spot morphologies, leading to reproducibility problems between 

“identical” arrays (identical probe location and composition, but physically different microarray 

slides). This has necessitated the use of two channel labeling schemes whereby a reference and 

test sample are labeled differently, and both samples are hybridized to the same probe. Labeling 

and detection schemes are discussed in the next section. 

1.2.3 Labeling and Detection 

To quantify levels of mRNA transcript from a sample, there must be a way of generating a 

quantifiable signal when it binds to the probe sequence on the microarray. Due to increased 

stability of DNA-DNA complexes versus DNA-RNA complexes, as well as the resistance of DNA to 

degradation, protocols normally involve creating cDNA from the extracted mRNA using reverse 

transcriptase. Depending on the amount of RNA isolated, the cDNA may be amplified prior to 
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labeling [2, 9]. The cDNA is commonly labeled by using nucleotides that contain extra moieties, 

such as biotin (Affy arrays), fluorescent dyes (spotted arrays), or radioactive 
32

P or 
33

P (no longer 

in common use) [8]. The most common methods use fluorescent dyes; on Affy arrays the dyes 

are attached to avidin, allowing specific binding between the dye-avidin complex and biotin on 

the target oligonucleotide [16].  Depending on the protocols, other arrays may use dyes that are 

part of the nucleotides used to make the cDNA, or the dyes may be attached to the cDNA 

following reverse transcription and or hybridization [8]. The dyes most commonly used are the 

cyanine dyes Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red), although different dyes can be used and some have 

been developed specifically for use in DNA microarray applications. 

Following hybridization/labeling of the cDNA to its complementary probe sequence on 

the array, laser light of the appropriate wavelength is used to excite the dye molecules attached 

to the cDNA. The emitted light is then captured by a confocal microscope lens coupled to a 

photomultiplier tube (PMT) or a charge coupled device (CCD). In this setup, the scanner images 

only a small portion of the array at a time, generally 2 - 10 μm in each dimension. Therefore, 

either the laser/collector must move or the array slide must be moved to image the entire array, 

with the complete image being digitally assembled after scanning. The intensity of the emitted 

light is proportional to the amount of dye at that point, which should be proportional to the 

amount of cDNA hybridized to the probe, and proportional to the amount of target mRNA that 

was isolated [8].  

For spotted microarrays, ratio measurements between the ‘test’ mRNA and a ‘reference’ 

mRNA sample are used instead of absolute intensities to provide a measure of control over 

many variables that otherwise would be difficult to manage. These include the melting 

temperatures of probe / sample conjugates, hybridization efficiencies, and other factors, all 

potential sources of systematic error that are difficult to quantify. In addition, it would be very 

difficult to calibrate the intensity of a dye with an exact number of mRNA molecules, as this 

would be variable depending on labeling efficiencies. Through the use of a reference and co-

hybridization, many of these issues are mitigated [9].  

1.2.4 Types of Experiments 

There are many different types of DNA microarray experiments; however, most can be 

broadly classified as either comparator or time-course experiments. Comparator experiments 

are generally utilized to make direct comparisons between two distinct biological states, such as 
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diseased and healthy cell populations, although they can be used to compare any two states. 

Comparator experiments are by far the most commonly performed type of microarray 

experiment, and the analysis methods for these are more mature than for time-course 

experiments.  

Time-course experiments, in contrast, aim to follow gene expression over time during 

some biological process that is of interest (e.g. cell cycle, development). The analysis of time-

course DNA microarray data is generally more complicated than comparator experiments, and 

research on analysis methods is well behind those available for comparator experiments, 

although time-course experiments are becoming more commonly used. This thesis focuses on 

time-course microarray experiments; however, the general elements in the experimental 

procedures and analysis are common to both. 

1.3 Overview of Microarray Experiment 

As shown in Figure 1.2, a typical microarray experiment forms a workflow, or a series of 

steps with specific inputs, specific operations performed on the inputs, and generating a defined 

output. A microarray experiment workflow begins with the design of the experiment, and ends 

with the extraction of information and (new) knowledge (one hopes) from the results. Although 

this thesis deals primarily with the data-analysis portion of the workflow (steps 4 – 7), it is 

important to be aware of the other steps and their effect on the final result. In the following 

sections, each step of the microarray experiment workflow is overviewed and briefly discussed 

in order to give the reader an appreciation for the complexity involved in carrying out and 

analyzing a DNA microarray experiment in general.  

1.3.1 Experimental Design 

 The design of the microarray experiment will be greatly influenced by the questions 

being asked and the biological system under study. Considerations include whether the study is 

comparator or time-course, what type of organisms are being sampled (microorganisms vs. 

multi-cellular), the number of  samples desired / required, how often to sample the population 

with respect to the transcriptomic changes if the study is a time-course, the nature of the 

reference sample, and how to proceed with all subsequent experimental steps. There is much in 

the literature devoted to experimental design, particularly for comparator experiments [9]. This 

aspect is not discussed in detail in this thesis, although some comments are made where 

appropriate. 
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Figure 1.2 Typical DNA Microarray workflow. 
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1.3.2 Experiment 

 Each data point in a microarray data set is the result of a series of individual microarray 

experiments involving individual slides. Because of the myriad steps, the process involved in 

generating each microarray slide can be thought of as an individual experiment unto itself. This 

is the step of the process that is typically envisioned when one describes a DNA microarray 

‘experiment’. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3 Overview of a microarray experiment comparing two samples. 

 To generate one experimental array, mRNA from both the reference and test samples 

must be extracted. Both sets of mRNA then undergo reverse transcription (RT) to cDNA 

(amplification is optional) and labeling with different dyes. The dyes are different for the 

reference and the test sample, and chosen so that their excitation and / or emission 

wavelengths do not severely overlap (Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) are two common choices). The 

two samples are then combined and hybridized to the microarray slide, with excess sample 

washed away prior to scanning. 

1.3.3 Image Measurement 

 Image measurement is the process of scanning the microarray slide to measure the 

relative amounts of labeled cDNA at each spot. For each slide, the dyes are excited by a laser 

and the emitted light captured by a confocal microscope in conjunction with a photomultiplier 

tube (PMT) or charge-coupled device (CCD). This results in measured intensities for each dye 
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across the entire slide. This information is typically stored in a 16-bit tagged image format (TIF) 

file. 

 Potential sources of variation introduced at the image-measurement stage include 

inequalities in measured intensities between the two channels due to differential response of 

the dyes to the laser (dye bias), as well as variations in laser intensity and efficiencies, as well as 

artifacts on the image due to the presence of dust spikes, scratches, and high background signal 

due to insufficient washing. 

 Following the image measurement, all further steps in the microarray experiment 

involve analysis and manipulation of the data contained in the TIF file and subsequent 

processing of the data generated from the TIF file. 

1.3.4  Image Processing 

The first step of image processing is defining the spot positions on the microarray. This 

process is known as gridding, as the spots are laid out in regular grids on the slide. The entire 

array of spots is generally divided into m×n subarrays, each of which has r rows and c columns of 

individual spots (Figure 1.4). Each subarray corresponds to one of the pins on the robotic 

printhead depositing a series of probe molecules on the slide surface. Knowledge of the spacing 

between each pin on the printhead, the spacing between each step of the printhead, and the 

resolution of the scanner should make it a simple process to define the spot locations in the 

image. However, many factors can potentially complicate the situation. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Example of full microarray, with 4x4 subarray arrangement, and one of the subarrays. 
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First, pinheads may become bent or deformed, changing the spot spacing or morphology. 

Second, the slide may move during printing, making the rows or columns of the subarray 

irregular. Third, the slide surface may suffer from scratches, fingerprints, dust or hairs on the 

surface, causing artifacts in the slide image. Accounting for all of these possible deviations from 

perfectly spaced, regular, rows and columns of circular spots is a wide area of research in itself 

[17-21]. Various software packages have been developed in order to automatically analyze the 

microarray image and determine the location and diameter of each individual spot. 

Related to the spot location is the determination of the spot diameter. Determining the 

diameter of each spot is important in order to separate the spot into foreground and 

background regions. Due to the nature of the slide surface and non-specific binding of cDNA 

samples, there is a natural fluorescence in regions where there should be no probe oligomer, as 

well as fluorescence from non-specific binding of target oligonucleotide to the slide surface. This 

‘background’ fluorescence signal contributes to the intensity measurement of each pixel, and 

must be subtracted from the observed pixel intensity to obtain a true intensity for each pixel. 

The background-subtracted pixel intensities in the foreground of the spot can then be used to 

calculate ratios of gene expression between the two conditions. Many software packages 

assume a uniform spot diameter, which can be erroneous due to the nature of the printing 

process. 

In an attempt to avoid flawed data, each spot on the array should be assessed for quality 

and flagged appropriately. Low-quality spots are those that have major problems such as 

scratches, dust spikes, size deformities, or have intensities very close to the background, among 

others. Although quality-control measures are built into microarray image-analysis software, 

this is frequently double-checked by a researcher or technician examining the individual spots 

on the array. 

After extracting pixel intensities for both channels for every spot across the entire 

microarray, a ratio of the test intensity to the reference intensity must be calculated for each 

spot. There are many different methods of ratio calculation, including but not limited to the 

ratio of medians, ratio of means, and regression methods. Depending on the quality of the 

spots, the application, the software used for pixel-intensity extraction and the researcher’s own 

experience, any of the above methods may be used to calculate the spot ratios. One of the most 

common methods is that of taking the ratio of the two medians of the pixel intensities. 
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1.3.5 Data Preprocessing 

After calculating the ratios for each spot, but prior to actually extracting information 

from the data, data preprocessing is carried out. This typically consists of assessing which genes 

on each array to discard based on various criteria (typically points flagged as unacceptable are 

discarded), and for time-course data which gene profiles (gene expression across all time points 

or slides) to discard. Following the data assessment, normalization is carried out to allow 

comparison within (comparator) or between (time-course) arrays. Normalization is necessary to 

compensate for differences in the amount of mRNA extracted from the cells, in the 

incorporation efficiencies between the dyes, and in sensitivities between the two channels. 

Most normalization methods assume that the expression levels for most of the genes should be 

equal, and therefore the intensities from both channels (dyes) should be equal. Therefore, 

before using the data in any further analysis, the ratios must first be normalized [22].  

Many types of normalization exist. One simple method is based on normalizing with 

respect to the overall intensities for both channels over the entire slide, whereby it is assumed 

that the overall ratio between the reference and the test should be close to one, or that the 

intensities from both dyes should be equal. This is an often reasonable assumption, especially in 

comparator experiments where the number of genes undergoing differential expression is 

expected to be small and the main differences in intensities are due to different amounts of 

total isolated mRNA and dye incorporation. Other methods include using housekeeping genes 

that are expected to change very little under the conditions being tested, or spiking both the 

control and test samples with equal amounts of a particular sample sequence [22]. Probably one 

of the most widely used methods is a locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS) [23, 24], 

whereby the log ratios of the two channels are plotted against the log of the intensity products 

and then smoothed. Time-course microarray experiments can be more problematic in this 

regard. More information about the specific challenges encountered is discussed later in this 

thesis. 

After normalization of the spot ratios, the data are then commonly log-transformed prior 

to applying techniques to extract information that addressed the original questions posed by the 

researcher.  
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1.3.6 Information Extraction 

To use the microarray expression data to explain biological phenomena, information 

must be extracted from the data. This information extraction allows researchers to address the 

original question that was posed in the study. The methods used will depend on the 

experimental design and the questions being asked. For comparator experiments, this process 

typically involves finding genes that are differentially expressed between the two states, while 

time-course studies often perform clustering to find genes with similar expression over time.  

More recently, alternative methods to clustering have emerged for time-course 

microarray data analysis, one of which is multivariate curve resolution (MCR). In the next 

section, MCR and related methods are discussed, as well as particular challenges to using MCR 

in microarray data analysis. 

1.3.7 Knowledge Synthesis 

 Following information extraction, typically what one obtains are lists of genes, either 

those genes that are differentially expressed (comparator experiments) or genes that belong to 

a cluster and behave similarly (time-course experiments). However, without connecting these 

genes to the underlying biology or to each other, there will be no new knowledge generated, or 

new directions for further study. The ability to synthesize new knowledge from all types of 

omics data is a huge challenge and an active area of research.  

 Commonly employed methods of knowledge synthesis include examining the 

information associated with the genes for over-representation of specific terms to find common 

functionality among the genes. The sources of gene information include the Gene Ontology (GO) 

[25], as well as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [26], transcription-factor 

and regulator databases, and many others.   

1.4 Curve Resolution Methods for the Analysis of Time-Course Data 

Analyzing data generated by DNA microarray experiments can be an intricate task, as the 

number of data points in a single comparator experiment can range from thousands to tens of 

thousands [27]. With the increasing use of time-course microarray experiments, the number of 

possible data points easily ranges into the hundreds of thousands. However, the information 

contained in a time-course is important, as time-course data can provide insight into 

transcriptional patterns over time, leading to information about which genes may be involved in 

key processes (e.g. cell cycle, development, stress response). Unfortunately, the analysis of 
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time-course microarray data is more complicated in many ways than for comparator 

experiments, and often techniques developed for comparator experiments have been applied to 

time-course studies, but these are generally inappropriate. However, the need for specific 

analysis techniques for time-course experiments has been recognized, and the development of 

methods for analyzing time-course data is an active area of  research [28].  

Initial time-course analysis methods involved clustering genes based on the similarity of 

their expression profiles. These methods are limited by the fact that most gene-expression 

patterns show a continuum of variation, and cluster boundaries and the number of clusters are 

difficult to define, leading to inconsistencies between analyses. Fourier analysis has also been 

used to cluster groups of genes by frequency, with some success [28]. However, none of these 

methods allow one to investigate the underlying model of gene expression.  

In this work, expression profiles from time-course data are envisaged as being analogous 

to spectra from chemical mixtures, resulting from linear combinations of regulatory inputs or 

transcription factors. Analogous systems from chemistry include any chemical system where the 

concentrations of various species change over time (kinetics experiments, liquid 

chromatography experiments), and the spectrum of each mixture is measured at all time points 

by the same method. These spectra are measured at multiple wavelengths over multiple time 

points and, depending on the species involved, can show no clear pattern. However, the spectra 

are the result of linear combinations of a few factors (represented by the components of the 

mixture), and the pure component spectra may be isolated from the mixture using curve 

resolution methods. This same model may be applied to time-course microarray data, and 

therefore, the same tools used by chemometricians to examine multi-way chemical data may 

also be applied. For the systems previously described, many methods have been developed to 

isolate the pure component spectra, including principal component analysis (PCA), independent 

component analysis (ICA), and MCR.  

PCA and ICA have both been used in the analysis of time-course microarray data [29]. 

PCA transforms the data into a series of principal components, with each successive component 

accounting for the largest amount of residual variance and orthogonal to all of the previously 

determined factors. These two constraints make it difficult to assign a valid biological 

interpretation to the results. ICA is similar to PCA, except that each factor must be as statistically 

independent from the others as possible. The biological validity of this approach has not been 

established. MCR differs from PCA and ICA in that it assumes that the mixture data are the result 
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of a bilinear combination of the pure components, and the pure components must fit some 

generic constraints [6]. In this work MCR is applied to the analysis of time-course microarray 

data. The next sections describe MCR in more detail, and examine many of the challenges of 

applying MCR to time-course microarray data and proposed solutions. 

1.4.1 Multivariate Curve Resolution 

In a typical chemical application, MCR attempts to decompose a set of mixture spectra 

into the product of two matrices, the pure spectra of the individual components, and the 

contributions of each component to the mixture spectra [6]. A common problem of this type 

involves data consisting of mixture spectra measured at multiple wavelengths over time. The 

data in this case can be modeled as a matrix X, with m rows (wavelength) and n columns (time 

points).  

 ECPX +=   1.1 

Each entry in the matrix contains the intensity measured at the particular wavelength and 

moment in time. Assuming the data follow a bilinear model, the matrix X results from a linear 

combination of the contribution of the component to the total intensity measured at each 

wavelength (C, m×p, where p is the number of components in the original sample, each column 

of C would generate the pure spectrum of a component), and the changes in the concentration 

profile of each component over time (P, p×n), and an error term (E, m×n). Figure 1.5 is a 

pictorial representation of this decomposition. (In this work, matrices will be denoted by 

uppercase bold letters (X), vectors by lowercase bold (x), scalars in lowercase italics (x), 

estimated vectors and matrices with a caret ( X̂ ),
1−X  indicates the inverse of a matrix, and 

TX  

the transpose.)  

The objective of MCR is to decompose X into C and P. Unfortunately, for any given X, 

there are an infinite number of solutions for C and P, due to scale and rotational ambiguities. 

Scale ambiguities can be resolved by normalization and scaling of either C or P. Rotational 

ambiguity is mitigated by the introduction of constraints on the solution. The most popular 

constraint, where applicable, is that of non-negativity. For chemical data, it is generally true that 

neither the intensity nor concentration may be negative. How X is decomposed to C and P 

depends on the type of data, and the amount of knowledge about the system. 
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Figure 1.5 Data matrix as the result of the bilinear combination of two matrices, C and P. 

Many different methods have been developed to solve the above problem. These include 

unique resolution methods such as evolving factor analysis (EFA) [30], heuristic evolving latent 

projections (HELP) [31, 32], parallel vector analysis (PVA) [33] and rational resolution methods 

such as orthogonal projection analysis (OPA) [34] and simple-to-use interactive self-modeling 

mixture analysis (SIMPLISMA) [35]. One of the most popular methods due to the ability to 

include various types of constraints and its amenability to modification is multivariate curve 

resolution by alternating least squares (MCR-ALS) [6, 36, 37]. The next section describes MCR-

ALS in more detail. 

1.4.1.1 MCR-ALS 

MCR-ALS iteratively calculates the least-squares solution of C (Equation 1.2) and P 

(Equation 1.3) in an attempt to minimize the error, E (Equation 1.4) applying constraints 

between each step.  
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After each calculation of C and P, E is calculated. When either E is less than a predetermined 

threshold or the difference between subsequent iterations becomes essentially zero, the 

calculation stops [38]. Incorporating various constraints in MCR-ALS is a simple matter. For non-

negativity for example, after calculating C or P (depending on which is being calculated), non-

negativity can be achieved simply by setting any negative values in C and P to zero or solving 

using non-negative least squares (NNLS) [39] prior to subsequent steps. Other constraints are 

easily introduced, such as unimodality (single peaks) for absorbance profiles, mass balance 
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(closure) for concentration profiles, as well as hard constraints such as fitting concentration 

profiles to kinetic rate equations if applicable [40]. An outline of the actual MCR-ALS algorithm is 

provided in Table 1.1.  

Table 1.1 Outline of a simple MCR-ALS algorithm. 

1. Set the number of factors p either by knowledge of the system or prior analysis, and the 

initial estimate of P̂  (may be random, use SIMPLISMA estimate, or use a subset of original 

data). 

2. Normalize the row vectors of P̂  to unit length. 

3. Solve ˆ ˆ=X CP  for Ĉ  using least squares (
1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )−= T TC XP PP , followed by setting negative 

values to zero) or using NNLS. 

4. Normalize the row vectors of Ĉ  to unit length. 

5. Solve ˆ ˆ=X CP  for P̂  using least squares ( ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ( )−= T 1 TP C C C X , followed by setting negative 

values to zero) or using NNLS. 

6. Calculate E. 

2

1 1

ˆ( )
n m

ij ij
i j

E x x
= =

= −∑∑  

Repeat steps 2 – 6 until the solution converges. 

 

Prior to applying MCR-ALS to time-course microarray data, a valid biological 

interpretation of X, C and P is required. The data matrix X, would contain the expression level 

(ratio of test mRNA to reference mRNA) for each gene (rows) at each time point (columns) in a 

time-course experiment. If it is assumed that all gene expression is driven by a few underlying 

regulatory factors (e.g. metabolites, transcription factors) and their interactions (bilinear 

model), then all the gene-expression measurements in X will be products of the underlying 

factor profiles (P) and their contributions to the original genes (C). This model is further 

expanded in the next section. 

1.4.2 A Model for Gene Expression 

A natural representation of gene-expression ratios from a time-course experiment is to 

arrange the ratio data in a matrix X, with m rows for m spots on the microarray, and n columns 

for the n time points or experiments. Using a bilinear model, the gene-expression matrix X can 
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be represented as the product of two lower-rank matrices, designated C and P, in addition to a 

residual-errors matrix E, identical to the data matrix in Equation 1.1 and Figure 1.5. 

Using this representation, C has dimensions of m×p and P has dimensions p×n, where p is 

the number of factors needed to reconstruct the data within experimental uncertainty. In a 

biological context, each factor (vector) of the “profile matrix” P can be thought of as the 

evolution of regulatory inputs (such as transcription factors) over time. The profile matrix 

assumes that “the co-regulation of genes may be described by a small number of effective 

regulators, each acting on a large set of genes and varying between distinct biological 

situations” [41]. The “contribution matrix” C describes how each gene responds to each of the 

regulating factors (Figure 1.6). 

Figure 1.6 Simple example of gene-expression time profiles and decomposition to C and P. In this 

example, three gene time profiles are the product of a combination of two factors shown in P. The first 

gene’s only contribution is from the first profile, the second gene’s only contribution is from the second 

profile, whereas the third gene is a product of equal contributions from both the first and second profile. 

In the more general application, there is a much larger number of genes, typically more factors, and 

elements of C are not restricted to zero or unity. 

Therefore, each gene’s expression in X can be described as a linear combination of the profiles 

in P, with C determining the amount of contribution from each of the profiles. This model is 

based on the fact that multiple regulators acting on a single gene simultaneously is known to 

occur in biological systems. Multiple regulatory sites are known to exist in promoter regions of 

genes, and there are many genes that respond with different levels of expression activity to the 

same transcriptional regulator (due to changes in binding affinity of the transcription activator 

for the promoter region as a result of sequence variation). Although it is realized that the above 

model is rather crude and likely overly simplistic, therein lies its potential, in that it requires very 

few assumptions about the data. It is hoped that such a model will be useful for analysis and 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 = 

X C P 
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interpretation of complex microarray time-course data, especially in the discovery of similarly 

regulated genes and novel regulatory networks. 

The following sections discuss some of the unique challenges inherent in applying MCR 

methods using the above model to microarray time-course data, as well as proposed solutions.  

1.4.3 Challenges of MCR in Microarrays 

The bilinear model and the previous discussion of MCR-ALS would imply that microarray 

time-course experiments are amenable to analysis using MCR methods. There are, however, 

some challenges unique to microarrays that must be resolved prior to using MCR-ALS on time-

course data. These include issues such as data transformation, the error structure of microarray 

data, as well as the interpretation of MCR-ALS results from the data. These issues are discussed 

in the following sections. 

1.4.3.1 Data Transformation 

A major issue with microarray data is data transformation. After calculating the spot 

ratios and prior to normalizing the data, most researchers perform a base 2 log transform on the 

ratios obtained. This is done to give symmetry to up and down changes in gene-expression 

ratios, compress the dynamic range of the data, and stabilize the variance. Although the 

transformation is generally useful for analysis by other methods, it makes using MCR-ALS for 

analysis impossible.  

Using the log transform on the expression data means that the bilinear model proposed 

in section 1.4.2 would no longer be valid, as the log of an addition cannot be modeled this way. 

Additionally, the log transform introduces negative expression values. Therefore, log ratio values 

are unsuitable for use in MCR-ALS, as it is impossible to apply non-negativity constraints on data 

that contain negative values. However, untransformed ratios can be used, as the nature of the 

ratio measurement ensures that negative ratios are physically impossible.  

1.4.3.2 Measurement Error and Missing Values 

MCR-ALS assumes uniform, independent errors, which is typically observed in many 

chemical measurement methods, but not commonly observed for ratio data from DNA 

microarrays. The errors in microarray ratio data tend to be as a result of two dominant sources: 

proportional or multiplicative errors for moderate and high-intensity signals and additive 
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contributions for low-intensity signals [42]. This can lead to a huge range in uncertainties of the 

measured ratios. 

Another common feature of microarrays is missing data points. Many factors cause data 

points to be eliminated, including errors in printing the slide and artifacts on the spot (dust, 

scratches), making it impossible to calculate an actual expression ratio. MCR-ALS generally 

assumes a continuous sequence of data, so single missing values cause the elimination of all 

data for the corresponding gene in the time-course. Missing data may be replaced if replicate 

measurements are available, or in time-course work very often the points may be imputed from 

nearby time points using various methods, including nearest-neighbor and maximum-likelihood 

methods [43-45]. However, one approach to effectively impute the data is to consider missing 

data as values with large uncertainties. 

Therefore, a method that is able to accommodate an arbitrary error structure in the data 

as well as effectively impute missing data (by assignment of large variance) would be ideal for 

MCR of time-course microarray data. One such method is discussed in the next section.  

1.4.4 MCR-WALS 

 Based on the criteria discussed in section 1.4.3, an ideal MCR method would be able to 

handle arbitrary errors for each variable, as well as automatically impute missing data. This is 

known as an errors-in-variables problem in linear regression [46]. The most general solution to 

this problem is total least squares (TLS) [47]. Performing a linear regression of X=CP, a solution 

for C is sought knowing X, where P is assumed to be known and X is known and has a known 

arbitrary error structure. The solution to this problem is to augment X with P row-wise, and find 

the optimum representation of the subspace of the augmented matrix using maximum-

likelihood methods. The new P and X can then be used to solve the original problem, X=CP 

using least-squares approaches. It is possible to incorporate this TLS approach into the 

previously described MCR-ALS method. This algorithm is referred to as weighted alternating 

least squares (MCR-WALS).  

Here the first half of the MCR-WALS algorithm is described in more detail, where the 

solution for C is desired. The original data are in the matrix X, which has non-uniform but 

uncorrelated measurement errors, characterized by associated variances in a matrix, S, and P is 

known with “certainty” (having been defined as an initial step). Using TLS, X is augmented with 

the rows of P to find the required subspace. Consider the following simple example: 
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The augmented matrix is given by: 
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where two underlying profiles have been assumed. The associated matrix of error variances is: 
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If it is assumed that the errors in X are normally distributed, and defined in the matrix S, then 

maximum-likelihood projection of row i of X onto the subspace P is: 

 ( ) PPΣPPΣxx
1T1T1 ˆˆˆˆˆ

−−−
•• = iiii     1.8  

where •ix  is the ith
 row of X and iΣ  is the error covariance matrix, a diagonal matrix where the 

diagonal elements equal the ith
 row of S. 
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x Σ     1.9 

This maximum likelihood projection gives less weight to values that have a higher uncertainty 

associated with them. Once each row projection is completed, the projected X̂ can be used to 

solve for C in the usual way using the MCR-ALS Equation 1.2.  
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The above equations describe the first half of the alternating least-squares algorithm. In 

the second half, C is assumed known with certainty and P is estimated. Before solving for P, X 

must be augmented column-wise with C: 

 ( ) jjjj •
−−−

• = xΨCCΨCCx TT 111 ˆˆˆˆˆ  1.10 

where j•x  is the j
th

 row of X and jΨ  is the corresponding error covariance matrix. 
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In the end, the error structure of X has been incorporated into the actual solution of the 

problem. This allows both the incorporation of the measurement-error variance and the 

inclusion of missing data. Through the assignment of large error variances to missing values, 

they will have less weight and will be effectively imputed during the MCR-WALS procedure. An 

outline of the MCR-WALS algorithm is given in Table 1.2. 

 Table 1.2 Algorithm for MCR-WALS. 

1. Set the number of factors p, and the initial estimate P, P̂ . 

2. Perform maximum-likelihood projection of rows of X  into the subspace defined by P̂ . 

( ) PPΣPPΣxx
1T1T1 ˆˆˆˆˆ

−−−
•• = iiii  

3. Solve ˆˆ ˆX = CP  for Ĉ  either by least squares (
1)ˆˆ(ˆˆˆ −= TT PPPXC , followed by setting 

negative elements to zero) or using NNLS. 

4. Perform maximum-likelihood projection of rows of X  into the subspace defined by Ĉ . 

( ) jjjj •
−−−

• = xΨCCΨCCx TT 111 ˆˆˆˆˆ  

5. Solve ˆˆ ˆX = CP  for P̂   either by least squares ( XCCCP T1T ˆˆ)ˆˆ(ˆ −= , followed by setting 

negative elements to zero) or using NNLS. 

 

6. Calculate weighted sum of squares of residuals (WSSR, analogous to E). 
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7. Repeat steps 2 – 6 until the solution converges. 

1.4.5 Error Estimation 

Implementing an MCR-WALS algorithm at first glance seems an ideal solution to the 

problem of incorporating measurement-error information and allowing the imputation of 

missing values in time-course microarray data. Prior to using MCR-WALS, however, one must 

have information about the measurement uncertainty for each data point.  

The need for error estimation of each spot ratio and the use of MCR-WALS to elucidate 

factors controlling gene expression in time-course DNA microarray data leads to important 

changes and considerations in the microarray-experiment workflow, especially in the steps 

related to image and data pre-processing. These considerations are outlined in the next section. 

1.5 Workflows for Microarray Data Analysis Using MCR-WALS 

 As previously outlined in section 1.3, the steps involved in a microarray experiment form 

a workflow. Although the general workflow for microarray experiments is virtually identical for 

different types of experiments and various data-analysis methodologies, there are some 

challenges to integrating MCR-WALS into the typical time-course microarray experiment 

workflow. This is most aptly demonstrated in the inclusion of error information for every single 

spot on every single array used in the experiment. Although previous work has been done to 

incorporate error information, it is typically obtained through replication of samples or arrays, 

and only the average expression ratio is used, with the standard deviation of the gene-

expression ratio containing information about the uncertainty of the measurement across the 

replicated samples or arrays. In comparison, errors for each individual spot allow the possibility 

of filtering the data based on the associated error, as well as weighting measurements in the 

final analysis (as previously mentioned). The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of 

some of the considerations at each step of the microarray experiment for time-course DNA 

microarray data with analysis via MCR-WALS. There are some parts of the workflow that are not 

affected by the method of data analysis, including the actual experimental hybridization of the 

microarray slides and image measurement. 
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1.5.1 Experimental Design 

 It is not the purpose of this section to exhaustively review the experimental design 

considerations of time-course microarray experiments; however, a brief overview is provided to 

make the reader aware of some of the experimental-design challenges.  

 The number of samples used in a time-course to be analyzed by MCR is important. For 

analysis using MCR, it is the author’s view that a minimum of 10 – 20 independent time points is 

needed to provide meaningful profiles. Moreover, the sampling interval should be small enough 

to reflect incremental changes in the organism. An additional requirement is that the reference 

sample should be such that all of the expressed genes on the microarray are represented; 

otherwise a gene expressed in the test sample but not in the reference will not be included, as 

the ratio calculation will result in a value of infinity (divide by zero). Frequently, the reference is 

prepared by pooling mRNA from representative time-point samples, or constructing an artificial 

reference sample of labeled cDNA. Where possible the sample should be the result of pooling 

many individual samples, although this is more difficult with larger organisms. When pooling of 

multiple organisms is not possible, then it is preferable to obtain samples from a single organism 

over time; however, this is not always possible. 

 Finally, during the microarray hybridization experiments and image-measurement 

stages, all the potentially time-confounded variables should be randomized to avoid introducing 

any systematic variations that co-vary with the time points sampled. 

1.5.2 Image Processing 

 The image-processing step in the workflow, as previously discussed, is the actual 

generation of all of the data that will be used in subsequent analysis steps. For this reason, a 

study on the gridding reproducibility by various human operators and its effect on the ratios 

obtained is the subject of Chapter 3. In section 1.4.3.2, the need for measurement uncertainties 

to perform the analysis via MCR-WALS was discussed. Although the uncertainties are critical for 

MCR-WALS, they also lead to changes in many other steps of the workflow. The calculation of 

the ratios, uncertainties, and the verification of the error model are described in Chapter 4.  

1.5.3 Data Preprocessing 

 With the information available from the ratio uncertainties, it is possible to do more 

than only reject spots that have been flagged due to obvious artifacts such as scratches and dust 

spikes. Chapter 5 discusses the development of criteria to discard and de-weight individual spot 
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measurements if necessary, as well as criteria for rejecting entire spot profiles from the data 

prior to MCR-WALS analysis. There is also the possibility that entire arrays should be removed 

from the data set prior to analysis. When examining the data to assess entire arrays, insights 

may be gained about the data set prior to analysis, as described in Chapter 6. Finally, the data 

have to be normalized. Due to the choice of reference sample, and the sequential nature of the 

time-course data, sequential normalization [48] is recommended. Sequential normalization and 

the commonly used global mean normalization are compared in Chapter 7. As previously 

mentioned, although many studies use log-transformed data, in the case of MCR-WALS the data 

undergo no transformation prior to analysis. 

1.5.4 Information Extraction 

 Using the simple bilinear model of gene expression, raw ratio data, and measurement 

uncertainties, is it possible to extract information from the data set? MCR-WALS results for 

three data sets used in this work are presented and discussed in Chapter 8, as well as 

improvements made to the underlying algorithm and methods of solution selection. 

1.5.5 Knowledge Synthesis 

 MCR-WALS generates profiles that describe the evolution of regulatory factor activity 

over time. Following the association of genes with each profile, one is left with a series of gene 

lists, the bane of every microarray analysis, with one, overarching question: how are these 

genes related? Are they regulated the same way? Do they share any functional similarities? 

There exists a wide variety of resources to help answer these questions, but one commonly used 

tool is the Gene Ontology (GO). Chapter 9 describes the development of a GO analysis module in 

MATLAB, as well as GO results for the MCR-WALS profiles obtained in Chapter 8. 
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Figure 1.7 Analysis workflow for time-course DNA microarray experiments, with corresponding thesis 

chapters for each step noted. 
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Chapter 2:  Data Sets 

 In this research, five different data sets were used to examine various aspects of the 

proposed workflow. Individual data sets are discussed at various points in this thesis as each has 

features appropriate to illustrate different aspects of the workflow. It is somewhat fortuitous 

that the data sets selected showed such diverse characteristics, since they were not chosen with 

that criterion in mind, but rather because there are only a few data sets available that meet the 

criteria for this type of time-course experiment. This points to the need for more experiments of 

this kind. 

 As each data set is discussed in one or more chapters of the thesis, experimental details 

are provided here as a common reference point. Only details pertinent to the analysis 

undertaken are highlighted here, and more extensive descriptions can be found in the original 

references. The actual experiments were not performed by the author, but rather the raw data 

(spot id, spot location including x- and y-coordinates and diameter, and original TIFF image file 

for each channel) were obtained from either public repositories or from the experimenters 

directly. 

 In all cases, ratios and ratio uncertainties were calculated for all spots on the arrays as 

described in Chapter 4, using MATLAB® (The Mathworks, Nantucket, MI) functions written in-

house. 

  The following sections provide details about the CAMDA, EXITSP, DROS, CELLCYC and 

HALDEV data sets. 

2.1 CAMDA Data Set 

 The CAMDA data set consists of 55 arrays obtained over 48 hours during the 

intraerythrocytic developmental cycle (IDC) of Plasmodium falciparum, the most lethal variant 

of the malaria parasite [1]. These data were used as a challenge data set for the Critical 

Assessment of Microarray Data Analysis (CAMDA) in 2004, and the raw data were obtained from 

the CAMDA 2004 website [2]. The test mRNA samples were obtained at one-hour intervals, with 

replicates at times of 1, 7, 11, 14, 18, 20, 27, and 31 hours. A common reference consisting of a 

mixture of samples from time points representative of each stage of development was used for 

all of the arrays. No samples were available for hours 23 and 29. Each array contained 7744 

features, with 7278 unique non-control oligomers, representing 5667 unique genes.  
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 Gene identifiers for each oligomer were obtained from the DeRisi Lab Malaria 

Transcriptome Database [3]. 

2.2 EXITSP Data Set 

 The EXITSP data set follows Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast) over a 55-minute 

period after exit from stationary phase, and is described in detail in Martinez et al, 2004 [4]. The 

data were obtained from collaboration with the lab of M. Werner-Washburne in the Biology 

Department at the University of New Mexico. Although two time-courses are described in the 

original work, all of the data used in this work were taken from time-course 1. Time-course 1 

utilized samples from two flasks of cells that were given fresh carbon sources to cause the cells 

to exit from stationary phase. From the 24 arrays reported for time-course 1, 19 arrays were 

used in this work, with time points measured at 0, 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 55 

minutes, with triplicate measurements at time 0, and duplicate measurements at time 10, 20, 

and 35. The 5 arrays not present from the original data were all replicate measurements of 

various time points. 

 The reference for each array consisted of a sample of mRNA from exponential-phase 

cells. 

2.3 DROS Data Set 

 The DROS data set follows the Drosophila melanogaster life cycle from embryo to sex 

differentiated adults [5]. Raw data including spot ids and grid positions were downloaded from 

the Stanford Microarray Database (SMD) [6].   

 Test samples were collected from populations synchronized at the beginning of each 

developmental stage of embryo, larva, pupa, and adult. For each time-point sample, two 

independent collections of whole organisms were used, leading to biological duplicates for each 

sample. Sampling intervals varied for each developmental stage, ranging from 30 minutes to one 

hour during the embryo stage, 6 to 12 hours during the larval stage, 2 to 12 hours for pupae, 

and 1 to 2.5 days for adults. Note that the samples were not necessarily collected at exactly the 

specified times, but had rather developed for a particular time interval. For example, embryo 

samples labeled as time point 1.5 were allowed to develop for 1 to 2 hours, and then collected. 

In addition, at the adult stage they were collected as sex-specific samples, with other sex-

specific samples during the larval and pupal stages. Finally, the adult samples included samples 
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from tudor mutants, which lack germ-line tissue. In all, 162 arrays were available for this time-

course.  

 A common reference mRNA sample was used for all arrays. This sample contained 

mRNA from all developmental stages, in proportions to give equal representation of mRNA from 

all developmental stages. 

 Some of the arrays contained replicate spotted oligomers, and in addition two different 

array designs were used. To generate a consensus data set for all arrays, the set of oligomers 

common to all the arrays was determined, and for any oligomers that were spotted in replicate 

on an array the “best” ratio (taking into consideration whether the ratio was negative, the 

flagged status of the spot, and the magnitude of the relative standard deviation) was retained. 

This resulted in 7431 oligos across 162 arrays. 

 Meta-data for each sample (sex, developmental stage, sampling time, mutant status) 

was extracted from the meta text file for the dataset from the SMD [6].  

2.4 CELLCYC Data Set 

 The CELLCYC data set actually consists of three separate time-course experiments, all 

using different strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae [7]. The goal of the experiments was to 

determine which yeast genes are cell-cycle regulated. To this end, yeast cells were synchronized 

using three different methods, α factor (alpha), size (elutriation), and temperature sensitivity 

(cdc15). All data were downloaded from the Yeast Cell Cycle Analysis website [8].  

 The alpha yeast cells were arrested in the cell cycle by the addition of α factor, a 

hormone that controls when yeast cells mate. After 120 minutes in α-factor arrest, the α-factor 

was removed and the cells were then allowed to continue growing. Following release from α-

factor arrest, the cells were sampled for 120 minutes every 7 minutes, resulting in 18 arrays.  

 The elutriation yeast cells were size matched using an elutriator, and samples acquired 

every 30 minutes for 6.5 hours. This resulted in 14 arrays.  

 The cdc15 yeast cells were grown to high density at 23°C, and then shifted to 37°C for 

3.5 hours to synchronize the cells by arrest in the cell cycle. They were then released from cdc15 

arrest by shifting the growth temperature to 23°C, with samples acquired every 10 minutes 

starting at 10 minutes for 300 minutes. This resulted in 22 arrays. A duplicate sample was 

acquired at 160 minutes, and there were no array images available for time points at 80, 130, or 

220 minutes.  
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 Reference samples in all three cases were generated from mRNA extracted from 

asynchronous cultures of the same cells growing exponentially at the same temperature in the 

same medium. This resulted in different reference samples for each data set. 

 Due to the presence of overlapped spot locations, and the use of uniform spot 

diameters even for smaller spots on the array, all the slides from this data set were re-gridded. 

To accomplish this, grid files (*.sag) denoting the spot positions were converted to GENEPIX GPR 

files to provide initial spot locations, and each slide was re-gridded using GENEPIXPRO® v4.0 (Axon 

Instruments). In addition, for one of the synchronization methods, a different slide design was 

used with different genes printed in different locations. This necessitated determining which 

genes were common to all three time-courses, and reorganizing the data accordingly. In some 

arrays, genes were spotted multiple times. For these genes, the “best” ratio (taking into 

consideration whether the ratio was negative, the flagged status of the spot, and the magnitude 

of the relative standard deviation) was used. This resulted in a final data set of 5478 genes 

across 54 time points. 

2.5 HALDEV Data Set 

 The HALDEV data set follows the development of Hippoglossus hippoglossus (Atlantic 

halibut) larvae at 5 time points [9]. The larvae were collected at a facility run by Scotian Halibut 

Ltd (Clark's Harbour, NS), and the microarray data generated at the Institute of Marine 

Biosciences of the National Research Council (IMB-NRC) in Halifax, NS. The time points were 

taken at 1, 21, 64, 91, and 104 days post hatching (dph), with three biological replicates at each 

time point, for a total of 15 samples. A universal reference was prepared consisting of equal 

amounts of mRNA from all 15 samples. 

 All arrays contained 9625 oligomers representing halibut genes, spotted side-by-side in 

quadruplicate, for a total of 38,500 spots with gene material. In addition to these, 90 spots 

contained Arabidopsis oligomers, and 1344 were blank. 
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Chapter 3:  Gridding and Flagging 

 In the microarray-analysis workflow, image processing is the first step in the extraction 

of actual measurements from the DNA microarray slide. All previous steps involved physical 

manipulation of the biological samples (either the organisms under study or the oligonucleotide 

sample) or of the microarray slide itself (scanning). Image processing, which consists of gridding, 

flagging, ratio calculation and ratio-uncertainty estimation for each spot, is arguably the most 

critical step in a microarray-analysis workflow outside of the actual experiment and DNA 

microarray hybridizations. Errors at the image-processing stage of the workflow are largely 

undetectable at later stages of analysis, and therefore it is essential that the individual 

operations are carefully performed and that the variability introduced be well understood. 

 Gridding is the process of determining the location and diameter of spots in the 

microarray image (an example image with spot locations is shown in Figure 3.1). Flagging, which 

is normally performed in conjunction with gridding, is the evaluation of individual spot quality 

and the determination of whether the measurements from a particular spot should be included 

for further analysis. Ratio calculation involves the conversion of the collection of pixel intensities 

in foreground and background regions of both channels into a single scalar value representing 

the ratio of test to reference. Each of these steps can introduce variability into the final results, 

in addition to the inherent biological and technical variability in the steps that precede them. 

Mathematically, the sources of variance can be decomposed as: 

 
2 2 2 2 2
ratio biol tech gridding measσ σ σ σ σ= + + +  3.1 

Note that, while flagging is not included as a source of variance here because flagged spots are 

removed from analysis, it is an important aspect since it influences the measurements retained 

in the final analysis. 

 While many studies have attempted to characterize measurement-error characteristics 

in DNA microarrays [1], few have tried to quantify the individual components. For good-quality 

spots, the first two terms generally dominate and exhibit proportional error characteristics. The 

other two terms have not been closely examined; this is one of the objectives of this thesis. The 

contribution of the last term is considered in the chapter that follows. The purpose of the 

present chapter is to assess the overall contribution of gridding reproducibility to the variability 
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of the ratio measurement. In addition, the reproducibility of flagging is also examined. To the 

best of the author’s knowledge, no studies of this nature have appeared in the literature. 

 

Figure 3.1 DNA microarray image of a region of the CELLCYC elutriation time point 60. Circles denote the 

original grids. 

3.1 Variability of Gridding and Flagging 

 Multivariate curve resolution by weighted alternating least-squares (MCR-WALS) 

analysis, much like other analysis methods, is dependent on reliable estimation of the spot 

location, reliability, ratios, and uncertainties. Frequently, due to less-than-ideal microarray 

images and possible errors in the automatic gridding and flagging process, human oversight is 

required at this initial stage of image analysis. Although spotted microarrays have been in use 

for well over a decade, and automatic gridding and flagging has been the subject of much 
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research [2], performing gridding and flagging in a completely automatic fashion with modern 

microarrays is not realistic in many cases. 

 Less-than-ideal microarray images occur as the result of several phenomena, including 

errors during printing leading to irregular sub-arrays or spots with low amounts of probe DNA, 

errors during hybridization and washing of the microarrays leading to very high levels of 

background signal on one or both channels, and low amounts of target mRNA, leading to low 

signal on a majority of spots. There may also be issues with the scanner that lead to very high or 

very low signals on the array. Other errors include scratches, dust spikes, and other artifacts on 

the array. These various errors make the task of locating the spots, determining their diameter, 

and determining their reliability using automated methods more difficult. Therefore, most 

microarray images require review and possible intervention by a human operator following 

gridding and flagging by software prior to further analysis.  

 Although the prevailing belief is that having a human operator correct the gridding 

results reduces errors, there exists the possibility that human operators may introduce errors 

and variation during the gridding process. Many published studies compare various gridding 

algorithms or software packages [3-8], but to the author’s knowledge no study has been 

performed examining the effect of different human operators on the final results. In conjunction 

with undergraduate student Joe Boutillier, a study was conducted on the differences between 

human operators gridding and flagging the same slides, using the same software package, and 

having been instructed on the use of the software by the same individual.  

 The following sections discuss the experimental details and results of the study and the 

implications for human oversight and intervention in automatic gridding of microarray images. 

3.2 Experimental Details 

 Three operators, referred to hereafter as operator 1 (O1), operator 2 (O2), and operator 

3 (O3), with no prior gridding experience, used GENEPIXPRO® v4.0 (Axon Instruments, Union City, 

CA) to grid and flag one slide (60-minute time point, slide ID y744n60) from the elutriation time-

course of the CELLCYC data set. In addition to the three operators, another software package, 

SPOTREADER® (Niles Scientific, Porta Valley, CA) (SR), was also used to grid the slide, using default 

parameters with no operator oversight. 

 The CELLCYC data set (described in more detail in Chapter 2) was used for this analysis 

as it is widely used in many different microarray-analysis studies, and is well known in the 
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literature, although most analyses start from the log-ratio values and not the slide images. As a 

time-course experiment there are large variations in ratios and pixel intensities, as well as spots 

of variable qualilty, providing a reasonable subject for gridding. The 60-minute time-point slide 

was chosen arbitrarily from among the 23 slides available.  

 All three operators were instructed in the use of GENEPIX by the author. This instruction 

was approximately a half hour, and consisted of demonstrating how to grid a different slide 

using GENEPIX, and answering questions from the operator. As a starting point for gridding in 

GENEPIX, all operators used the grids determined by the original researchers (ORG). After loading 

the original grids, each operator then tasked GENEPIX with finding the spots on the array. Each 

operator could then vary GENEPIX options to improve the gridding (by adjusting the default spot 

diameter in each block, as well as the minimum and maximum spot-diameter deviations 

allowed), or manually modify the locations, diameters, and flag status of each spot.  

 Ratios were calculated using orthogonal regression between the pixels in each channel 

for each spot. The regression method was used for ratio calculation because it does not require 

the calculation of background intensities, and therefore removes the influence of the selection 

of background regions for each spot. The regression and other ratio-calculation methods are 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. The pixels within a square mask with sides the same 

length as the diameter of the spot as determined by each user or software (O1-O3, ORG or SR) 

were used for the ratio calculation.  

3.3 Results 

 To compare the gridding and flagging among the operators (O1, O2, O3) and software 

(ORG, SR) the variability in the gridding, flagging, and the calculated ratios was examined. 

3.3.1 Gridding Variability 

 The primary method to compare the gridding performed by the various operators (O1, 

O2, O3) and software (ORG, SR) is to examine the spot locations and diameters in comparison to 

the ORG data, and to each other. These data overwhelmingly demonstrate that there are 

substantial differences among the grids generated by each operator and software.  

 In the initial examination of gridding, spots that had common grid parameters (i.e. same 

location and diameter) among the different operators were investigated. It soon became 

apparent that the similarity of the grids was in fact quite small among the operators. For 

example, it was found that the ORG grids were not consistent with any of the other gridded sets. 
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Out of the 7744 spots on the array image, only one spot (shown in Figure 3.2A)  was gridded 

identically between ORG and all three operators, and none of the spots were gridded identically 

by all operators, ORG, and SR. For comparison, 112 spots were gridded the same between the 

three operators and SR, one example of which is shown in Figure 3.2B.  

 

Figure 3.2  (A) Only spot gridded the same by all three operators and ORG. (B) Example of spot gridded 

the same by all three operators and SR. 

 While at first surprising, this result should not be unexpected as the original grids were 

generated assuming a fixed diameter for every spot with very little adjustment for differences in 

spot diameter or location [9].  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Venn diagrams of number of common (same diameter and location)  spots among the three 

operators (A), and O2, O3, and SR (B). 

Comparing only the three operators, there were 147 spots gridded identically, with the most 

agreement between O2 and O3 at 1201 spots (Figure 3.3A). When the software grids are 

included, both O2 and O3 had more grids in common with SR than with O1, as shown in Figure 

3.3B. This raises the question of whether O1 adjusted the grids more or less with respect to O2 

A B 

A B 
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and O3, and why O2 and O3 had such similar grid locations with the fully automatic grids 

generated by SR. 

 Next, the grids were compared separately by their diameters and locations. To compare 

the diameters, the O1, O2, O3 and SR spot-diameter differences relative to ORG (i.e. ORGdiam – 

Xdiam, where X = O1, O2, O3, or SR) were calculated. As shown in Figure 3.4, all of the operators 

and SR decreased a large number of spot diameters, with O2 and O3 decreasing them the most. 

The original grids assumed a uniform diameter of 100 μm, and as Figure 3.1 shows, many of the 

spots actually have smaller diameters than were used by ORG. Although O1, O2, O3 and SR all 

decreased many spot diameters, O1 is notable for actually increasing the diameter of some 

spots, as well as having the largest diameters of all the operators. O3 is notable for having a 

number of spots with a diameter of only 30 μm (ORG – O3 = 70 μm), encompassing only 4 pixels 

(see Figure 3.5B). None of the other operators or software gridded any spots with such a low 

diameter. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Histogram of differences in diameter between users (O1-3), SPOTREADER (SR), and the original 

(ORG) spot diameters. 
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Figure 3.5 (A) Distribution of spot location offsets for O3 relative to ORG. (B) Example of a spot 2 pixels 

wide gridded by O3 but flagged by others. 

 Examining the spot centers (X and Y coordinates), both O1 and O2 were more likely to 

leave the spot location the same compared to ORG. In comparison, O3 had a large number of 

spots that had large X and Y deviations compared to ORG. As shown in Figure 3.5A, O3 changed 

the center for large numbers of spots, even moving one spot by 60 μm in the Y-direction (6 

pixels). These spots with large deviations in pixel location also appear to be the same spots with 

large deviations in spot diameter, an example of which is shown in Figure 3.5B. Examination of 

these spots provides evidence that, as shown in Figure 3.5B, many of them are actually artifacts 

near missing or scratched spots, that should be flagged, and that O3 marked these spots in 

error. 

 In conclusion, it is not surprising that the operators and SR deviated the spot locations 

and diameters from those in ORG, given the nature of gridding software at the time that the 

ORG grids were generated. However, the variety among the operators in deciding where to 

place the spot grids and how big to make them does bring in to question whether the 

instruction provided was thorough and provided enough examples of different types of spots. 

This is especially highlighted by the 4 pixel spots gridded by O3 and the variation in diameters 

selected by O1. Although it is likely that the reproducibility of grids could be significantly 

improved by more-detailed instruction and more-formal guidelines, the level of variation 

observed in this study suggests that personal judgment plays an important role and substantial 

differences would still exist. 

A B 
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3.3.2 Flagging Variability  

  The variability in the flagging of spots among subjects demonstrated trends similar to 

the diameters and locations. The operator (O1-O3)-flagged spots included spots flagged by 

GENEPIX based on internal quality control settings, and those flagged by the operator.  There was 

a large disparity in the flagged spots among the various operators, with the largest number of 

spots flagged only by O2 (657), as shown in Figure 3.6A. There was a large number of spots 

flagged by all three operators (258), but also a substantial number of spots uniquely flagged by 

each operator. The 4 pixel spots gridded by O3 were generally flagged by the other operators 

and SR. An example of one of these spots, showing the region that O3 gridded as a spot and the 

region that the other operators and SR flagged is shown in Figure 3.5B. These results suggest a 

variation in the operators in terms of both their tolerance of spot irregularities (O2 most 

conservative, O1 most liberal) and what constitutes an irregularity worthy of flagging. As with 

gridding, better consensus might be achieved with more instruction, but some variation will 

likely still exist. Clearly then, the categorization of spots cannot be regarded with complete 

objectivity.  

 

Figure 3.6 (A) Venn diagram showing the commonly flagged spot counts among operators (O1 – O3).  

(B) Example of a spot that was flagged only by SR. 

 To evaluate differences in flagging between the software and the various operators, the 

commonly flagged spots by ORG and SR with the other operators were evaluated, and counted 

as to how many of the operators (without regard as to which operator it was) also flagged the 

same spot. This count is shown in Figure 3.7. It is interesting to note that ORG had not only the 

fewest flagged spots (94), but also no spots that were not flagged by any of the other operators, 

as well as no spots that were flagged by all three operators. SR, on the other hand had 966 

flagged spots, and 400 of these were flagged by SR alone, as well as large numbers of spots that 

A B 
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were flagged by 1, 2 or 3 of the other operators. The ORG-flagged spots appeared to be flagged 

for reasons related to spot artifacts, such as dust spikes and scratches. It should also be noted 

that all of the ORG-flagged spots were determined manually, by a human operator examining 

the spots. Many of the SR-flagged spots appeared to be flagged due to low pixel intensities, 

some of which are visible on the image and the operators would have marked as being present 

(an example is shown in Figure 3.6B).  

 

 Figure 3.7 Number of flagged spots for each of ORG and SR that were commonly flagged with 0, 1, 2, or 3 

of the other operators. 

 It is possible to conclude, based on the variety of flags applied by the different operators 

and the software, that the judgment between them as to what constitutes a spot that should be 

rejected for further analysis differs. This would imply that the classification of the spot quality is 

not always binary, i.e. “good” or “bad”, but is more of a continuum of quality which, if measured 

and encoded quantitatively, might mean that some spots could be used in subsequent steps of 

the analysis workflow. 

3.3.3 Ratio Variability 

 Although each operator and SPOTREADER demonstrated particular patterns related to 

gridding and flagging, the primary concern is whether these patterns affect the final ratios 

determined from the gridding. To assess the effect on the ratios obtained, residuals for 

orthogonal regression between each set of log-ratios were examined. To do this, log-ratios 

obtained by two operators were plotted against one another, with spots flagged by either 

operator being excluded. In the ideal case, where grids are identical, this should lead to a 

perfect straight line, but variability of gridding leads to scatter in the plot as shown in Figure 3.8.  
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Figure 3.8 Distribution of residuals from the log2 ratio plot of O3 vs O1 (inset).  

Because there is uncertainty in both axes, the orthogonal distance of points from a line with 

slope of unity was recorded. A histogram of the deviations is shown in Figure 3.8 for one pair of 

operators (O1 and O3). Note that the first bin in the histogram contains a much higher number 

of measurements than the others, arising in part from spots that were gridded identically. 

Although Figure 3.3 suggests that only 512 spots were gridded identically by O1 and O3, it is 

suspected that very similar (but not identical) gridding for a number of other spots accounts for 

the remainder of the ca. 1500 spots in the first bin. The remaining bins show a tailing in the 

distribution, as might be expected based on anticipated differences in gridding. The form of the 

distribution was not investigated, but it does not appear to be ‘semi-normal’ at first glance. 

 The dispersion of measurements around the regression line is important because it can 

be related to the variability of the ratio measurements between operators. This dispersion can 

be measured in a variety of ways. The 95
th

 percentiles and standard deviations of the residuals 

are presented in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 Standard deviations (above diagonal) and 95
th

 percentiles (below diagonal) of the residuals of 

log2 ratios resulting from comparing the gridding by different operators or software. 

 
O1 O2 O3 ORG SPOT 

O1 
 

0.051 0.056 0.036 0.043 

O2 0.137 
 

0.054 0.055 0.047 

O3 0.157 0.148 
 

0.061 0.055 

ORG 0.088 0.153 0.175 
 

0.048 

SPOT 0.118 0.123 0.147 0.135 
 

 

The table shows that the measures of dispersion are quite consistent, regardless of the pairs of 

operators selected, averaging around 0.05 for the standard deviation and 0.14 for the 95
th

 

percentile. Note that the smallest values are between O1 and ORG, which is in agreement with 

earlier observations of similarities in these grids. It is shown in Chapter 4 that, if proportional 

errors in the ratios are assumed (as is suggested from the dispersion in the log-log plots), the 

relative uncertainty is related to the standard deviation of the residuals by: 

 
ln 2

% 100%
2

residRSD σ= ⋅ ×  3.2 

Based on this, the contribution of gridding variations to overall ratio variability is 2-3%. As is 

shown in Chapter 4, this is considerably smaller than the RSD from other sources, which is 

typically 10-30%. This conclusion is quite interesting because it shows that, although 

considerable variation in gridding can exist, it is likely to have a minimal effect on the quality of 

the final measurements. This is reassuring in that it removes a certain amount of subjectivity in 

results from different operators.  

3.4 Summary 

 To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study examining the gridding variability of 

human operators. Some conclusions may be made based on the results of this study. First, 

gridding is highly variable among operators, and it is possible to observe particular patterns of 

gridding for some of the operators. Better instruction or more experience may improve the 

consistency of the gridding, but it is likely that there would still be significant differences. 

Second, there were also significant differences in the flagging of spots, thereby suggesting that it 
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is not always clear cut whether a spot is “bad”. Some “bad” spots may be obvious, but others 

might benefit from a quantitative quality measure. Third, the commercial software SPOTREADER 

that was used performed quite well; however it was much more conservative on flagging spots. 

Finally, despite the substantial differences in the grids, the errors in the ratios introduced by this 

difference are relatively small, on the order of 2-3%. This implies that the results are not highly 

sensitive to small variations in the grids, as one might hope and assume. However, it is 

important to be able to quantify the variation due to variability in the gridding by different 

operators. 

 Following the gridding and flagging of all the arrays for a particular experiment, ratios 

for each spot can be calculated. The calculation of the ratios and the ratio uncertainty as a 

measure of spot quality is discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4:  Calculation of Ratios and Ratio Uncertainties 

 As outlined in the workflow for time-course experiments in Chapter 1, the gridding and 

flagging of microarray images is followed by the calculation of intensity ratios. It was also noted 

that the uncertainties in the measured ratios do not exhibit uniform variances, but are 

heteroscedastic in nature, dominated by additive error for low signals and multiplicative error at 

high signals. This heteroscedastic error structure is the principal reason MCR-ALS cannot be used 

for DNA-microarray data analysis, necessitating the use of MCR-WALS. However, the use of 

MCR-WALS requires an estimate of the uncertainties for each ratio. These uncertainties are also 

utilized in subsequent steps of the workflow, particularly for filtering measurements of low 

quality.  

 This chapter provides an overview of the measurement-error model utilized in this 

work, as well as the method of ratio calculation and uncertainty estimation. Finally, the 

reliability of the uncertainty estimates is verified using simulations and experimental data. 

 This chapter is a modified version of the previously published manuscript: TK Karakach, 

RM Flight and PD Wentzell, “Bootstrap Method for the Estimation of Measurement Uncertainty 

in Spotted Dual-Color DNA Microarrays”, 2007, Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry, 

389:2125-2141. The use of the bootstrap for estimating ratio measurement-uncertainties in 

microarray data was previously reported in the Ph.D. thesis of Karakach in 2006 [1]. The author 

of the present work contributed to the modeling and validation of the uncertainty estimates by 

Monte Carlo simulation, as well as the validation of the estimates using the HALDEV data set. In 

addition, the author was involved in the drafting of the manuscript submitted for publication. 

The manuscript text and figures have been modified where necessary to better fit the overall 

structure of this thesis with the kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media. The 

copyright-permission letters can be found in Appendix G. 

4.1 Background 

4.1.1 Measurement-Error Model 

 Measurement errors in spotted dual-color microarray experiments can arise from a 

variety of sources and these can be combined or decomposed in a number of different ways. 

One simple general representation is: 
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2 2 2 2 2
R biol slide spot measσ σ σ σ σ= + + +  4.1 

In this equation, 
2
Rσ  represents the overall variance in the ratio measurement for a given spot. 

The first term on the right-hand side of the equation, 
2
biolσ , represents the biological variation of 

the system under study and, depending on the experiment, is often the largest component of 

the overall variance. This component arises from the fact that there is a natural variation in 

gene-expression levels among similar or identical organisms or populations due to differences in 

genetic makeup and/or environment, or due to simple stochastic effects. This part of the 

variance can be determined experimentally through a simple nested design that uses biological 

replicates and then subtracts the combined effects of the other three terms from the overall 

variance. 

The second term on the right, 
2
slideσ , arises from the technical variations from one 

microarray slide to another and includes sources of variability related to the preparation 

(extraction, labeling, hybridization) as well as normalization of the responses from the two 

channels. This contribution can be evaluated through technical replication, i.e. replicated 

microarrays for the same biological source material. This removes the contribution of 
2
biolσ , and 

the remaining two terms can be subtracted from the overall variance to give 
2
slideσ . 

The third contribution, 
2
spotσ , is due to spot-to-spot variations within a slide and is most 

easily assessed by spotting replicate DNA material at several locations on one slide. Although 

the best estimates are obtained when replicate spots are distributed in a random fashion across 

the whole slide, this design is not efficient from a microarray-production perspective, so 

replicated spots often occur side-by-side. 

The final term on the right-hand side of Equation 4.1, 
2
measσ , is the one of particular 

interest to this work and relates to the actual determination of the ratio from individual pixel 

intensities on each of the two channels. Irrespective of the other contributions to the overall 

variance, which can be regarded as systematic effects at this level, the error in the ratio 

measurement will depend on factors such as the intensity and noise of the fluorescence signals, 

the morphology of the spot, the spatial alignment of the wavelength channels, the manner of 

the ratio calculation, the background levels, and the presence of outlying pixels due to 

saturation or contamination. Often, especially for low- to moderate-intensity signals, 
2
measσ  is 
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the dominant source of error variance, and therefore its assessment is extremely useful. This 

idea is illustrated in Figure 4.1, which shows a map of pixel intensities for the red and green 

channels for two different spots.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Pixel intensity maps of red and green channels for two microarray spots, with combined images 

inset. Note that both spots give the same ratio measurement, but the one on the right would be expected 

to be more uncertain. 

Both spots give essentially the same calculated ratio of unity, but given the high level of 

intensity of signals for the spot on the left, the ratio calculated is expected to be much more 

precise than for the spot on the right, where the intensities are near background noise. Because 

2
measσ  is defined according to the characteristics of an individual spot, by definition it cannot, 

strictly speaking, be determined through replication, since each spot will have its own unique 

features. In practice, a close approximation to 
2
measσ  can be achieved from side-by-side 

replicates, assuming that the spot morphologies and other characteristics are very similar. This 

assumption is usually valid, since side-by-side replicates would be printed with the same pin and 

have a high spatial and temporal correlation in the printing and hybridization process. 

Nevertheless, exceptions can occur. Moreover, for reliable estimation of the variance, several 

replicate spots should be printed for each gene, and this redundancy often runs counter to the 

efficient use of limited space on the microarray. 
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The measurement-error characteristics of DNA microarrays have been extensively 

studied in recent years and some fairly consistent properties have emerged that are 

reproducible across different laboratories and even different platforms. Although a variety of 

different models have been proposed [2-8], it is generally observed that the intensities 

measured on each channel follow a mixed model with a multiplicative and additive term, with 

the latter dominating for low-intensity signals that become corrupted with background noise. 

Ideker et al. [3] expressed this model as: 

 xxxxx δεµµ ++=  4.2 

where x is the background-corrected signal intensity on a given channel for a particular spot, µx 

represents the true mean intensity, and εx and δx are normally distributed random variables with 

zero means and standard deviations of 
xεσ  and 

xδσ . Rocke and Durbin [4] made somewhat 

different distributional assumptions and employed the model: 

 xx
xex δµ η +=  4.3 

where the definitions are the same and ηx is normally distributed with a mean of zero and a 

standard deviation of 
xησ . With these models, it is assumed that the model parameters (ε, δ, η) 

are constant for a given slide and a given channel. For either model, when the additive error 

term (δx) is negligible, the errors in the intensities will be proportional to the signal magnitude, 

so the relative standard deviation (RSD) of the measured intensities is expected to be constant. 

It is easily shown through propagation of errors that, under these conditions, the RSD in the 

measured ratio of the two channels is also constant. 

To reconcile these models with that given in Equation 4.1, it can be assumed that the 

additive contributions to the error are associated with 
2
measσ , since this contribution becomes 

important for low-intensity signals, while the multiplicative errors associated with the other 

three terms should disappear at low intensities. Therefore the first three terms in Equation 4.1 

can be combined into an uncertainty associated with the experiment, 
2
exptσ  as opposed to the 

measurement step. This term will encompass the multiplicative error contribution, leading to: 

 
222222
measmeasexptR Rc σσσσ +=+=  4.4 

Here, R is the ratio and c is the proportionality constant for the multiplicative error, i.e. the RSD 

for high-intensity measurements. Like the intensity models, the multiplicative component of the 

error represented by c should be fixed for a given slide, but unlike these models, the second 
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term will not be fixed, since it depends on how the individual measurement errors combine in 

the ratio calculation. Therefore, a method is needed to estimate 
2
measσ  for each spot. 

4.1.2 Current Approaches 

 The measurement-error model described above for ratio measurements with spotted 

two-color microarrays presents some difficulties from a data-analysis perspective in that it leads 

to a heteroscedastic error structure, i.e. non-uniform error variance in the measurements. There 

are two components to this problem. The first difficulty arises from the multiplicative 

component of the uncertainty in both the intensity and ratio-measurement domains, which 

means larger uncertainties for larger measurements. A common approach to dealing with this 

problem in microarray data analysis is to carry out a logarithmic transformation of the data. For 

purely proportional errors, it is easily shown by propagation of errors that a log transform will 

homogenize the error variance, leading to a homoscedastic error structure that is statistically 

more tractable. 

The second contributor to heteroscedasticity in the ratio measurement arises from the 

contribution of the 
2
measσ  term. Often, this term will be negligible compared to the 

multiplicative error component, but when it is not (typically for low- to moderate-intensity 

signals) it can destroy the proportional error structure so that logarithmic transforms are 

ineffective for homogenizing the variance. The most common way to treat this problem is to 

eliminate spots where the 
2
measσ  term becomes a significant or dominant contributor by flagging 

spots with low intensities or dubious shapes as bad. This process is generally known as data 

filtering. A variety of strategies can be employed to this end, the most basic being a visual 

inspection of the spots, as described in Chapter 3. This process is labor intensive, however, and 

quite subjective, so a number of automated procedures based on various quality measures have 

been proposed for use independently or in conjunction with manual methods [9-18]. Although 

more efficient and objective than visual inspection, automated procedures are less flexible and 

face the challenge of reducing all of the contributors to poor spot quality to a numerical 

indicator. Perhaps more importantly, data-filtering methods result in a binary classification of 

good or bad, while measurement uncertainties follow a continuum of magnitudes. Setting an 

arbitrary threshold runs the risk of excluding measurements that may contain important 
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information or corrupting the data with excessive noise. Clearly, a method that could quantify 

the uncertainty associated with each measured ratio would be useful. 

One strategy that has been suggested for the estimation of measurement uncertainty in 

ratio calculations is propagation of errors [9, 10]. In principle, if one knows the uncertainties in 

the two intensities used to calculate the ratio, the uncertainty in the ratio is easily determined. 

In practice, however, models employed to do this are overly simplistic and do not account for 

the complex correlation structures of the signals and noise in the pixelated data. Furthermore, 

reliable estimates of the measurement uncertainty for the intensities are difficult to obtain. This 

is especially true for background intensities, which are normally subtracted from the raw 

intensity values. For these reasons, error propagation generally gives poor estimates of 

measurement noise and has not been widely employed with microarrays. 

Another approach that has been used with microarray data is the application of a 

variance-stabilizing transformation, such as the generalized log transform [6, 19-21]. These 

methods attempt to homogenize the variance while incorporating both the multiplicative and 

additive terms. They require some estimation of the transform parameters, however. Moreover, 

the implementation of any transform runs the risk of altering the structure that was present in 

the original data, which may be undesirable in certain applications [22]. 

4.1.3 Ratio-Calculation Methods 

An integral element in the statistical behavior of any ratio measurement will be the 

manner in which the ratio is computed from the raw data. The fundamental problem is one of 

taking intensity measurements from (typically) a few hundred pixels on two channels and 

computing a single representative ratio of intensities. Complicating factors include the fact that 

spots are rarely uniform, the pixels may not be perfectly aligned, outliers may be present, and 

background subtraction normally needs to be carried out. There are five commonly employed 

methods for ratio calculation: (1) ratio of means, (2) ratio of medians, (3) mean of ratios, (4) 

median of ratios, and (5) regression. These methods can be employed for both the foreground 

and the background regions, as designated by the gridding procedure. 

One of the simplest and most popular methods for ratio calculation is the ratio-of-

means method, where the mean of pixel intensities is calculated for each channel and, after 

background subtraction, these are used to determine the ratio. In essence, this method 

integrates the signal-intensity values across the spot and, in doing so, should have a good signal-
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to-noise ratio (S/N) and a low sensitivity to morphology or small channel misalignment. The 

biggest drawback to this method is a high sensitivity to outliers which can adversely affect the 

calculation of the mean. 

Another widely used method is the ratio-of-medians, which is similar to the ratio-of-

means except that the calculation is carried out using the median intensity on each channel. This 

approach is more robust in terms of sensitivity to outliers, but can be sensitive to spot 

morphology. Specifically, if a spot exhibits significant regions of low intensity, as can be the case 

for “doughnut” or “crescent” shaped spots, for example, there is a good chance that the median 

intensities will fall in this region. This can be a problem because low-intensity signals are more 

likely to exhibit high noise. 

For the mean-of-ratios and median-of-ratios methods, intensity ratios are first 

calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis following background subtraction for each spot. The mean or 

median of these pixel ratios is then taken to be the spot ratio, with the latter providing a more 

robust estimate. One appealing feature of this approach is the potential to evaluate the 

dispersion of the calculated ratios as an estimate of uncertainty. In practice, however, if there 

are significant variations in the pixel intensities included in the calculations, the low-intensity 

pixels will result in much noisier ratios and so the uncertainty estimates may be high and the 

ratio calculation may be unreliable. 

The regression method for ratio determination is not as widely used as some of the 

other methods, but has certain advantages and is the method employed in this work. With this 

method, the intensities for pairs of pixels across a spot are plotted against one another. In 

principle, this should lead to a straight line with a slope equal to the ratio. In practice, 

orthogonal regression should be used instead of ordinary least squares (OLS), since errors are 

observed on both axes (channels) and this can lead to problems for OLS when high slopes are 

obtained. In addition, reliable estimation requires some low-intensity pixels to define the line. 

These can come from the edges of the foreground region or within the spot itself. The 

regression method works best for spots which exhibit substantial variation in intensity across 

the foreground region as opposed to a high degree of uniformity, but the former is more 

common than the latter in the author’s experience. The regression method is perhaps most 

similar to the ratio-of-means method and, like that method, will be sensitive to outliers, 

especially for high-leverage pixels. However, a subtle but important advantage of the regression 

method is that it eliminates the need for background correction since the intercept of the 
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regression automatically accounts for this. With other methods, background correction can 

present difficulties because it requires that a background region of sufficient size be defined 

around the spot that does not impinge on other spots, leading to irregularly shaped regions. The 

selection of background regions is algorithm-specific and often proprietary in commercial 

software, so background intensities may not be very reproducible from one package to the next. 

Moreover, there is always the risk that the calculated background is not representative due to 

contamination or spatial variations in the region of the spot. It has also been demonstrated [23] 

that the background under the spot (spot-localized background) may not be the same as the 

background around the spot, leading to errors in the ratio calculation. To define the background, 

the regression method requires only a few low-intensity pixels near or within the spot. In the 

latter case, this method can, in principle, compensate for spot-localized background effects. For 

these reasons, the regression method was chosen for the ratio calculation in this work, but the 

methodology developed can also be applied to the other calculation methods. 

4.1.4 Bootstrap Uncertainty Estimates 

Bootstrap methods are well established in the statistics and engineering fields, heavily 

used to estimate variances in the absence of replicate data [24-26]. In statistics the bootstrap is 

widely used to estimate standard errors and confidence intervals when it is impractical to apply 

standard approaches. Therefore, the use of bootstrap methods to estimate the variance from 

the ratio measurement in microarray data, σmeas, as defined above, was explored. In this work, 

the bootstrap method was implemented in conjunction with the regression method of ratio 

calculation, but it could equally be applied with other ratio calculation methods as well. In fact, 

Brody et al. [7] employed the bootstrap method with a median-of-ratios calculation, but did not 

carry out a rigorous evaluation of its reliability, providing data for only three genes. In this work, 

the regression parameters and associated errors are interpreted as the slope being the ratio of 

the spot and the intercept the differential background between the two channels. Emphasis 

here is placed on estimating the standard error of the ratio alone. 

The primary concept in the bootstrap is that new samples are generated from the 

original population by re-sampling with replacement. For example, for a population of 200 

pixels, a bootstrap sample consists of a sub-population of 200 pixels drawn at random from the 

original. Although the bootstrap sample contains 200 pixels, some of the original pixels were 

drawn multiple times, and some not at all. For this new sub-population, the regression ratio and 
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intercept are calculated, and stored. Subsequent bootstrap samples are drawn, as many times 

as necessary to provide a reasonable estimate of the standard error in the parameter:  

 ∑
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In this equation, (se)B is the standard error estimate with B bootstrap samples, 
*
îθ  is the 

parameter estimate (slope) for the ith bootstrap sample, and 
*
⋅̂θ  is the mean parameter 

estimate for all of the bootstrap samples. The standard error calculated in this way is taken to 

be an estimate of σmeas. Figure 4.2 provides a conceptual illustration of this approach. 

 

 
  

 Figure 4.2 Conceptual illustration of the bootstrap procedure. The k bootstrap samples (red) are created 

from the sampled population of N (blue) by extracting N measurements at random with replacement in 

each case. The parameter θ̂  is the estimate of the true population parameter, θ , and 
* *
1̂

ˆ, , kθ θ…  are the 

bootstrap estimates of the parameter. 

  The measurement component of the variance, 
2
measσ , is estimated by the bootstrap 

method for each individual spot. This can then be combined with the multiplicative component 

of the variance, 
2
exptσ , to give the overall error variance in the ratio. The multiplicative 

component, or more specifically the value of the proportionality constant c in Equation 4.4, 

should be the same for all spots on a given microarray. It should be possible to estimate this 

value from replicate experiments, especially if the estimation of 
2
measσ  allows spots where this 

component of the noise dominates to be eliminated. 

θ̂  
*
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*
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*
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4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Simulated Data 

Since perfect experimental replication of spots with exactly the same characteristics is 

not possible, some validation of the bootstrap method was carried out using simulated 

microarray spots. As it is impossible to generate representations of every possible spot 

morphology, two fairly common shapes were used as models. The noise-free intensity maps of 

these are shown in Figure 4.3A and Figure 4.3B.  

The first model spot has a morphology which is characterized by somewhat uniform 

intensity, with sloping edges and a slant equal to about 40% of the maximum signal on the 

plateau. The second model spot exhibits a doughnut shape typical of many microarray spots, 

with a center region that drops to about 30% of the maximum signal around the outside. In each 

case, the spots were generated on a 21x21 pixel grid and had no background present. For the 

simulations, normally distributed random noise was assumed with a standard deviation of 100 

intensity units. In a given simulation, noise was specified as a percentage of the maximum signal 

on the red channel, so the model spot profile was scaled accordingly to give the appropriate 

maximum for the error-free measurements on that channel. The ratio (red/green) was taken to 

be 2, so the error-free spot image for the green channel was taken to be half that of the red 

channel. To generate the simulated data, the noise was added to the error-free spot images and 

the resulting values were rounded to the nearest integer to simulate the effects of quantization 

noise introduced through digitization, although these were expected to be small. Noise levels 

ranging from 1% to 50% were examined, and typical images for spots with 5% and 40% noise are 

shown in Figure 4.3C-F. 
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 Figure 4.3 Intensity maps of simulated microarray spots. Two spot morphologies were employed, the 

uniform spot with a sloped top (left) and the doughnut shape (right). The noise-free spots are shown in 

(A) and (B), while (C) and (D) represent 5% noise and (E) and (F) represent 40% noise on the red channel. 

4.2.2 Experimental Data Sets 

Three experimental microarray data sets were employed in this work to try to validate 

the bootstrap error-estimation procedure. Each data set is described in more detail in Chapter 2. 

The data sets used included the EXITSP (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), CAMDA (Plasmodium 

falciparum) and HALDEV (Hippoglossus hippoglossus). All three are time-course microarray 

studies with replicate arrays for individual time points. In the EXITSP data, triplicate arrays were 

available for the sample at 0 minutes, and duplicates at 1, 10, 20, and 35 minutes. The CAMDA 

data also had triplicate slides at time point one (1 hour), and duplicate measurements at 7, 11, 

14, 18, 20, 27 and 31 hours. Both the EXITSP and CAMDA replicate data were used to assess the 
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multiplicative contributions to the uncertainty in the ratio. The HALDEV data contained triplicate 

measurement for each time point. However, each slide contained four side-by-side spot 

replicates for each of 9,625 features. These side-by-side replicates were used to obtain an 

experimental estimate of the measurement uncertainty.   

4.2.3 Ratio Calculation 

As already noted, the regression-ratio method was used to calculate the ratio, but 

additional details are provided here that are especially relevant for experimental 

measurements. The first step in the ratio calculation for a given spot was extraction of the 

paired pixel intensities. This was done using the spot location and size information in the “grid” 

file. Pairs of pixels for which either channel was saturated were then removed from this list. 

Next, the pairs containing the upper fifth percentile of pixel intensities on each channel were 

also removed from the data set (five to ten percent of pairs in total, depending on redundancy). 

This was done to reduce the chances of retaining outliers in the data set arising from dust 

spikes. The designation of the ninety-fifth percentile was somewhat arbitrary, but seemed 

sufficient to eliminate most dust spikes without having a significant effect on the regression. 

Depending on the characteristics of the slide, this number could be adjusted. Orthogonal 

regression [27] was then carried out on the remaining pairs of pixel intensities, extracting the 

slope as the spot ratio. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

To gain confidence in the measurement uncertainties calculated for the specific ratios, it 

was necessary to determine how accurately the bootstrap-calculated value of 
2
measσ  reflected 

the true uncertainty in the measurements. This is difficult to do, since there is no way to 

generate perfect experimental replicates of a given spot. To provide some validation for the 

results obtained, three approaches were employed. First, simulated data were used in which the 

spot morphology could be carefully controlled and reproduced. In the second approach, Monte-

Carlo modeling of data from the EXITSP and CAMDA microarrays was employed. Finally, side-by-

side replicates of spots in the HALDEV microarray were used to generate an experimental 

estimate of 
2
measσ  that could be directly compared to bootstrap estimates. 
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4.3.1 Simulated Data 

To evaluate the bootstrap method for the simulated microarray spots shown in Figure 

4.3, an estimate of the “true” measurement uncertainty was first obtained for each spot/noise-

level combination. This was done by generating 1000 replicate spots with different noise 

realizations, followed by calculation of the red/green ratio for each of these replicates. The 

standard deviation of these ratios was taken as the true value of σmeas. Following this, 100 

additional replicates were generated, each with a different noise realization. For each of these, 

bootstrap estimates of σmeas were obtained based on 200 bootstrap samples. These estimates 

are plotted for two noise levels (5% and 40%) and both spot morphologies in Figure 4.4, along 

with the “true” value of σmeas (horizontal line). Also shown in each sub-figure is an estimate of 

the bias (dashed line) for each of the 100 cases. The bias is the deviation of the estimated ratio 

from the true value and can be estimated as: 

 
*ˆ ˆ(bias)B θ θ= −  4.6 

Here, 
*θ̂  is the mean value of the ratio for the bootstrap samples and θ̂  is the ratio estimated 

from the original population. Since the bias relates to the accuracy of the ratio estimate, it 

should ideally be considerably smaller than the standard error. Although a bias correction can 

be made in the estimate of the uncertainty, this can also increase the variance in that estimate 

and such a correction was not performed in this work. 

The results in Figure 4.4 show good general agreement between the bootstrap-

estimated uncertainties and the standard deviation in the ratio measurement as estimated from 

many replications. In all cases, the bias is comparatively low. As the level of noise is increased, 

the variance in the bootstrap estimates also increases, as would be expected. For the case of 

40% noise in Figure 4.4C and D, the extent of variation in the standard-deviation estimates is 

quite large, ranging between 0.2 (10% uncertainty in the nominal ratio) to 1 (50% uncertainty). 

However, it is important to recognize that the primary purpose of the bootstrap estimation in 

this application is to obtain a rough estimate of σmeas that can be used for data filtering and 

weighting, and not for rigorous statistical testing. 
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Figure 4.4 Bootstrap estimates of standard deviation in the ratio measurement (R/G=2) for simulated 

microarray spots. The horizontal line is the estimate of the “true” standard deviation based on 1,000 

replicates of the spot, the solid blue line is the bootstrap estimate of the standard deviation for each of 

100 replicates, and the dashed red line is the corresponding estimate of the bias. The panels on the left 

are for the uniform spot with the sloped top and those on the right are for the doughnut-shaped spot. 

Plots (A) and (B) correspond to 5% noise in the red channel, while (C) and (D) correspond to 40% noise. 

An important consideration in the application of the bootstrap method is the number of 

bootstrap samples used. Errors in this procedure can be attributed to fundamental statistical 

errors, which cannot be improved by increasing the number of bootstrap samples, and “Monte-

Carlo” errors, which disappear as the number of samples goes to infinity. In this application, it is 

important to minimize variations in the estimates due to Monte-Carlo errors while at the same 

time keeping the number of bootstrap samples low to minimize the computational time needed 

for thousands of microarray spots. Figure 4.5 shows a plot of the standard deviation in the 

standard-error estimates and the root mean square of the bias as a function of the number of 

bootstrap samples for the case of the uniform/sloped spot with 20% noise. To generate this 

plot, 100 runs were carried out at each level of bootstrap sampling (B) and the standard 

deviation of the measurement-error estimates were recorded. This was repeated ten times at 

each level to give the mean and error bars shown in the plot. Similar calculations were carried 

out for the bias to evaluate its stability, except in this case a root mean square value was 

calculated to account for its dispersion around zero rather than around a mean. Although such a 
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plot will vary somewhat as conditions are changed, it was generally found that both features 

leveled off fairly quickly above 100 bootstrap samples. For the algorithms used in this work, 200 

bootstrap samples were used. 

 

Figure 4.5 Effect of the number of bootstrap samples used (B) on the precision of the bootstrap error 

estimate and bias estimate. 

The validity of the results obtained from these simulations is, of course, predicated on 

the assumption of independent and uniform errors in the pixel intensities. Such an assumption 

is not likely to be valid, but it is difficult to develop models for pixel errors which would be 

accurate and universal. A proportional or shot-noise error structure is reasonable, likely in 

combination with an additive contribution. Correlated noise on adjacent pixels is also likely, 

including effects that may arise from slight channel misalignment. It is not possible to simulate 

all of these scenarios, but a simple set of simulations was carried out that included a 

proportional-error term in addition to the uniform noise. Results were essentially the same as 

those shown in Figure 4.4, although it was noticed that there was a slight bias in the estimate of 

the ratio, as might be anticipated. However, it is clear that a full validation of the bootstrap 

approach needs to include testing with experimental data as well as simulated data. The next 

two sections address this issue. 

4.3.2 EXITSP Microarray Data 

The microarray data from the EXITSP study were chosen for experimental validation of 

the bootstrap method for a number of reasons. First, since this was a time-course study 
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involving large changes in gene expression relative to a common reference (log-phase yeast 

cells) a wide range of ratios was observed, allowing a variety of measurement conditions to be 

examined. Likewise, these microarrays exhibited spots of varying intensity and quality, again 

permitting the robustness of the model to be explored. Finally, replicate measurements were 

conducted for a number of time points (0, 1, 10, 20 and 35 min), allowing the experimental 

variance to be assessed. More details about this data set are available in Chapter 2. 

In the first part of this study, the use of the bootstrap-estimated σmeas for screening 

unreliable microarray spots was investigated. To do this, ratios from duplicate microarray 

experiments can be compared to one another in the form of a log-log plot. Logarithmic plots are 

normally preferred for such comparisons because proportional error structure commonly 

observed for microarrays reduces to a uniform (homoscedastic) error structure upon logarithmic 

transformation. Ideally, if duplicate experiments were in perfect agreement, the log-ratio plot 

should be a straight line with a slope of unity and an intercept of zero. However, a non-zero 

intercept is often observed in these plots due to a required normalization of the two 

experiments arising from differences in laser intensity, detector sensitivity, dye labeling 

efficiency, the amount of RNA extracted, and so on. Moreover, experimental noise related to 

σexpt and σmeas will cause deviations from the line, as will measurements considered “bad” due to 

anomalous shape, background problems, optical interferences or other factors. By eliminating 

spots with excessively high measurement variance, σmeas, the reliability and reproducibility of 

the spots that remain should be improved. 

 To illustrate this, Figure 4.6 shows log-ratio plots for duplicate microarray slides at time 

zero (other duplicate sets are similar). Figure 4.6A shows a plot where all of the points have 

been retained except for those with a negative ratio on either slide, which are obviously 

erroneous. This results in the retention of 6229 spots out of the original 6307. The line plotted 

through the points represents the best fit by orthogonal least squares and the slope of this line 

is given in the figure. It can be seen that using this very unrestrictive filtering criterion results in 

a substantial spread in the ratios from the duplicate samples and an improved screening method 

is desirable. 
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 Figure 4.6 Log-ratio plots for duplicate slides at time zero in the yeast data set with various criteria used 

for screening measurements: (A) only spots with ratios less than zero are removed, (B) spots with a ratio 

less than zero and operator-flagged spots are removed, (C) spots with a ratio less than zero or a 

bootstrap-estimated RSD greater than 30% are removed, and (D) spots meeting any of the three criteria 

(ratio<0, flagged, RSD>30%) are removed. 

 In Figure 4.6B, spots that have been flagged by an operator as “bad” (on either slide) 

have been removed, reducing the number of spots to 4754. This flagging is a manual and 

subjective procedure that generally happens when spot grids are set up for the microarray 

image, as describe in Chapter 3. This can result in censoring of spots because of unusual 

morphology, unreliable background, smearing, interferences, or other reasons at the discretion 

of the operator. It is clear that this censoring resulted in improved data quality and better 

correlation between the two experiments, although there still appear to be some outlying 

points in the plot. 

 In Figure 4.6C, the operator flags were ignored and censoring was based solely on the 

value of the measurement uncertainty, σmeas, removing any spots where the relative standard 
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deviation from this source (RSDmeas = σmeas/R) was greater than 30%. This cutoff was somewhat 

arbitrary, but similar in magnitude to the RSD expected for σexpt. This censoring resulted in the 

retention of 5463 spots. Of the 766 spots rejected on the basis of σmeas, 624 had been flagged, 

representing 42.3% of the flagged spots. Figure 4.6C again shows significant improvement over 

Figure 4.6A and has characteristics similar to Figure 4.6B, although fewer spots have been 

removed. By reducing the cutoff below 30%, the quality can be further improved, but with a 

commensurate increase in the number of censored points. When both flags and measurement 

uncertainty are used as censoring criteria in generating the log-ratio plot, as shown in Figure 

4.6D, the number of spots is further reduced to 4612. In this case, all but a few of the extreme 

outlying points have been eliminated, resulting in a greater reliability in the data. 

 It is clear from these observations that neither flagging nor censoring on the basis of a 

30% cutoff in σmeas results in the elimination of all of the unreliable microarray spots. This is not 

unexpected, since flagging is subjective and prone to human error, while filtering on the basis of 

the bootstrap-estimated σmeas does not necessarily capture all of the undesirable spot 

characteristics, such as anomalous background characteristics. In addition, it appears that 

flagging may unnecessarily eliminate a substantial number of spots with useful information. The 

best censoring strategy would appear to be one with a combination of the two methods, with a 

more relaxed flagging criterion to minimize the rejection of spots which may be valid. More 

specifically, the flagging strategy should not focus on spots with low intensities, which are likely 

to be detected through σmeas, but rather on spots with anomalous characteristics that may not 

be censored on the basis of measurement uncertainty alone. 

 If censoring on the basis of σmeas is carried further, it can be argued that if only spots 

with a small RSDmeas are retained, then the dominant source of error in those remaining spots 

should be σexpt, which should exhibit a proportional error structure. Figure 4.7A shows a log-ratio 

plot, again with time-zero duplicates, where censoring is based on flags and RSDmeas>5% (in this 

instance, the second criterion captures 98.4% of the flagged spots). This reduces the number of 

spots to 1294, but the figure clearly shows the high correlation and a slope that is closer to the 

ideal of unity at 0.969. Assuming that σexpt follows a proportional error structure (i.e. σexpt = cR as 

given in Equation 4.4), then it can be shown by propagation of error that the logarithmic 

transformation of the ratio should lead to a uniform variance when σmeas can be ignored: 
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Based on this, and assuming that both microarray slides have the same proportional error 

structure (i.e. the same value of c), it can be shown that the orthogonal residuals of the fit in 

Figure 4.7A should be normally distributed with a standard deviation given by: 

 
2ln

2 c
resid =σ  4.8 

In reality, there will likely be differences in the proportional-error factor, c, from one slide to 

another, but this does not invalidate the normality of the observed residuals in the log-ratio plot 

and the calculated value of c is still useful as a composite estimate. Figure 4.7B shows a 

histogram of the absolute orthogonal residuals from Figure 4.7A, which appear to exhibit a high 

degree of normality. The half-Gaussian curve overlaid on the histogram was obtained by 

minimizing the χ2
 value for count statistics. The value obtained for χ2

 was 29.2 with 29 degrees 

of freedom (30 bins), a value consistent with a normal distribution given the critical value of 42.6 

(α=0.05). The estimated standard deviation of the residuals was 0.168, corresponding to a 

proportional error contribution of 8.2% (c = 0.082). This proportional error structure is clearly 

visible in a ratio (instead of log-ratio) plot of the censored measurements in Figure 4.7C. This 

analysis was carried out for all seven sets of duplicates and, although there was some variation 

in the number of outliers detected and the level of proportional noise observed, the general 

behavior was very similar to the case shown. 

 

 Figure 4.7 (A) Log-ratio plot for the yeast data in Figure 4.6 with a bootstrap-estimated RSD cutoff of 5%.  

(B) Histogram of the orthogonal residuals from the fit in (A) along with a fit to a Gaussian distribution.  

(C) Ratio plot of the data in (A) showing the proportional error structure of the ratios. 
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 If censoring to remove spots with a large σmeas reveals the proportional error structure, 

then, conversely, including those spots may degrade the normality of the residuals in the log-

ratio plots. This is the case as illustrated in Figure 4.8A, which shows a histogram analogous to 

that in Figure 4.7B, but with the cutoff set to RSDmeas>50% (the Gaussian fit is shown in red). 

Although the visual quality of the fit does not appear to be much different here, the spread of 

the points is substantially larger (σresid= 0.25) and the χ2
 of 150 indicates a lack of fit to a normal 

distribution. This was the typical trend for all of the duplicate pairs as indicated in Figure 4.8B, 

which shows that the χ2
 values generally increase as the RSDmeas cutoff value increases. This 

suggests that increasing the proportion of ratios with a significant contribution from σmeas 

corrupts the proportional error structure associated with σexpt, which is consistent with the error 

model. 

Although this approach provides some support for the model and indicates that the 

bootstrap estimates are associated with the pure measurement uncertainty, it does not allow a 

direct quantitative and independent assessment of σmeas. An indirect assessment is possible, 

however, through the use of Monte-Carlo simulations. Given a duplicate set of slides with 

specified ratios and their associated errors, it is possible to generate a set of simulated data with 

the same distributional characteristics. To do this, projected ratios calculated from the linear fit 

of the log-ratio plot for a pair of slides were taken to be the “true” values. Simulated noisy 

measurements were obtained by adding normally distributed random values to each set of 

“true” values. The standard deviation associated with the error in each spot ratio was calculated 

from: 

 ),(),(),( 222 jijiRcji bootR σσ +=  4.9 

where σR(i,j) is the error standard deviation for spot j on slide i, c is the proportional-error 

component (RSD), R(i,j) is the estimated “true” ratio, and σboot is the bootstrap-estimated 

measurement standard deviation. The simulated data generated in this way were carried 

through the same calculations for the log-ratio plot as the experimental data, using the same 

cutoff of 50% RSD for the bootstrap error estimates. If the error model and bootstrap error 

estimates are correct, this should lead to a distribution of residuals that is similar to that for the 

experimental data. The two distributions were compared using a χ2
 statistic, which was 

minimized by adjusting the value of the parameter c in Equation 4.9; that is, the simulated 

(expected) distribution was fit to the experimental (observed) distribution by adjusting the level 
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of proportional error. To ensure reliability in the expected distribution, it was generated by 

calculating the average distribution of 50 sets of simulated measurements, resulting in a 

relatively smooth curve. Unfortunately, this approach resulted in only a marginally improved fit 

with only a slightly lower χ2
 value. 

It was postulated that the poor fit of the Monte-Carlo simulated data might be the 

result of a consistent under- or over-estimation of the bootstrap errors. Based on this, Equation 

4.9 was modified to include a scale factor adjustment for the bootstrap error, designated as b in 

Equation 4.10: 

 ),(),(),( 222 jibjiRcji boot
2

R σσ +=  4.10 

The optimization was then carried out to minimize the χ2
 value by adjustment of both b and c. 

This resulted in very good fits of the observed distribution of orthogonal residuals to the 

distributions obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulations, as shown by the blue curve in Figure 

4.8A.  

 

 

 Figure 4.8 (A) Histogram of orthogonal residuals for the log-ratio plot of yeast time-zero duplicates with a 

bootstrap-estimated RSD cutoff of 50%. The red line (plus symbols) shows a fit of the distribution to a 

Gaussian curve, while the blue line (crosses) is a Monte-Carlo fit of the distribution to Equation 4.10.  

(B) The χ
2
 values for fits of the distribution of orthogonal residuals of log-ratio plots of duplicate yeast 

data sets to a Gaussian curve for various levels of RSD cutoff. The numbers in the legend refer to duplicate 

slide pairs. Note that the quality of the fit degrades as the cutoff is increased. 

These calculations were repeated for each of the duplicate slide sets in the data set and the 

results are summarized in Table 4.1, which includes the estimates of the proportional-error term 

(c), the scale factor for the bootstrap error (b), the optimized χ2
 value, and the uncertainties in 
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each of these. The parameters given are the mean values from five Monte-Carlo simulation runs 

with different random number seeds and the uncertainties quoted are the corresponding 

standard deviations. 

Table 4.1 reveals several interesting characteristics of the models. First of all, all of the 

χ2
 values are quite reasonable, well below critical values in most cases, and much improved over 

earlier models. This supports the validity of the model used. The proportional errors extracted 

show a significant range over the set of duplicate slides, with a mean value around 14%. As 

already noted, these estimates assume that the proportional-error contributions are the same 

from each slide, although in reality this is not likely to be the case, so the number is likely a root-

mean-square composite of the two contributions. The largest proportional-error contribution is 

37% observed for the duplicates at 1 min, which is not surprising since this is where the most 

rapid changes in gene expression were observed to occur, likely leading to the poorest 

experimental reproducibility. What is quite surprising, however, is the very low proportional-

error contribution for the measurements at 10 min. Although this time point coincides with a 

relatively flat region for changes in gene expression, so a lower proportional-error contribution 

might be anticipated, the virtual absence of any proportional error was quite unexpected. 

Nevertheless, this result was very consistent and the fits obtained were still quite satisfactory. 

  Table 4.1 Results of Monte-Carlo fitting of orthogonal residuals for duplicate slide pairs in the EXITSP 

data set. 

 

Time (min) 

 

Slide Pair 

% Proportional 

Error (100c) 

Scale 

Factor (b) 

    
χχχχ2 

0 1,2 18.9 ±0.5 4.24 ±0.11 23.7 ±0.6 

0 1,3 21.7 ±0.8 4.33 ±0.14 30.5 ±1.7 

0 2,3 9.5 ±0.5 1.93 ±0.07 19.4 ±0.8 

1 4,5 37.2 ±1.6 3.61 ±0.40 44.0 ±2.5 

10 7,8 0.14 ±0.11 4.20 ±0.04 57.2 ±1.6 

20 10,11 5.1 ±0.6 3.40 ±0.06 44.6 ±2.8 

35 14,15 7.6 ±0.6 2.24 ±0.12 21.8 ±1.1 

 

Another surprising feature of the models is the magnitude of the scaling factors on the 

bootstrap estimates needed to obtain a good fit. Although only minor adjustments with values 

close to unity were anticipated, the values here range between about 2 and 4 with a mean of 
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3.4. To ensure that these estimates were not an algorithmic artifact, the fitting procedures were 

checked using simulated distributions and no significant bias was discovered. In addition, the 

distribution of the bootstrap estimates was examined for several representative spots to check 

for skewness, but the distributions appeared symmetric with Gaussian character. The need for 

the scaling factor suggests that, although the bootstrap estimates were found to be accurate for 

the simulated spots described in the previous section, they are underestimated by a factor of 2 

to 4 for the experimental measurements, indicating that there are some elements of the error 

structure that were unaccounted for in the simulations. Nevertheless, it was encouraging that a 

simple linear transformation was sufficient to provide a good fit to the observed distributions. 

This is especially noteworthy for the duplicate slides at 10 min. Here the proportional error 

contribution is essentially zero, which means that the fit of the distribution is based almost 

solely on the bootstrap-error estimates. Although the χ2
 value in this case is the highest in the 

group, the fit is still remarkably good under the circumstances. This means that the utility of the 

bootstrap-error estimates for distinguishing reliable from unreliable measurements is not 

substantially diminished, but some adjustment may be needed if a more quantitatively accurate 

estimate of the measurement error is required. 

4.3.3 CAMDA Microarray Data 

Given the somewhat unexpected results for the yeast microarray data, a second data 

set was investigated using the same procedures. The Plasmodium falciparum time-course study 

available through the CAMDA project was a suitable candidate because of its similarities to the 

EXITSP microarray study (see Chapter 2 for more details). As for the EXITSP study, a wide range 

of ratios was observed as a consequence of the large changes in gene expression over time and 

replicate slides were available at several time points, including triplicate measurements at the 

first time point. Aside from these design similarities, however, the two experiments were 

conducted in completely separate laboratories using slides prepared on different microarrayers 

for different organisms. 

Despite the experimental differences between the two studies, the results obtained 

from the CAMDA data set were remarkably similar to those for the EXITSP and are only briefly 

summarized here. In terms of data filtering, the use of flags or a 30% RSDmeas cutoff produced 

similar improvements in the log-ratio plots for duplicate slides, with fewer rejected 

measurements in the latter case. The best results were obtained with the use of both criteria. 
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These observations are consistent with those made for the yeast data set. When a cutoff of 3% 

RSDmeas was used, the proportional-error structure became apparent, with a χ2
 value of 53.8 for 

a Gaussian fit to the orthogonal residuals of the log-ratio plot for duplicates at the first time 

point (1706 points retained). The cutoff for this set was lower than that used for the yeast data 

in Figure 4.7A (5%) and the fit was not as good as in Figure 4.7B because of the generally lower 

proportional error for these data (see below). At a 2% cutoff, the χ2
 value was 34.2 (428 points 

retained) and at 5% it was 96.7 (3990 points). 

Figure 4.9 is the CAMDA equivalent to Figure 4.8 for the EXITSP data and employs 

duplicate measurements from the first time point. The histogram of the orthogonal residuals 

when the cutoff was 50% RSDmeas shows a very poor fit (red curve) to a Gaussian distribution, as 

expected, with a χ2
 value of 726. As before, Figure 4.9B shows that the quality of the Gaussian 

fit decreases as the cutoff is increased for all replicate slide pairs. Also as before, the Monte-

Carlo fit to the observed distribution in Figure 4.9A (blue curve) is much improved over the 

Gaussian fit, with a χ2
 value of 14.9. 

 

 

 Figure 4.9 Analogous plots to Figure 4.8 for the CAMDA data set. (A) Histogram of orthogonal residuals 

for the log-ratio plot of CAMDA duplicates (1 hour) with a bootstrap-estimated RSD cutoff of 50%. The red 

line (+) shows a fit of the distribution to a Gaussian curve, while the blue line (x) is a Monte-Carlo fit of the 

distribution to Equation 4.10. (B) The χ2
 values for fits of the distribution of orthogonal residuals of log-

ratio plots of duplicate CAMDA data sets to a Gaussian curve for various levels of RSD cutoff. The numbers 

in the legend refer to duplicate slide pairs. Note that the quality of the fit degrades as the cutoff is 

increased. 

Table 4.2, which is equivalent to Table 4.1 for the yeast data, shows the proportional 

errors and bootstrap error scaling factors resulting from the Monte-Carlo fit for each of the 
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duplicate pairs in the CAMDA data set.  As before, a range of values was observed for both the 

proportional error component and the scaling factor, but the values were generally lower for 

this data set, with means of 9% (vs 14%) and 2.6 (vs 3.4), respectively.  The fits were generally 

quite good, with a mean χ2
 value of 29.8. 

The consistency of these results with the yeast data set is encouraging, even though 

they continue to suggest that the bootstrap error estimate is low by about a factor of three. To 

further evaluate the model, a more direct comparison with the bootstrap error estimates was 

sought. 

 Table 4.2 Results of Monte-Carlo fitting of orthogonal residuals for duplicate slide pairs in the CAMDA 

data set. 

 

Time (hr) 

 

Slide Pair 

% Proportional 

Error (100c) 

Scale 

Factor (b) 

    
χχχχ2 

1 1,2 5.8 ±0.3 3.74 ±0.06 15.7 ±0.7 

1 1,3 7.4 ±0.7 3.16 ±0.09 42.0 ±2.1 

1 2,3 8.7 ±0.3 2.47 ±0.06 22.9 ±0.9 

7 9,10 19.6 ±0.2 2.54 ±0.03 42.3 ±2.7 

11 14,15 4.6 ±0.3 2.57 ±0.04 53.2 ±1.4 

14 18,19 5.3 ±0.8 1.95 ±0.06 23.2 ±0.7 

18 23,24 8.6 ±0.3 2.23 ±0.05 25.7 ±0.8 

20 26,27 14.6 ±0.4 2.14 ±0.04 34.3 ±1.6 

27 33,34 10.7 ±0.2 2.07 ±0.02 20.4 ±1.1 

31 37,38 7.1 ±0.4 3.46 ±0.04 18.7 ±0.9 

4.3.4 HALDEV Microarray Data 

To obtain a more direct, quantitative experimental validation of the bootstrap estimates 

of σmeas, the HALDEV data set was used (see Chapter 2 for more details). As already noted, it is 

difficult to obtain an experimental estimate of σmeas through replication since this requires that 

multiple spots have the same morphology, intensity values and noise characteristics. Although 

an exact match of these characteristics is probably not possible, a very close approximation 

should be obtained through side-by-side replicates. Spots printed with the same solution by the 

same pin with a high spatial and temporal correlation should exhibit very similar morphologies 

and be subject to minimal experimental sources of variation. This is commonly observed in 

practice, with side-by-side duplicates easily identified by visual inspection. Therefore, the 
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uncertainty in these spots should be dominated by σmeas, which can be estimated from the 

standard deviation of the calculated ratios. For this estimation to be reliable, however, a 

sufficient number of replicates needs to be available. Side-by-side duplication of spots is a 

relatively common practice, but two measurements are generally insufficient for a reasonably 

precise estimate of σmeas and any relationship with bootstrap-estimated values is obscured by 

the spread in the results. The HALDEV microarray was somewhat unusual in that it contained 

four side-by-side replicates for each spot, giving a considerably more reliable estimate of the 

standard deviation. 

For this study, the ratios for all 15 microarray slides were first pooled together, for a 

total of 9,625x15x4 = 577,500 spots. These were then filtered according to various criteria such 

that, if any of the four replicates did not meet the criteria, all four were excluded from further 

analysis. This filtering included the removal of any flagged spots, removal of any spots with a 

ratio less than zero, and removal of any set of replicates with one or more ratios less than 0.05 

or greater than 20. Following this filtering, the number of remaining spots was 42,318x4 = 

169,272. The standard deviation of the ratios for each quadruplicate set was subsequently 

calculated. The bootstrap estimates of σmeas were also obtained for each spot and averaged over 

the four replicates to give a mean value. Both estimates of σmeas were converted into an RSD by 

division by the mean ratio. The RSD was used instead of the absolute standard deviation 

because the agreement of the two estimates was found to be a function of the magnitude of the 

RSD. 

 Figure 4.10A shows a log-log plot of the measured RSDs against the bootstrap-estimated 

RSDs for 2000 randomly selected sets of replicates. Also shown is a line with a slope of unity and 

an intercept of zero, representing perfect agreement for the two estimates. Only 2000 points 

are plotted, since plotting the full data set of 43,318 points would result in a marker density too 

high to properly evaluate the dispersion around the plotted line. Instead, Figure 4.10B shows 

the full data set rendered as a contour map showing the density of measurements. Both plots 

show very good agreement between the two sets of estimates up to about 100% RSD, although 

the measured standard deviations are slightly higher than the bootstrap estimates. This 

deviation is approximately constant in the log-log plot and translates to a difference of roughly 

25% in the untransformed values. This is considerably smaller than the overall dispersion around 

the line, which was anticipated to be large because of the limited number of replicates. For 

standard-deviation estimates, this agreement is quite good. Above 100% error, the bootstrap 
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method appears to substantially overestimate uncertainty, but this is of little practical 

consequence, since measurements with noise levels in this region are not likely to serve any 

useful purpose. 

 

 

 Figure 4.10 (A) Comparison of bootstrap-estimated measurement RSD values with those calculated from 

side-by-side spot quadruplicates for the halibut data set. For clarity, only 2000 randomly selected spot 

sets are shown. The solid line defines perfect agreement. (B) Results in (A) shown as a density plot which 

includes all 43,318 screened spot sets. 

 The results here show a better quantitative agreement between the measured and 

bootstrap-estimated values of σmeas than was inferred from the Monte-Carlo fits of the other 

two data sets. Similar fitting of five duplicates for the halibut data gave good fits (mean χ2
= 38.5) 

with a mean proportional error of 19% (range 10-27%) and a mean scaling factor of 1.8 (range 

1.5-2.5). The latter value is slightly higher than would be implied by the Figure 10 (ca. 1.3), but 

still in reasonably good agreement. This raises the question as to why the bootstrap-error 

estimates were more accurate in this case. Further investigation revealed that the halibut 

microarrays were characterized by relatively higher levels of background noise, likely due to 

some problems with the scanner in this particular case. This is apparent upon comparison of the 

distributions of bootstrap-error estimates for all three data sets, which are shown in Figure 4.11. 

These distributions were obtained by including all of the slides in each data set, with spots 

filtered in the usual way. Whereas the yeast and CAMDA data sets exhibit the bulk of bootstrap 

errors below 10% RSD, the error estimates for the halibut data extend over a much wider range. 

It is speculated that the high background noise in the halibut data set leads to distributional 

characteristics that are closer to the ideal for reliable bootstrap-error estimation by obscuring 
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some of the more subtle effects that may be influencing the accuracy in the other two data sets, 

such as correlated errors or channel alignment. However, there is no direct evidence to support 

this at present. 

 

 

 Figure 4.11 Distribution of relative bootstrap estimated uncertainties for all data sets used in this work;  

(A) EXITSP data, (B) CAMDA data, and (C) HALDEV data. 

4.4 Summary 

 An error model for ratio measurements in spotted dual-color DNA microarrays has been 

proposed which partitions the uncertainty into two contributions, σexpt and σmeas. The first term 

arises mainly from the physical reproducibility of the experiment and is suggested to exhibit a 

proportional error structure, consistent with earlier literature. The σmeas term is associated with 
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the calculation of the ratios from the pixel intensities and a bootstrap-estimation procedure has 

been proposed to estimate this value in conjunction with the regression method of ratio 

calculation. Simulations with two different spot profiles showed that the bootstrap-estimated 

measurement uncertainty was accurate given the error structure used for the simulations. 

Experimental validation of the model and the bootstrap-error estimation method involved the 

use of three microarray data sets, each with multiple replicate slides. Monte-Carlo simulations 

were used to fit the model to the observed distribution of residuals from duplicate runs for all 

three data sets. Fits obtained were excellent, supporting the validity of the model. Proportional-

error contributions (σexpt) were found to range from 0% to about 40%. However, it was found 

that the bootstrap method appeared to underestimate the value of σmeas by a factor ranging 

from about 1.5 to 4, depending on the data set and the duplicates used. The reason for this 

discrepancy is not clear at present, but it is apparent that some of the conditions imposed on 

the simulated data are not valid for the experimental data, which is not surprising. Aside from 

this discrepancy of scale, however, it is noteworthy that the bootstrap estimates appeared to 

match the values of σmeas extracted from the replicate slides remarkably well. In fact, in cases 

where there was virtually no proportional-error contribution, the bootstrap estimates were 

sufficient to model the entire distribution. Further support for the validity of the bootstrap-error 

estimates was obtained using the third data set, for which a direct comparison of bootstrap 

estimates of σmeas to those obtained from four side-by-side replicates showed very good 

agreement up to about 100% error, although the bootstrap estimates were once again found to 

be low, this time by a factor of about 25%. 

Presently, there exist no reliable methods to estimate the contribution of σmeas to errors 

in individual microarray ratio measurements. An approximation to this contribution can be 

obtained from side-by-side replicates, but duplicate measurements are somewhat unreliable in 

this regard and additional replication is usually constrained by the space available on the 

microarray. Even when side-by-side replicates are available, anomalous characteristics for one 

spot may result in the exclusion of all of the replicates. The bootstrap procedure described here 

is a simple method to rapidly assess whether the contribution of σmeas is a limiting factor in the 

reliability of a particular ratio measurement. In addition to this practical utility in data filtering, 

the bootstrap-estimated σmeas can be combined with an estimate of σexpt to obtain an overall 

uncertainty that can be used for weighting individual measurements in higher-level analysis. 

Although these standard deviations are approximate and some scaling of the bootstrap 
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estimates may be necessary to ensure greater reliability, they provide a useful alternative to the 

other option, which is the inclusion of no measurement-error information at all. 

Although the impetus to generate uncertainty estimates for each ratio measurement 

was to provide appropriately weighted ratios for MCR-WALS analysis, once calculated the 

bootstrap estimates of σmeas can be utilized in most of the subsequent workflow steps. This is 

especially apparent in the area of assessing the quality of individual ratios and gene profiles 

across time. The next chapter describes the development of criteria for assessing whether to 

keep or reject individual spot ratios and gene profiles for use in subsequent analysis based on 

the σmeas calculated for each ratio. 
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Chapter 5:  Assessment of Spot Profiles 

 Following the calculation of the ratios and ratio uncertainties for each spot, the next 

step in the analysis workflow is to assess which spots and features to retain for further analysis. 

In this chapter, a spot refers to one spotted oligomer at a particular position on one array. A 

feature, on the other hand, refers to the collection of spots representing the same oligomer 

(normally at the same location) across multiple arrays and giving rise to a spot profile. 

Therefore, the information in a spot consists of only one ratio and ratio uncertainty, whereas 

the information for a feature consists of the ratio and ratio uncertainties across time, with the 

same number of time points as there are arrays. In any particular study, a percentage of the 

spots will be unsuitable for further analysis. Determining which ones can be challenging.  

 In microarray experiments, many different criteria can be used to assess whether a spot 

should be used for subsequent analysis. These might include whether a spot was flagged during 

gridding, the correlation between the spot pixel intensities from each channel [1], the diameter 

of the spot (among other measures) [2], and overall spot-intensity measures such as the number 

of standard deviations the mean or median spot intensity is above the background pixel 

intensities [3], or how similar the mean and median pixel intensities are to each other [4]. The 

above criteria does not include any evaluations used by the gridding and flagging software to 

flag a  spot as “good” or “bad” (a review of common filtering methods is provided in Karakach 

and Wentzell [5]). Following the application of these criteria, a yes/no decision to accept the 

spot for subsequent analysis is made, and following rejection, the spot ratio is no longer 

available unless one possesses the raw data. Any missing spot data must therefore be imputed 

via appropriate methods, or the feature discarded from further analysis. 

 In any particular microarray experiment, the measurements obtained will be of variable 

quality, ranging from very good to very bad. In principle, it should be possible to use the error 

estimates of the measurements to weight the data appropriately. However, spots with 

excessively large errors may be viewed as not containing meaningful information, and may be 

rejected from further analysis (i.e. imputed from other measurements). In certain cases, most or 

all of the spots associated with a particular feature may be of sufficiently poor quality (high 

noise and/or flagged) that the entire feature should be discarded since it contributes no 

meaningful information and may confound further analysis. 
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 Deciding which spots should be discarded is more difficult than it appears at first glance. 

This is partly due to the fact that absolute errors are of limited utility, since ratios are highly 

variable and it is the relative changes that are important. On the other hand, relative errors may 

not be useful in excluding spots either. In particular, some feature profiles may have significant 

regions where the ratios are very close to zero. Although the relative error in these 

measurements may be large, these ratios contribute significant information about the evolution 

of the feature in time. Therefore, the rejection of spots can only be done in the context of the 

feature profile as a whole. The following sections discuss the development of criteria to reject 

individual spots and entire features from subsequent analysis steps, with particular emphasis on 

what constitutes a “bad” spot, and the number of “bad” spots a feature is allowed before being 

rejected, illustrated using examples from the CAMDA data set. 

5.1 Data and Calculations 

 In this chapter, only the CAMDA data set is examined for illustration, although the 

procedures developed for the workflow were applied to all data sets. Experimental details and a 

more in-depth description of the data are provided in Chapter 2. Relevant details for the work 

described in the present chapter are that there are 7278 individual non-control spots on each 

array, with 55 arrays.  

 Ratio standard deviations were calculated by combining the bootstrap-measurement 

uncertainty (σmeas), multiplied by a factor of 3 (as suggested in Chapter 4), with the proportional 

uncertainty c, taken as the mean of the proportional uncertainty calculated between all  

replicate slides. In this work, c was set to 0.15. Therefore, the estimated ratio uncertainty is: 

 
2 2(3 ) ( )R meas cRσ σ= × +  5.1 

5.2 Rejection of Spots 

 As discussed in Chapter 4, it is possible to use the bootstrap-measurement uncertainty, 

σmeas, as a filtering tool via calculation of the spot RSDmeas, given the premise that the variance 

(and therefore the RSD) is a measure of the overall quality and reliability of the spot ratio. The 

effects of this type of filtering are easily observed on log-log ratio plots between replicate slides, 

with filtering of the ratios using more and more stringent RSD cutoffs. As shown in Figure 5.1, as 

the RSD cutoff used to reject spots is lowered, the agreement between the log-ratios of 
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replicate slides increases, as the log-ratio distribution around the regression line narrows and 

the slope approaches the ideal value of unity.  

 

 Figure 5.1 Log-Log ratio plots for replicate arrays 1 and 2 of the CAMDA data. Spots are included only if 

they are positive or have RSDmeas lower than (A) 30%, (B) 20%, (C) 10%, (D) 5%.  

One would expect that many of the flagged spots would also be filtered out using this approach. 

However, not all of the spots that were flagged by the combination of gridding software and 

human operator are captured by the application of an RSD cutoff. Figure 5.2 shows the overlap 

of the number of rejected spots (across all slides) using software flags, RSD, or negative ratios, 

with RSD cutoffs at 30% and 5%, respectively. This analysis suggests that the vast majority of 

spots are flagged not for quality issues related to spot defects (such as scratches, dust spikes, or 

high background), but rather due to low intensities, leading to higher ratio uncertainties. This is 

not a surprising result, as the software used to grid the arrays in the CAMDA data set, 

GENEPIXPRO v3.0 (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA), flags the spot if the software is unable to 

determine an actual spot location due to low signal or spot shape distortions.  
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 Figure 5.2 Number of spots rejected based on various criteria using RSDmeas cutoff of 30% (A) and 5% (B). 

Neg = spots rejected due to negative ratio, RSD = spots rejected due to high RSD, Flag = spots rejected due 

to flagging by software.  

When these spots are examined, as shown in Figure 5.3, it becomes apparent that some of the 

spot locations match the true location (103-8) and some do not (141-45). In both cases, a 

reasonable RSDmeas is obtained. Although the spots shown in Figure 5.3 are visible to the naked 

eye, the software was not able to determine a position for them, and the operator did not 

adjust the spot location and change the flag. Therefore, although one might be tempted to 

ignore the flag in these cases and use RSDmeas as the sole criterion, the software flags should be 

taken into account and the measurement treated as missing in subsequent analysis steps. 

Otherwise, an erroneous ratio measurement might be included due to an inaccurate spot 

location. 

 Another observation that can be made based on Figure 5.2 concerns spots with negative 

ratios. Since negative ratios are not meaningful, these spots should be excluded from further 

analysis. The figure shows that the large majority of these spots were also removed by the RSD 

cutoff, with little change going from 30% to 5%, and most were excluded based on both the RSD 

and flags. This is not surprising, since these spots are likely to have low signals on the test 

channel, resulting in slopes that are distributed around zero. Differences in the background on 

the spot and around it could also lead to a negative slope. This is suspected to be the case for 

the example shown in Figure 5.4. It has been shown [6] that the background intensity around 

the spot can differ from that under it, so the inclusion of a few background pixels at the edge of 

the spot can lead to a negative slope. Although it might be tempting to simply set these negative 
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ratios to zero, this is risky, since there is no guarantee that the reference channel is not also 

close to zero, leading to an undefined ratio.   

 

 Figure 5.3 Examples of spots flagged as not found, but with low RSD. Left to right is the test, reference, 

and plot of test vs. reference pixel intensities. Displayed RSD is RSDmeas, not RSDR. Blue points are those 

used to calculate the spot ratio, red stars are those pixels that were removed prior to the ratio calculation, 

as noted in Chapter 4. The first number corresponds to the spot number on the array, the number after 

the dash is the array sequence number. (A) Spot 141 on array 45 (B) Spot 68 on array 43 (C) Spot 103 on 

array 8. Note that for (B) and (C) the spot location is actually very close to the actual spot. 

 Rejecting the flagged spots and negative ratios from further analysis, non-flagged and 

non-negative spots with high RSD remain. For spots with a high RSD, a systematic study relating 

the visual quality of the spot and the level of RSD has not been carried out, but the quality of the 
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spots appears to diminish as RSDmeas (and therefore RSDR) increases. In addition, the maximum 

level of proportional error (c) that has been previously observed is around 30%. When including 

measurement error (σmeas) up to 30% and the previously determined multiplication factor of 3 

for the measurement error estimates (Chapter 4), the overall RSD approaches  100%. Therefore 

a cutoff of 90% was chosen as the maximum allowed RSDR for a spot to be used in subsequent 

analysis. Any spots with RSDR greater than 90%, then, would be rejected and de-weighted prior 

to MCR-WALS analysis. Although it is realized that this cutoff is rather arbitrary, it should reject 

the majority of bad-quality spots from further analysis. The next section examines how many 

spots should be rejected in a feature prior to rejecting the entire feature for subsequent 

analysis. 

  
 Figure 5.4 Example of a spot with a negative ratio, with spot image (left), pixel intensities plotted as a 

surface (center) and a plot of the test vs. reference pixel intensities with orthogonal regression line (right).   

5.3 Rejection of Features 

 If the spots determined to be rejected are de-weighted (through the assignment of a 

high standard deviation) prior to MCR-WALS, they should not affect the final results obtained, 

although the time taken by the algorithm to converge to a solution may be lengthened. In fact, it 

is possible to include features containing all rejected spots and still obtain a meaningful MCR-

WALS solution. However, the features will contribute no meaningful information to the analysis, 

and more importantly, the analysis results cannot be used to make meaningful inferences about 

the behavior of the feature (gene). Methods to associate features with the extracted MCR-WALS 
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profiles (as discussed in Chapter 9) depend on matching the shape of the feature profile with the 

MCR-WALS profile. If a large percentage of the individual spots in a feature are judged to be 

unreliable, then any association of features with MCR-WALS profiles will also be unreliable, 

leading to potentially incorrect interpretations and conclusions during the knowledge-discovery 

phase. 

 When one considers that an advantage of the MCR-WALS method is the ability to 

include feature profiles with missing data through the assignment of large uncertainties, some 

allowance for missing spots should be made. Therefore, 20% of the individual spots in a given 

feature were allowed to be rejected for any reason (flagged, negative, high RSD) before 

rejecting the feature. This corresponds to 11 spots per feature in the CAMDA data (55 arrays). In 

the next section, the effect of the number of rejected spots allowed in each profile as well as the 

effect of the RSD cutoff to reject individual spots is examined.  

5.3.1 Rejected Profiles Based on RSD 

 To examine how many profiles were being rejected based on the RSD cutoff, and 

whether those profiles contained any potential information, a set of 628 features with at least 

80% correlation to a profile extracted by MCR-WALS (Figure 5.5) from the CAMDA dataset were 

examined. This profile was used due to the lengthy region in the middle that was very close to 

zero; therefore many of the features matching this profile should have a long stretch of spots 

with ratios very close to zero as well. These features could be very informative, as they are 

almost entirely non-expressed for much of the time-course, but are then expressed for short 

times. If a large number of these features are rejected, then it is possible that there is a loss of 

information during MCR-WALS and the knowledge-discovery stages of the workflow.  

 Using the basic RSD calculation (RSD1), 

 R
RRSD

R

σ=  5.2 

16 features were rejected based on the number of spots failing the RSD cutoff alone, (90% RSD 

cutoff and 20% failed spots allowed). When flagged spots were included in the counting of 

rejected spots, the number of rejected features increased to 31. Although the number of 

features rejected in this example is relatively low (31 out of 628), genes with significant periods 

of low expression have been observed in many of the data sets studied, and therefore their 

inclusion in the analysis is warranted. 
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 Figure 5.5 Model profile used to select features for further analysis. 

The center image in Figure 5.6A shows a spot representative of those that were rejected. From 

this, it would appear that many of these rejected spots contain useful information that should 

be retained during further analysis. Options to retain these features include increasing the RSD 

cutoff and/or increasing the percentage of failed spots allowed in a feature. Increasing the RSD 

cutoff did allow more features to pass; however this strategy goes against the conservative 

cutoff philosophy described above. Increasing the percentage of spots allowed to fail also allows 

more features to pass, but it was felt that allowing more than 20% began to become 

unreasonable to have any confidence in subsequent analysis steps. 

 Modifying the percentage of rejected spots to allow different amounts of flagged and 

high RSD spots was also considered (20% flagged allowed, with 10% RSD for example); however 

it was believed that this would be difficult to justify and implement. A potential solution became 

apparent when examining which spots were being rejected by the RSD cutoff. Many of the 

spots, as shown in Figure 5.6 (top), had a series of low-ratio points (very close to zero) with small 

standard deviations, but large RSDs (marked with red circles). These were found to be the result 
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of spots with very low expression in the test sample, leading to a near zero ratio and relatively 

high variance. Therefore, alternative avenues of evaluating the RSD were explored. 

 

 Figure 5.6 Characteristics of feature 1031 of CAMDA data set. (Left) Ratios measured over all of the 

arrays. Error bars are drawn for one standard deviation. Red circles denote spots with RSD higher than the 

RSD cutoff, flagged spots are marked by a star. (Center) Grayscale and surface plot of spot pixel intensities 

on the test (top) and reference (bottom) channels. (Right) Test vs. reference channel pixel intensity plot 

showing the orthogonal regression line, points used to generate the line in blue, and pixels filtered out in 

red. Reported RSD is RSDmeas only. (A) Spots rejected using RSD1. Spot image and regression plot from 

array 18. (B) Spots rejected using RSD2. Dashed line shows the weighed mean ratio used to calculate 

RSD2. Spot image and regression plot is from array 1. 

 As an alternative to using RSD1, a weighted RSD calculation was employed (RSD2), 

whereby the RSD for each point was calculated with respect to a weighted mean ratio for the 

feature: 

 R
R

Rw

RSD
x

σ=  5.3 

Where Rwx  is the weighted mean: 
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The weighted mean includes only those ratios from spots in the feature which are not flagged or 

negative (n), and each value is weighted according to the bootstrap standard deviation, σmeas. It 

was believed that RSD2 should mitigate the effect of high RSDs from RSD1 resulting in rejection 

of the very-low-ratio spots. Although using RSD2 did have the intended effect of not rejecting 

spots with very low ratios, it resulted in many of the higher ratios that were not rejected by 

RSD1 now being rejected, due to the dominance of the proportional error for these points and 

the comparatively low-weighted mean ratio, as shown in the bottom of Figure 5.6. This resulted 

in 460 (466 when including flagged spots) features being rejected based on RSD2. However, as 

shown in Figure 5.6, none of the previously rejected spots were rejected using RSD2 (in this 

example). This observation led to the final solution of combining the results of RSD1 and RSD2.  

 Taking into consideration that both RSD1 and RSD2 caused potentially informative 

feature profiles to be rejected, because of high RSDs in completely different spots for these high 

information features (although there are potentially points that would be rejected in both), a 

combination of the two was attempted, in which if a spot’s RSD calculated by RSD1 and RSD2 

was above the cutoff, it was rejected. Figure 5.7A, in comparison to Figure 5.6, shows how few 

spots were rejected for feature 1031 using the combination of RSDs.  

 

 Figure 5.7 Spots rejected using RSD3 for (A) Feature 1031, which now passes the filtering criteria, and  

(B) Feature 5752, which still fails when negative and flagged spots are included. 

This method is referred to as RSD3, and results in none of the 628 features being rejected based 

on RSD alone, and only 6 features being rejected when spots rejected based on flagging and 

negative ratios are included. Although the majority of the 6 features only have one more bad 
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point than is allowed (12 vs. the cutoff of 11), they appear to be quite noisy, as in the example 

shown in Figure 5.7B. In addition, the points failing RSD3 do have high RSDs, and therefore 

should be rejected. 

5.4 Summary 

 In this chapter it was found that many of the flagged spots have relatively high 

measurement uncertainties, but it appears that there is a large number of flagged spots that 

were flagged due to low intensities in combination with the software being unable to determine 

the location of the spot on the array. The measurement-ratio uncertainty for some of these 

spots was found to still be relatively low, leading to the question of whether the spot should 

actually be flagged, especially if one could make a determination as to the spot location and 

diameter. If one can determine the spot location visually, then it could be argued that the 

software should be able to determine the location as well, and these spots should not be 

flagged. However, the software used on this data set was released prior to 2002, and there have 

been many advances in gridding software since that time, and it is possible that some of the 

spots flagged as not found in this data would not be flagged by more recent software packages. 

The measurement uncertainty does indicate that in many cases the determination of the spot to 

be flagged may be in error, and that spot quality should not be quantified in a binary fashion, 

but rather as a continuum. However, as discussed, an upper limit on the amount of relative 

error that is acceptable should be enforced. 

 A cutoff based on the relative measurement uncertainty was found to reject many spots 

with very low ratios and low standard deviations, leading to the rejection of potentially 

informative features from further analysis. A combination of basic RSD and a weighted RSD was 

introduced to mitigate the effect of having very-low-ratio spots causing rejection of a particular 

feature.  

 With the criteria to reject spots and features in hand, these can be used to generate 

clean data for all further steps of the workflow. Unless otherwise noted, the criteria described 

here were used to reject data in following workflow steps. Prior to actually performing MCR-

WALS, the data should be evaluated at the array level, considering each array as an individual 

experiment. Methods for evaluating the time-course data at the array level are described in the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter 6:  Assessment and Refinement of Array Data 

 In most DNA microarray studies, data analysis focuses on the individual spots or gene 

expression on the individual arrays, and then on the expression across a series of arrays (in the 

case of time-course data or when many replicate arrays are produced). That level of focus is 

appropriate as most often one considers the quality of individual-gene data, and then the gene 

expression across all arrays is examined in the final analysis. However, one must also consider 

that the data for each spot at each time point (for time-course data) is not obtained in isolation, 

but each time point measurement is made simultaneously for all genes on the array. Therefore, 

each array is actually a separate experiment consisting of thousands of individual 

measurements, all of which are experiencing similar experimental conditions.  

 Considering the data from the perspective of time point / array / experiment (in this 

chapter all three terms are equivalent) is important in two contexts, for array-level data 

assessment and refinement (this chapter) and in normalization of the microarray data (see 

Chapter 7). Array-level data assessment is an important step in the microarray data-analysis 

workflow to determine which methods may be appropriate for normalizing the data, and for 

performing the actual data analysis. Given the variety of data-analysis methods to choose from 

in addition to MCR-WALS, including but not limited to Fourier analysis [1, 2], clustering [3], 

hidden Markov models [4], multivariate dimension-reduction methods such as principal 

components analysis (PCA) [5], and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [6], often one does 

not know in advance if a particular data-analysis method is appropriate, or what type of results 

to expect until after the analysis is complete. However, it may be possible to obtain a 

preliminary characterization of DNA microarray time-course through the use of simple 

correlation heat maps, where the similarity of all the arrays to each other is calculated and 

visually inspected. In this chapter the rationale for examining correlation between arrays is 

discussed, the use of color to represent the correlations and meta-data is considered, and the 

type of information available using correlation heat maps is examined using examples from four 

different time-course data sets.  
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6.1  Materials & Methods 

6.1.1 Data Sets 

 All data sets mentioned in this work have been previously described in preceding 

chapters. They are briefly described here, and for more detail the reader is referred to Chapter 

2. The CAMDA data set consists of 55 arrays over the 48 hour intraerythrocytic developmental 

cycle of P. falciparum. The DROS data set consisted of 162 arrays spanning 921 hours over the 

life cycle of D. melanogaster, measured on two replicate populations monitored in parallel. The 

CELLCYC data set follows the cell cycle of S. cerevisiae over multiple cell cycles after being 

synchronized by alpha-factor arrest (18 time points, 7 minutes apart), elutriation (14 time 

points, 30 minutes apart) or temperature (22 time points, 10 minutes apart). The EXITSP data 

set consists of 19 arrays over 55 minutes following S. cerevisiae cells as they exit from stationary 

phase and begin log phase growth.  

6.1.2 Correlation Calculation 

 Pair-wise Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated between all 

pairs of arrays for a particular data set using the log2 ratios from each array. Spots flagged as 

bad, not found, or absent by the original experimenters, as well as spots having a negative ratio 

or an estimated relative standard deviation (RSD) greater than 30% were excluded from the 

correlation calculation. Filtering of the spots was specific to the two arrays used for each pair-

wise comparison, so that the spots that passed the filtering were common between the two 

arrays.  

6.2 Rationale 

 In the analysis of DNA microarray data, it has been previously established that, 

depending on the type of replicate sample, the log ratios of replicate arrays are highly correlated 

in comparison to non-replicate arrays. Technical replicates (identical sample, different physical 

arrays) tend to have the highest level of correlation, followed by sample replicates (different 

RNA sample) and biological replicates (different biological sample). This property has been 

employed to assess the reliability of different DNA-microarray lab protocols, as well as 

determining if any replicate samples should be discarded due to errors in processing [7, 8].  

 In many DNA microarray time-course experiments, the sampling time between time 

points is short relative to changes in gene expression. When this is the case, the relative changes 
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in gene expression between subsequent time points should be small, with high correlations 

between the log ratios of subsequent arrays, much like replicate arrays. Subsequent time points 

(arrays) should have the highest correlations, with decreasing correlation as the distance 

between time points increases. This property has been observed in several different time-course 

microarray experiments examined by the author.  

 Calculating all pair-wise correlations and mapping the correlation to color for display in a 

heat map [6] should provide an overall picture of transcriptome-wide changes over time. This 

correlation map will potentially allow the visualization of transcriptome-wide patterns of change 

and give researchers preliminary insight into the data set prior to performing any gene-level 

analyses. 

6.3 Development Considerations 

 To utilize correlation maps as an array level visualization and filtering tool in the time-

course microarray-data workflow, many different considerations related to the implementation 

of the visualization and mapping of correlation to color were examined. These included the 

choice of color mapping and number of color divisions, the range of data values to represent, 

the methods to summarize the related meta-data to associate transcriptome changes with other 

measured variables, and the methods to query the data underlying the representation in the 

correlation map.  

6.3.1 Color Scale and Data Range 

 The human brain is unmatched at performing pattern recognition; however, it cannot 

recognize patterns if they are obscured due to poor choices in data representation. The 

converse is also true, in that the brain will find patterns that do not actually exist if the data 

representation used is inappropriate. Therefore, in displaying the correlation maps, one must be 

careful in the choice of colors used, as well as the data range of correlation values the colors 

represent. To explore these limits, a graphical user interface was developed that allowed the 

user to change the data set and the range of data mapped to the colors, in addition to specifying 

which MATLAB or custom colormap to use. 

 With respect to the color mapping of the correlations, a natural representation is to 

think of negative correlations as ‘cool’ and positive correlations as ‘hot’. This led to use of the JET 

colormap that progresses from dark blue → light blue → green → yellow → orange → dark red 

(Figure 6.1). Although there are many applications where the JET colormap is known to be a poor 
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choice for data representation [9, 10], in the case of correlations where the data range to 

represent varies from -1 to +1, it should be appropriate. Exploring other colormaps available in 

MATLAB did not lead to any seriously considered alternatives. A simpler colormap of blue 

(negative) → white (zero) → red (positive) was also tried; however, this colormap suffered from 

not making any distinction between medium and high levels of positive or negative correlation.  

 When considering the mapping of the actual correlations to the colors, it is also 

important to consider the number of graduations within the colormap, or how many divisions of 

color from the first color to the last. Too many, and the brain will be fooled by all the slight 

variations in color; too few, and important patterns will be masked. All of the colormaps used in 

this work had 100 divisions with a data range of -1 to +1, so each entry in the colormap 

corresponds to a 0.02 change in correlation. Twenty divisions was considered as an option (Δ 

0.1); however, this was found to mask important features, especially in the DROS data set. Forty 

divisions (Δ 0.05) was found to be almost identical to 100 (Figure 6.1), and could be used in 

applications where the calculation or storage of the color data is an important consideration. 

 

 Figure 6.1 Different colormaps considered, from left to right: JET with 100 divisions, 40 divisions, 20 

divisions, REDBLUE colormap with 100 divisions. 

 Finally, the ability to change the range of correlation values that the colormap spanned 

was considered. Although it is advantageous to use a fixed mapping of correlation values to 
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color for consistency in the interpretation of the colormap, there is the possibility that for 

different data sets there might be a benefit to modifying the mapping of the correlation values 

to color. However, in general this was found to compress the normal colormap and, due to the 

colors employed (JET colormapping), gave misleading impressions of variations in the data. 

Additionally, for the data sets considered, even when there were primarily positive correlations 

(as was the case for the DROS and EXITSP data sets) the use of two colors (yellow to red) 

allowed visualization of the patterns of array correlation without changing the mapping of 

correlation values to color. 

6.3.2 Meta Data Display 

 Frequently, microarray data have associated meta-data descriptors or other 

measurements associated with each experiment. For time-course microarray data, this includes 

the time at which each sample was taken; however, there are often other data available, such as 

developmental stage, replicate-sample status, sex, the experimenter identification, or any other 

information that was measured simultaneously when each mRNA sample was obtained. If such 

meta-data are displayed along the axes of the correlation map, then it may be possible to 

determine if patterns and/or discontinuities in the correlation map are related to any of the 

measured variables. 

 One way to display these data is through the use of characters along the axes, with 

different characters representing different classes in the meta-data. This will work easily on data 

sets with a small numbers of arrays (≤ 20) or different classes (≤ 3), but becomes overwhelming 

with larger numbers of arrays or classes within the meta-data, or when the data is a continuous 

numerical variable. In this case, it becomes more effective to encode the meta-data using color. 

There are two possible ways to encode the meta-data in this way. The first is when encoding 

discrete data, where there are distinct classes of data, such as sex, replicate and development 

stage in the case of DROS, and the method of cell synchronization in the case of CELLCYC. This 

type of meta-data is very easy to encode and display, as one must only ensure that the side-by-

side colors contrast enough to easily discern where each class begins and ends. The second type 

of data is continuous data, as illustrated in the CAMDA data set with the measurement of 

percentage of parasites at each stage of development. In this case, the meta-data was encoded 

by converting each percentage into a value to represent a specific amount of red (ring), green 

(trophozoite) or blue (schizont). It is possible that more classes could be encoded with more-
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elaborate color mapping; however, this could potentially overwhelm the user. More-elaborate 

continuous-class data may benefit from utilizing single colormaps along different axes of the 

correlation map to avoid confusion. 

6.3.3 Underlying Data 

 An important point in the visualization of the array-level data using the correlation maps 

is that the correlation values are only a summary of the actual log-ratio differences between the 

arrays. As such, it is important to verify that the calculated correlation values accurately reflect 

the dispersion of log-ratios between any two arrays by examining the actual plot of the log-

ratios. In the software used to generate the correlation maps as part of the data-analysis 

workflow, this is implemented by enabling the user to click on any point of interest to display 

the calculated correlation value, and double click to display the log-ratios of the two arrays 

under consideration plotted against each other. This point is important, because people are 

often content to trust the summary statistic without examining the actual data that were used 

to generate the statistic, especially if it is difficult to obtain the data. 

6.4 Results 

 Figure 6.2A shows the correlation map for the CAMDA data set, which exhibits some of 

the features typical of these kinds of representations. The colors within the frame of the map 

indicate the correlation coefficient of the expression ratios in the corresponding pairs of 

experiments, with the color bar at right indicating the magnitude of the correlation. As might be 

expected, these maps typically show a diagonal band indicating that expression levels among 

adjacent time points in the time-course DNA microarray experiment are more highly correlated 

than time points that are further apart. The absence of such a diagonal band may manifest itself 

as either high or low values in the off-diagonal elements, suggesting that there is no temporal 

relationship among the experiments. High values can indicate either that there are no changes 

occurring or that the changes involve relatively few genes. Low values would suggest either no 

relationship among measured values, or that the increment between the experiments is too 

large. A distinctly well-defined band with large differences, as in this case, suggests 

transcriptome-wide changes in gene expression. Moreover, the width of the band can give an 

indication of the dynamics of the processes taking place, with wider bands indicative of slower 

processes. The shape of the band can also be diagnostic, indicating if the transition from one 
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stage to another occurs fairly slowly, as in the case of CAMDA, or in discrete steps (see DROS 

data set).  

 
 Figure 6.2 (A) Correlation map for all pairwise comparisons of the CAMDA data. Array 1 is top left, Array 

55 is at the bottom right. Points are colored depending on the level of calculated Pearson correlation 

between the pairs. Axes are labeled according to percentage of parasites at each developmental stage.  

R = Ring, T = Trophozoite, S = Schizont. (B) Correlation of array 3 with all other arrays (corresponds to 

column outlined in black in (A)). Red points denote arrays used for log-log ratio plots in figures (C)-(H).  

(C)-(H) Log-log ratio plots of spot ratios between array 3 and other arrays over time. 

Away from the central band, correlation maps often become flat, but in this case the 

measurements actually become anti-correlated and then highly correlated again in a cyclical 

fashion. This is clearly shown in Figure 6.2B, which tracks the correlation of time-point three 

with other points in the measurement series, and in the individual correlation plots at various 

time points, depicted in Figure 6.2C-H. These characteristics, particularly parallel bands of high 
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correlation, are typical of cell-cycle experiments, as one might expect. Such interpretations can 

be reinforced through the use of meta-data which can be visually displayed on the frame of the 

map. In this case, bars along the left and bottom sides of the map use color coding to indicate 

the relative proportions of cells in each stage of development, as determined through 

morphological analysis [1] (see legend in upper right). One can easily see, based on this, that the 

largest negative correlations occur when the distributions of cells in the two intervals are the 

most different.  Due to the relatively small increment between time points, changes between 

subsequent points in the correlation map should reflect transcriptome-wide changes in the 

system under study. In addition, examination of overall patterns in the correlation map may 

point to expected results after further analysis of the data. The remaining sections detail the 

types of information one can extract from correlation maps, using the CAMDA, DROS, CELLCYC, 

and EXITSP data sets as examples, as well as how this information pertains to the results of the 

analyses performed in the original publications. 

6.4.1 CAMDA Data Set 

 The two most notable features that can be obtained from the CAMDA correlation map 

in Figure 6.2A are the lack of sharp transitions in correlation along the time-course and the 

significant pattern of correlation to anti-correlation and back again over the developmental 

cycle. The latter feature indicates major changes in the transcriptome that are cyclical in nature. 

Since the sampling was carried out over an entire developmental cycle, from infection of red 

blood cells (RBCs) to exit and re-infection of new RBCs, it is expected that the transcriptome 

observed initially would be very similar to the transcriptome observed at the end of the time-

course. The presence of strong negative correlation in this example (as opposed to simply poor 

correlation) suggests that a substantial proportion of the transcriptome is associated with the 

intraerythrocytic developmental cycle and that many genes have a high specificity for the stage 

of activation. The other important feature of the correlation map, the lack of sharp transitions, 

is consistent with the original analysis by Bozdech et al. [1], who used Fourier analysis to 

uncover a cascade of continuous expression over the course of the developmental cycle, with no 

clear delineations between various groups of transcripts. This result is anticipated in the 

correlation map, prior to gene-level analysis. 
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6.4.2 DROS Data Set 

 The DROS correlation map shown in Figure 6.3 has general features similar to those in 

Figure 6.2A, but is also distinctly different in many respects. As in Figure 6.2A, the experiments 

in Figure 6.3 become less correlated as they become more separated in time. In this case, 

however, the regions away from the diagonal are much flatter and there are only slight negative 

correlations in some regions. Even more readily apparent is the distinctly block-diagonal 

appearance as opposed to the band-diagonal observed in Figure 6.2A. As a consequence, this 

example has some more interesting features and a wealth of information available. This is partly 

a result of the fact that the time-course was performed on a higher-level eukaryotic organism 

with very discrete developmental stages, but also due to the rich descriptions of each time point 

in the published meta-data, allowing one to associate specific features of the correlation map to 

various characteristics of the arrays at each time point. 

 

Figure 6.3 Correlation map for DROS data set. Axes are labeled using colors corresponding to 

meta-data information for each point. Left y-axis corresponds to gender specificity, bottom x-

axis to stage of development, right y-axis to replicate population, and top x-axis to mutant 

status. 

The meta-data for each array includes the time that the sample was obtained, the stage of 

development, the replicate population from which the sample was extracted (1 or 2), the 
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gender specificity of the sample (none, male, female), as well as whether the sample was a 

mutant (none, mutant). To easily visualize this information with the correlation map, each 

attribute from the meta-data was color-coded for display along the frame of the correlation 

map. 

 The DROS correlation map for all the samples and time points is presented in Figure 6.3. 

In this case, the delineations between the various developmental stages are easily discerned 

from the correlation map and match very closely with the changes in developmental stage. 

What is also evident at this level is that there are clear changes in transcription patterns within 

the various developmental stages, especially within the embryonic, larval and pupal stages, as 

well as between the developmental stages. This result is certainly not unexpected given that 

during specific stages there are various developmental processes occurring, in addition to 

transcriptome changes in preparation for the subsequent stage of development. Within the 

adult stage, it is also possible to observe four distinct groupings, two of which are the result of 

mutant samples. 

 Restricting the correlation map to the larval, pupal and adult stages (Figure 6.4A), it is 

possible to discern that some of the low pair-wise correlations in the larval and pupal stages are 

between samples that were sex specific. A log-log plot of the ratios between the sex-specific 

samples in the pupal stage demonstrates that a large number of genes show sex-specific 

up/down regulation between the male and female samples (Figure 6.4B). This is also evidenced 

in the clear delineation between the male and female samples in the adult stage, whether or not 

the samples are mutants. 

 Through closer examination of Figure 6.3, it is possible to discern an alternating 

checkerboard pattern across most of the correlation map, although it is most prominent in the 

embryonic-developmental-stage samples. Zooming in to the embryonic-stage samples (Figure 

6.4C), it is apparent that the checkerboard pattern is the result of lower pair-wise correlations 

between replicate samples than within replicate samples. This is confirmed by the log-log ratio 

plots of subsequent samples between replicates and within the same replicate, where the 

spread of the ratios is much larger between replicates (Figure 6.4D, E). 

 The specific use that one makes of this information will depend on the objectives of the 

final analysis, however, it should be possible to give some general guidelines. Given the 

differences between the mutant samples and the non-mutants, the mutant samples should be 

removed before analyzing the time-course data. If the goal is to look at the time-course as a 
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whole, it is also likely that the sex-specific samples in the larval and pupal stages should be 

removed to prevent sex-specific factors from influencing gene clustering analysis. With respect 

to sex, there might also be justification for splitting the time-course into two, one for the female 

samples and one for the male samples.  

 

 Figure 6.4 More detailed correlation analysis of DROS data set. (A) Correlation map of larval, pupal and 

adult stages. (B) Log-log ratio plot between male/female samples in pupal stage (slides 113 and 114).   

(C) Correlation map of embryonic stage. (D) Log-log ratio plot of replicate samples from different 

populations (slides 38 and 39).  (E) Log-log ratio plot of successive time points from the same population 

(slides 38 and 40).  (F)-(G) Correlation maps of time-course for replicate populations 1 and 2, respectively. 
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In addition to splitting the time-course according to sex, given the differences between the two 

replicate populations, it is likely that they should either be analyzed separately (Figure 6.4F, G), 

or the ratios should be averaged between the two replicates (as was done in the original work). 

 In the original analysis, the goal was to examine gene expression over the entire 

developmental cycle of D. melanogaster, including determining which transcripts were 

expressed sex specifically. Therefore the series included sex-specific samples as well as mutants 

that do not posses germ-line tissues (tudor mutants). That analysis revealed many 

developmental-stage-specific transcripts, with overlap between various stages, as well as a 

series of transcripts that were sex specific and up-regulated in the female adults. As observed in 

Figure 6.4B, there is a series of sex-specific transcripts that are up-regulated in the female 

samples at the pupal developmental stage, which likely correspond to the sex-specific 

transcripts found in the original analysis. It is interesting, but perhaps not unexpected, that 

there is a high correlation between the female adult stage and the embryonic stage that is not 

observed for the male adult stage. 

6.4.3 EXITSP Data Set 

 The EXITSP correlation map shown in Figure 6.5 is not necessarily as rich in information 

as the CAMDA and DROS correlation maps, but is still able to provide insights into the data, 

especially when one considers the results obtained by two different analysis methods. The first 

feature to notice is the relative flatness of the correlation map, with a distinct lack of large 

differences in correlation. This points to the samples being very similar to each other, with small 

changes in expression over time.  

 The second feature to notice is that, although there are 19 points in this time-course, 

many of the points are replicates, and most of the changes actually occur within the first 5 

minutes, as evidenced by the low level of correlation between time point 1 and time point 5. 

This leads to two possible interpretations. One is that a single group of genes follows two 

different expression profiles over the time-course; or two, there are at least two different 

groups of genes following two different expression profiles, with one ending and the other 

beginning between one and five minutes following the exit from stationary phase. 
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 Figure 6.5 Correlation map for the EXITSP data set using all arrays (left) and only one array from each 

time point (right). 

 The latter situation is the one alluded to in the original analysis [11], and in the MCR-

WALS results described in Chapter 8. In addition to these two basic expression profiles, it is also 

possible to make out sub-blocks of higher correlation from time-point 5 to 55. These sub-blocks 

appear to be related to different MCR-WALS expression profiles obtained using MCR-WALS with 

4 components; however, their appearance in the correlation map depends heavily on the choice 

of color mapping and scaling of the data to color. It is possible that there may be many sub-

processes embedded within the data, and that these could be better elucidated if the time 

between the samples was shortened. This is more directly observed when only one replicate 

array from each time point is used to generate the correlation map, as shown in Figure 6.5.  

6.4.4 CELLCYC Data Set 

 The final example examines the correlation map of the CELLCYC data set. It should be 

noted that the correlation map in this case were based on ratios calculated in this laboratory, 

rather than the original data, where the ratios were normalized by gene and did not correlate as 

well. As shown in Figure 6.6, it is easy to discern the data from the three different 

synchronization methods used (alpha-factor-arrest, cdc15, elutriation), as they are all very 

different from each other. It is interesting to note that, although all three experiments are 

meant to display cell-cycle behavior, there are no strong correlations between the three groups. 

In addition, the diagonal band in this case is quite narrow and the correlations for adjacent 

experiments are quite low for all three data sets (maximum of 0.76), suggesting that the 

sampling times between points were too far apart. A second ridge of high correlations is visible 
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in the samples from the alpha-factor-arrest data, suggesting that the cells went through a 

subsequent cell cycle during the time-course. Also noteworthy is that the data for the elutriation 

shows very little synchronicity in the correlation map, consistent with the original analysis where 

it was decided that the data were inappropriate for analysis.  

 

 Figure 6.6 Correlation maps for EXITSP data set using the full (left) and cell-cycle (right) set of genes. The 

three synchronization methods were alpha arrest (A), elutriation (E) and temperature sensitive mutant 

(C). 

Parsing the data to a set of 715 genes that are known to cell-cycle regulated (based on the list of 

800 given in the original work), one expects that the correlations should improve, as only genes 

that are supposedly cell-cycle regulated are being used to calculate the correlations. As shown in 

Figure 6.6, there is marginal improvement in the correlations between subsequent arrays, and 

there is a bigger overall difference in the correlations, making it easier to determine that there 

are indeed two cell cycles in the data (alpha-factor-arrest data). In this new map it is also 

possible to observe that the elutriation and cdc15 samples do show increased correlation with 

the alpha-factor-arrest data. However, there is no noticeable improvement in the elutriation 

time points, reinforcing the previous conclusion that these data are not suitable for performing 

any analysis. 

6.4.5 Array Filtering 

 One final aspect of the correlation maps that should be noted relates to quality control 

of the data from the arrays. As has already been shown, the closeness of the time points leads 

to a particular structure in the correlation map, with higher correlations for arrays that are 

sequential in time. However, if any of the arrays had major processing difficulties, it is expected 
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that they would stand out in comparison to the other time points. To demonstrate this, two 

time points in the DROS data set were modified. One had the ratios inverted, to simulate the 

effect of misidentifying/mislabeling the reference and test channels of the TIFF image, and the 

other had the gene locations scrambled to simulate possible random errors during array 

processing. As shown in Figure 6.7, these two points can easily be picked out from the rest of 

the time-course, and could then be either removed or reprocessed depending on the type of 

error. 

 

Figure 6.7 (A) DROS correlation map with 2 artificially bad points. The log-log ratio plots are shown for the 

first (B) and second (C) bad points. 

6.5 Summary 

 In the analysis of time-course DNA microarray data, it is advantageous to be able to be 

able to visualize the data prior to further analysis using complex mathematical tools. It has been 

the objective of this chapter to demonstrate how a relatively simple approach that involves 

mapping of pairwise correlations of log ratios can lead to global insights of system dynamics, 

especially when used in conjunction with available meta-data. Even such a simple approach can 

offer a wealth of information, such as that related to the rate and extent of genomic changes 

throughout the time-course, the nature of transitions between developmental stages (smooth 

vs. abrupt), the presence of subtle transitions within more obvious developmental windows, the 

presence of gender- and mutation-specific effects, the consistency of replication, the 

relationship between seemingly disparate developmental stages, the periodicity of the data, the 

legitimacy of the experimental design and the presence of outlier experiments. This information 
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is extremely useful when considering the analysis method to apply to the data, as well as 

interpreting the results of any applied method. For this reason, correlation maps were used as 

an integral part of the workflow described in other chapters. 
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Chapter 7:  Normalization of Microarray Time-Course Data 

 Following the assessment of the microarray data at the array level, there is one more 

data pre-processing step required prior to analysis: microarray-data normalization. Microarray 

normalization in this thesis is defined as the process of removing systematic effects from the 

reported expression levels of mRNA transcripts. These effects may include, but are not limited 

to, differences in the amount of mRNA extracted from the test and reference samples, 

differences in the efficiency of incorporation of the dyes used to label samples, differences in 

the response of the dyes to the excitation laser, differences related to pin location, and 

intensity-dependent variations. 

 The literature abounds with proposed solutions to the normalization problem, including 

both physical and computational methods. In fact, a recent editorial [1] commented on the 

abundance of articles addressing this problem. Examples of physical solutions include the use of 

external or spike-in mRNA transcripts of various composition and concentration [2]. These bring 

with them their own set of difficulties, including the possibility of interference with the 

transcripts of interest. The computational methods are comprised of software algorithms to 

correct the most likely sources of imbalance [3-6], with new algorithms introduced often [7]. 

One of the more popular methods of normalization uses locally weighted scatterplot smoothing 

(LOWESS or LOESS; in this work LOWESS is used) and its many variants [3]. LOWESS 

normalization is based on two assumptions: that the level of expression for the majority of 

genes measured is unchanged for the reference and test samples, and that there is an intensity-

dependent bias in deviations from equal expression.  

 The assumption that only a relatively small number of genes are differentially expressed 

is expected to be valid when examining expression changes between cell populations in two 

distinct but similar states (hereafter referred to as “comparator experiments”), such as when 

comparing normal with diseased tissue. In this situation, it is anticipated that the majority of 

genes will have the same expression levels, with only a small percentage exhibiting changes, and 

any observed differences will be primarily due to various processing or dye effects. There are 

situations, however, where this assumption does not hold. One such common situation is in 

time-course DNA microarray experiments, where transcript abundance is measured over a 

series of time points during which a large fraction of the genes may undergo significant changes 
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in expression. Although it can be easily shown that the assumptions of LOWESS in general are no 

longer valid for the case of time-course microarray data, there are some time-course 

experiments where it has been employed as a normalization method [8, 9].  

 Despite the abundance of reports on normalization methods for comparator 

experiments, discussion of normalization in time-course experiments is severely lacking in the 

literature and no clear protocols have been established. Given the growing popularity of time-

course studies, this oversight needs to be addressed. In this chapter, strategies for normalization 

in time-course DNA microarray experiments are considered. First, the question of what is meant 

by normalization in a time-series experiment is examined, along with the nature of the 

information sought and the type of reference used. Next, a new strategy for normalization 

referred to as “sequential normalization” is introduced and compared to the more familiar 

global normalization using experimental data. Finally, the application of LOWESS normalization 

to time-course experiments is considered and it is shown that time-course experiments may 

introduce artifacts that may be misinterpreted as an intensity-dependent dye bias through 

examination of experimental data. 

7.1 The Meaning of Normalization 

 In a basic comparator experiment where the total amount of mRNA in a cell is expected 

to remain relatively constant and a relatively small number of genes are differentially expressed, 

the purpose of normalization is fairly clear. By assuming that the bulk of the genes does not 

undergo changes in expression, the intensities from both samples are adjusted to allow genes 

that are up- or down-regulated to be detected. In a time-course experiment, this interpretation 

is not as clear, since the basic assumptions of a comparator experiment may no longer be valid. 

First, the changes in expression in such experiments may be genome-wide. This is commonly the 

case, for example, in studies of development or response to stress. Under these circumstances, 

there may be periods of time where certain genes are not expressed at detectable levels, or 

complementary domains within the time series where relatively few genes are expressed in 

common. The interpretation of up- or down-regulation under these circumstances becomes 

ambiguous where there is no clearly defined reference. A second important difference is that 

the total number of transcripts in the cell may change dramatically. For example, a yeast cell in 

the quiescent state may greatly increase the amount of mRNA on exiting to a normal cell cycle. 
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Again, the context of up- or down-regulation is unclear in this situation – is one interested in 

absolute or relative changes within the cell? 

 To illustrate these ideas, consider the following simple idealized example where all the 

genes are uniformly expressed in a homogeneous population of cells. Ratios of expression are 

measured with respect to this initial population over time. Further, imagine that a transient 

stimulus is applied that causes 20% of genes to be up-regulated six-fold (HI) and 80% of genes to 

be up-regulated three-fold (LO) relative to the initial population. There are at least three 

possible ways that can be envisioned to “normalize” the data. The first is to normalize the gene 

expression to reflect the amount of individual transcript in the cell. This would result in a 

measured six-fold up-regulation of the HI genes, and three-fold up-regulation of the LO genes, 

as shown in Figure 7.1A. Unfortunately, this method is impossible to implement in practice 

without having an independent measure of total cellular mRNA. Most methods generally 

employ bulk extraction with spectrophotometric normalization of total RNA.  

 

Figure 7.1 Expression levels of genes exposed to transient stimulus after different types of normalization. 

Three-fold up-regulated genes are green (LO), six-fold up-regulated genes are blue (HI). (A) Normalized to 

reflect actual levels of each transcript. (B) Normalized using the three-fold up-regulated “housekeeping” 

genes. (C) Normalized to total mRNA. 
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 A second method is to normalize the measured expression of all genes with respect to a 

defined set. If in this example one considers the LO genes as “housekeeping” genes, then it is 

possible to normalize everything with respect to their expression level. This will result in the HI 

genes measured with up-regulation as only three-fold, and the LO genes having a constant 

expression level, as shown in Figure 7.1B. In most organisms, it is difficult to define a set of 

genes that have constant expression across all time points. Some genes that were once 

considered “housekeeping” have since been found to undergo significant changes depending on 

the environment of the cell, and thus are unreliable markers for normalization of this type [10].  

 A third method is to normalize the expression with respect to the total amount of 

mRNA. In this instance, the HI genes will still appear to be up-regulated (although at a much 

lower level), but the LO genes actually show down-regulation over time, as shown in Figure 

7.1C. Assuming that one could directly measure transcript levels, this is probably closest to what 

might be accomplished in practice, since the amount of total RNA extracted from samples is 

generally controlled (although this does not ensure a fixed amount of mRNA, especially in time-

course experiments). However, practical considerations do not permit a direct relationship 

between signal intensity and transcript concentration, so this could only be regarded as an 

approximation. 

 This simple example is intended to illustrate that the up- or down-regulation of genes in 

a time-course experiment is dependent on the context of the question being addressed, and, 

even in the best of circumstances, an interpretation can likely only be made in a relative sense. 

As discussed below, further complications can arise from the selection of a reference sample. 

7.2 Selection of a Reference Sample 

 In comparator experiments, the selection of a reference is generally fairly obvious, since 

one is usually interested in the up- or down-regulation of genes in the treated or test sample 

with respect to some control or reference. In time-course experiments, however, such 

comparisons are typically not as apparent. For example, in studying fruit-fly development, it 

does not necessarily make sense to consider expression levels of larval or adult stages with 

respect to the embryonic stage. Perhaps more importantly, the extent of changes that can occur 

in these experiments often means that large numbers of genes may be significantly expressed 

only during selected intervals, i.e. they may be “switched off” for most of the time. It is generally 

true that the lack of sufficient signal on the reference channel means that the expression ratio 
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for that gene cannot be reliably measured and such points are generally excluded from analysis, 

resulting in a loss of information. Although this problem exists for both comparator and time-

course experiments, it is more serious in the latter. Referring to the example above, if 

embryonic cells were used as the reference, genes that were uniquely expressed in the larval 

stage may not be detected because of the lack of a reference signal. 

 For this reason, the trend in time-course experiments is to rely on some sort of pooled 

reference sample that contains representative transcripts from all stages of the time-course 

(alternatively, genomic DNA could also be used, but this does not seem to be common). In this 

way, all of the genes expressed at some point in the time-course should have a measurable 

signal on the reference channel. Although such a sample can be viewed as representing the 

“average” expression levels in some context, the precise meaning of this is highly dependent on 

the manner in  which the pooling is performed, and this can be highly variable. Under such 

circumstances, the conventional meanings of up- and down-regulation in the context of a single 

array are even further obscured to the point where they have lost their meaning altogether. The 

idea that the initial expression ratios for individual genes could be uniformly unity as shown in 

Figure 7.1 is lost, replaced by a situation where ratios for individual genes could take on a wide 

range of values. 

 It is essential to recognize that, in a time-course experiment, it is not the absolute 

expression ratios that are important, but rather how these ratios change over time. This does 

not remove the need for normalization, since the systematic effects on the measurement of 

ratios still exists. In addition, it must be kept in mind that, regardless of the normalization 

method used, the changes in ratios can only be interpreted in a relative sense as discussed in 

the previous section. For example, genes that are seen to have ratios that are decreasing may 

actually be constant or increasing in terms of absolute levels, but may be subject to the 

averaging effects of other genes that are more highly up-regulated. The next section deals with 

strategies that can be used to perform the normalization and their interpretation in a broader 

context. 

7.3 Normalization Strategies 

 Although the number of normalization strategies reported in the literature is large and 

varied, this section discusses only a few of the more basic ones and attempts to recommend 

some useful approaches. The first approach described is, in fact, one that has not been reported 
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in the literature but has been used in our laboratory [11] and is useful for putting the other 

methods in context. 

7.3.1 Linear Sequential Normalization 

 As already noted, because of the nature of time-course experiments and the reference 

samples employed, the expression ratios for genes from a given array cannot be expected to 

approach unity for a majority of transcripts, as is the case for many comparator experiments. 

Instead, the ratios on any given array can cover a wide range of values. If one imagines a 

replicate experiment, such as two arrays measured for samples at the same time point, then 

one should be able to write: 

 2 2 1j j jR Rα ε= +  7.1 

where 1 jR  and 2 jR  represent the measured (unnormalized) expression ratios for spot j on 

arrays 1 and 2, respectively, 2α  is a scalar, and jε  is an error term. In other words, under 

conditions of ideal multiplicative systematic effects, the expression ratios for one replicate 

should be a simple multiple of those for the other, within measurement uncertainty. Of course, 

it is known that systematic effects are not ideal and there can be, for example, differences 

among pins (sub-arrays). Simple effects such as pin dependence can be easily addressed with 

modifications to the above model. Intensity-dependent effects, such as those addressed by 

LOWESS, are not as easily handled in this framework, but will be ignored for the time being. 

Moreover, these non-idealities are comparatively subtle in the context of time-course 

experiments, where the objective is to monitor relatively large changes in a significant number 

of genes that extend over a substantial period of time. This is in contrast to comparator 

experiments, where such effects can be critical in making statistical inferences about ratio 

measurements. 

 In principle, the normalization factor for array 2 in the above replicates example, which 

will be designated 2β , could be determined by fitting Equation 7.1 to give: 

 
'
2 2 2 2

2

1
j j jR R Rβ

α
= =  7.2 

where 
'
2 jR  is the normalized ratio for array 2. Note again that it is the relative changes in the 

ratio that are important in a time-course experiment, so it is not important whether array 2 is 
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normalized to array 1 or vice-versa, as long as all experiments have a common reference point. 

Also, in contrast to LOWESS, where each spot is individually normalized, this simplified model 

applies a single normalization factor to the entire array. 

 In practice, the fitting of Equation 7.1 is complicated by two factors. The first is the error 

structure of the ratio measurements in microarray experiments which, as discussed in Chapter 

4, is proportional in nature. For this reason, it is more convenient to obtain the slope in equation 

7.1 by fitting log-transformed data, as indicated in Equation 7.3.  

 2 2 1log log logj j jR Rα η= + +  7.3 

It should be noted that all of the logarithms used in this chapter are base 2. Here, jη  represents 

the residual error in the transformed space. Upon transformation, these errors should have 

approximately uniform variance, permitting traditional regression approaches to be used. The 

second complication that arises, however, is that the errors are actually present in both ratio 

measurements, even though they have been amalgamated into one error term on the right side 

of Equation 7.3. Because of this, orthogonal regression [12], which minimizes the sum of squares 

of residuals orthogonal to the regression line, is preferable to traditional regression, which 

assumes all of the uncertainty in the y-axis. This modification is easily implemented, however. 

 So far, the discussion has applied to replicate experiments, but can be readily extended 

to subsequent time points in time-course experiments. Consider an experiment in which a series 

of n experiments is carried out over time. It is reasonable to assume that, if these experiments 

represent a true time-course rather than simply measurements of highly differentiated states 

separated by time, the changes between consecutive experiments should, for the most part, be 

incremental. This assumption was validated by the examination of the correlation heat maps in 

Chapter 6. With the exception of special cases such as sharp transitions between developmental 

stages, it was found that the ratios from consecutive arrays in a time-course study are highly 

correlated with each other. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the relationships in 

Equations 7.1 and 7.3 should be valid for the majority of genes between consecutive arrays and 

can serve as a basis for normalization. This is analogous to the approach in comparator 

experiments, where the assumption is that the majority of the ratios are unity, but rather makes 

the assumption that the slope of the plot of ratios from one experiment against those of the 

next is unity. 
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 The procedure for sequential normalization for an array i (i > 1) can be defined as 

follows. 

1. For arrays i and (i – 1), identify the measurements that are reliable on both arrays (i.e. not 

flagged, ratio greater than 0, RSDmeas less than 30%) 

2. Using the reliable measurements, regress the log-ratios for the array i ( log iR ) against those 

for array i – 1 ( 1log iR − ) using orthogonal regression to determine the intercept with a slope 

forced to unity. This intercept, as for ordinary least squares, is given by ˆlog iy x α− = , 

where y  is the mean of the log iR values and x is the mean of the 1log iR −  values. 

3. The normalization factor for the ratios on array i, denoted îβ , is calculated as 

 1
ˆ

ˆ
ˆ
i

i
i

ββ
α

−=  7.4 

Because array 1 has no previous slide to normalize against, the first normalization factor is set to 

unity. In this way, all of the arrays are normalized to the first one, essentially setting the 

reference intensities on all the arrays to the same mean. 

7.3.2 Global Normalization 

 Although at first glance it appears that the linear sequential normalization method 

outlined above is a novel method for normalizing DNA microarray data, a simple comparison to 

an alternative method demonstrates that this is not truly the case. A commonly utilized 

normalization method for comparator experiments, referred to as global normalization, is to set 

the mean of the log ratios to zero (or any other value) for all arrays. Setting the mean of log 

ratios to zero is conceptually equivalent to setting the geometric mean of ratios to unity (as 

expected for a comparator experiment), but the calculation needs to be done in log space 

because of the measurement error characteristics of microarrays. The normalization factor for 

each array in the log space is then given by: 

 ˆlog mean(log )i iRα = −  7.5 

However, this is actually the same as the sequential normalization outlined above. Consider 

equation 7.4 on the log scale:  

 1
ˆ ˆ ˆlog log logi i iβ β α−= −  7.6 
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If 1logβ  is zero ( 1β  = 1), and log iα  is still the difference in the mean log-ratio values, then the 

log ratios for each array are being made equal to the log ratio on the first array. Setting the first 

array to have a mean log-ratio of zero would result in all of the arrays having a mean log-ratio of 

zero. At this point, then, sequential normalization achieves the same result as a global 

normalization scheme where all of the arrays have a mean log ratio of zero [13]. The only 

difference between linear sequential normalization and global normalization is that global 

normalization forces the mean log ratios on the first array to be zero, whereas sequential 

normalization does not. This difference is only an arbitrary difference of scale, however, and has 

no effect on relative changes. While sequential normalization may be conceptually easier to 

follow, it is mathematically equivalent to the more traditional global normalization. 

7.3.3 Curvilinear Sequential Normalization 

 One implicit assumption in the linear sequential normalization method previously 

described is that the slope between the log ratios of each array is fixed at unity. However, it is 

possible to permit the slope to vary from unity. This results in a modified form of Equation 7.3 

that includes a slope parameter γ : 

 2 2 2 1log log logj j jR Rα γ η= + +  7.7 

In ratio space, this is equivalent to: 

 2 2 1j j jR Rγα ε= +  7.8 

This implies that there is some curvilinear structure in the data in the ratio space.  

 Although this is not intuitive in the conceptual development that was previously used, 

where changes in gene expression were considered to be incremental, it can occur in practice. 

When γ  is greater than unity, the ratio plots exhibit and upward curvature, and when it is less 

than unity, the plots exhibit a downward curvature. In general, such curvature should not be 

observed, but can occur when there are sudden changes in the organism’s expression levels, 

such as at the boundaries between developmental stage. 

 This raises the question of whether γ  should be allowed to vary from unity, and if so, 

what are the consequences for normalization. If γ  is allowed to vary, there are two approaches 

to using it in normalization. The first is to simply ignore γ  and use the calculated intercept in 

the same manner as for linear sequential normalization. The second method would be to use γ  
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to calculate a separate normalization factor for each measurement in a manner similar to 

LOWESS. Since the second method is difficult to compare directly to the other methods 

discussed, only the first method is considered in this work. 

7.3.4 LOWESS Normalization 

 LOWESS normalization and its many incarnations are perhaps the most widely used 

normalization methods for comparator experiments. LOWESS normalization, like global 

normalization, makes the assumption that most ratios have an expectation value of unity. 

However, LOWESS makes the further assumption that normalization factors are dependent on 

the overall intensity of the measurements. This is based on observed curvature in so-called MA 

plots, which plot the log ratios (M) against the average of log intensities on each channel (A). If 

the intensities for the test and reference channels are Itest and Iref, then log logtest refM I I= − , 

and ( )1
log log

2 test refA I I= + . This plot is smoothed by considering the neighbors nearest the 

measurement of interest. The smoothed value is then subtracted from the corresponding 

measurement. As noted, this has an effect similar to global normalization but essentially uses a 

form of local means rather than a global mean, resulting in a unique normalization factor for 

every measurement.  

7.4  Data 

 Three experimental data sets were used to examine the normalization strategies, the 

DROS, CAMDA and EXITSP data sets described in Chapter 2. For the DROS data set, only those 

arrays from replicate 1 that were not from mutant samples or sex-differentiated before the 

adult stage were used, resulting in 74 arrays. All arrays were used from the other two data sets. 

All ratios and ratio standard deviations were calculated using orthogonal regression as outlined 

in Chapter 4. Those spots flagged as bad, with RSDmeas > 0.3, or a negative ratio were not used in 

the calculations. For the comparison of normalization methods, only those spots that passed 

filtering on all arrays were used. Otherwise the sequential and global normalization methods 

would result in different normalization factors due to slightly different populations of spots used 

to calculated the normalization.  
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7.5 Normalization Comparisons 

 To verify that the linear sequential (LS) and global (G) normalization methods gave the 

same results, and to see the effect of curvilinear sequential (CS) normalization, the three 

methods were applied to all three experimental data sets. To allow comparison of the 

sequential and global normalization methods, the mean log ratio for array 1 was subtracted 

from the log normalization factors for all arrays ( log iα ), setting the initial global normalization 

factor to unity, thereby allowing all sets of normalization factors to be compared on the same 

scale.   

 For curvilinear sequential normalization, two approaches were used. In the first case 

(CS1), data were treated in the same manner as for the linear sequential method, except for the 

inclusion of the slope parameter, γ , in the orthogonal regression. Normalization factors were 

calculated in accordance with Equation 7.4, using the intercept determined from the modified 

fit. In the second approach (CS2), ratios for the previous array ( 1iR − ) were first normalized prior 

to carrying out the orthogonal regression incorporating γ . In this case, 1
ˆ

iβ −  was taken to be 

unity in Equation 7.4. For linear sequential normalization, these changes would have no effect 

on the normalization factors, but this is not the case for the curvilinear method, as discussed 

below. 

 The results, shown as the normalization factors as a function of array number, are 

presented in Figure 7.2 for all three data sets. The first column of plots compares normalization 

factors for G, LS, and CS1, and a number of points can be noted. First, as expected, G and LS 

overlap completely so that only the latter is seen, verifying that these two methods are 

equivalent. A second point worth noting is the magnitude of the normalization factors. For the 

CAMDA data set (Figure 7.2B), the values range fairly close to unity, while for the DROS data set 

(Figure 7.2C), they are somewhat more wide-ranging. This is not unexpected, since the 

correlation plots showed fairly gradual changes for CAMDA, while the DROS data set exhibited 

more abrupt transitions. Most notable is the EXITSP data (Figure 7.2A), which showed changes 

in normalization factors of more than an order of magnitude (range). In this case, it is expected 

that the wide range is due to poor intensity matching in the microarrays (due to chemical, 

biological or instrumental factors) rather than any sharp transitions in expression. 
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 Figure 7.2 Comparison of normalization factors obtained using the four methods, global (G) linear 

sequential (LS), regular curvilinear sequential (CS1), and curvilinear with normalization between iterations 

(CS2), for the (A) EXITSP, (B) CAMDA, and (C) DROS data sets. Note that the G plot is not visible because it 

is plotted identically to the LS, and is only plotted in the leftmost frame. 

 A third feature of interest is the close tracking of the CS1 normalization factors with 

those for G / LS, with the exception of the DROS data set (Figure 7.2C) where there is 

considerable divergence of the results around array 40. This is in contrast to the results from 

CS2, which are compared to G / LS in the second column of plots and CS1 in the third column. 

The normalization factors for CS2 track those of G / LS much more closely. This points to a 

particular weakness of curvilinear sequential normalization – that the normalization factors are 

not invariant to scaling of 1iR − . In other words, it should not matter if the previous array was 

normalized prior to the current one, as long as 1
ˆ

iβ −  is adjusted appropriately in Equation 7.4. 

Since this is not the case with curvilinear sequential normalization, it cannot be regarded as a 

reliable normalization approach except when implemented as in CS2, where it provides results 

similar to G / LS. It is not clear if CS2 offers any special advantage in these cases.  
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 In addition to the normalization factors themselves, it is also interesting to consider the 

variation in the slope factor, γ , for curvilinear sequential normalization applied to all data sets.  

 

Figure 7.3 (A)-(C) Slopes between log ratios of each slide for the curvilinear sequential method of 

normalization for the (A) EXITSP, (B) CAMDA, and (C) DROS data sets.  

Examining the plot of slopes for each inter-array comparison in Figure 7.3, one observes that the 

slopes for both CAMDA and EXITSP do not deviate substantially from unity, which explains the 

small variations observed in the normalization factors for G / LS and CS1. The slopes for the 

DROS data set in comparison have the largest deviations from unity, especially around array 40. 

This point corresponds to the transition from larval to pupal stage in the developmental cycle. 

Based on the concurrence of the change in slope and the large change in iβ , it is not surprising 

that including the slope parameter to estimate the intercept ( log iα ) would cause a large 

change in the intercept when the slope varies substantially from unity. This is illustrated in 

Figure 7.4A, which shows the log-log plot of slide 40 vs. slide 39. Fits based on LS and CS are 

shown as well and, while the CS method appears to give a better fit, there is a large difference in 

the intercepts. Figure 7.4B shows essentially the same plot, but with slide 39 already normalized 

(i.e. CS2), demonstrating much better correspondence between the intercepts. To demonstrate 

that the curvature is real, Figure 7.4C shows a density plot of the original ratio measurements. 

Although it is somewhat difficult to see because of the uneven spread of the data, some 

curvature is apparent.  

 On a final note regarding curvilinear sequential normalization, it may be a more 

effective tool if implemented on a spot-by-spot basis, i.e. to obtain a normalization factor 

individually for each spot. In this sense, it could be regarded as an analog to LOWESS for time-

course experiments. This implementation has not been explored. Based on the results obtained 

here, for the data presented in the following chapters the linear sequential method was used. If 
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the curvilinear sequential method is used, it is recommended to perform the normalization as 

the normalization factors are calculated (as in CS2). 

 

 Figure 7.4 (A)-(B) Log-log ratio plots of Array 40 vs. Array 39. Dashed lines denote the zeros of the x- and 

y-axis. Black line has slope of unity (LS), red line is the result when slope is allowed to vary, using the CS1 

(A) and CS2 (B) normalization methods. (C) Density plot of Array 40 vs. Array 39 in the ratio space, 

demonstrating the curvature present in the ratio domain. Low numbers of points are blue, higher 

numbers tend to red. 

7.6 Effect of Normalization on Ratios 

 One could ask, is the normalization truly necessary and is it actually removing the 

majority of the differences in the reference channel. One way to answer this is to consider the 

MCR profiles presented in the chapter that follows. Because of the nature of the WALS 

algorithm, the normalization does not affect the basic solution, only the appearance of the 

profiles. In other words, the profiles for the unnormalized data can be calculated simply by 

dividing the results by the normalization factors at each time point. Clearly, for the EXITSP data 
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(which has the most widely varying normalization factors) this will completely alter the profiles 

so that they are no longer smoothly varying unimodal functions that make biological sense. 

 However, it would be useful to make this point without resorting to the MCR results. To 

do this, the profiles for three selected genes in EXITSP were examined. The genes chosen were 

ones that have been observed to exhibit meaningful behavior in relation to exit from stationary 

phase. GTT1 is known to be necessarily up-regulated in stationary phase, and is known to be 

deactivated on re-entry into the cell cycle. TPO3 participates in the transport of amino acids and 

would be expected to be up-regulated early on re-entry into the cell cycle to recruit material to 

build proteins. Finally, NRD1 is related to mRNA synthesis, which would be active in the latter 

part of the period observed. The effect of the normalization on the expression profiles for these 

genes is shown in Figure 7.5. It should be emphasized that the EXITSP data set is one of the 

more extreme cases for normalization examined in this thesis, and that often the differences 

between the original and normalized data are not nearly as dramatic. 

 

 Figure 7.5 Unnormalized (A) and normalized (B) plots of the ratios for three genes from the EXITSP data 

set. Left and right plot the ratios with respect to array and time. Note that each gene’s expression has 

been normalized to unit length for display. 

7.7 LOWESS Normalization 

 As previously discussed, time-course microarray data do not generally follow the 

assumptions necessary for applying LOWESS, since it is expected that the expression ratios for 

the test and reference are dramatically different from unity among the spots. On this basis, it 

could be argued that there is no rationale for applying LOWESS to time-course data. 
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Nevertheless, since this is such a widely used method, it was felt that an illustration of this point 

should be given.  

 The assumption in LOWESS is that the normalization required for the data is intensity-

dependent and therefore global normalization is inadequate because it does not take this 

variation into account. As previously noted, LOWESS fits a smoothing function through an MA 

plot of the data, where M is the log-ratio and A represents the average of the log intensities on 

the two channels. A typical MA plot with a LOWESS fit for a comparator experiment is shown in 

Figure 7.6A. While the experimental details of these data are not critical, the data were obtained 

from Dr. Richard Singer’s laboratory in the Department of Biochemistry at Dalhousie University 

and involve the comparison of wild-type yeast (reference) to a mutant strain (test). Note that 

the ratios observed are fairly constant and the LOWESS fit shows a small level of variation 

compared to the flat line that would be observed for global normalization. To normalize the 

data, the smoothed line is essentially forced to zero by subtracting it from the log ratios of the 

corresponding points, the results of which are shown in Figure 7.6B. 

 When the MA plots for time-course microarray arrays are examined, their shape also 

implies an intensity dependence of the ratios, as shown in Figure 7.6C. However, this 

dependence is much greater in magnitude and is clearly not simply an artifact arising from the 

effects of labeling or measurement. The dependence in this case is related to the nature of the 

experiment itself. In the case of time-course data, many genes may have very low expression 

during some or many of the time points. As long as there is a signal on the reference channel, 

then a ratio can be generated for the spot. If the test channel has very low or zero intensity, the 

ratio will be very small, and the average intensity will also be low. This will manifest as a 

dependence of the ratio on the intensities in the MA plot, as shown in Figure 7.6C for one of the 

arrays in the CAMDA data set. If LOWESS is applied to these data, then all of these very low 

ratios will be adjusted higher, or the higher ratios will be adjusted lower, distorting the true 

relative changes occurring over time, as shown in Figure 7.6D. 

 A direct comparison of LOWESS with the other methods is difficult to make, since 

LOWESS normalizes on a spot-by-spot basis. Therefore, unless specific genes are selected whose 

anticipated behavior is known, it is difficult to compare methods. Nevertheless, on the basis of 

fundamental assumptions and the results presented here, LOWESS normalization is not 

recommended for time-course studies. 
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 Figure 7.6 MA plots for data from Singer lab before (A) and after (B) LOWESS normalization. Similar plots 

for array 9 (time point 7A) of the CAMDA data set in (C) and (D). Line indicates the LOWESS fit. 

7.8 Summary and Recommendations 

 In the final analysis, what recommendations can be offered for the normalization of 

time-course DNA microarray data? First, examine the data and the experimental design to 

determine if the method is appropriate for the data. For most time-course DNA microarray data 

sets, especially those examined in this thesis, LOWESS is not an appropriate normalization 

method due to the nature of the test and reference samples. Too often when performing data 

pre-processing the temptation is to apply whatever is considered the ‘standard’ tool, whether it 

is appropriate for the problem at hand or not. 

 Second, for many time-course experiments, a global normalization method such as that 

presented in this chapter should be applied, as this is equivalent to the linear sequential method 

proposed earlier. Curvilinear sequential normalization can also be used, but only with the 

restriction that arrays are normalized between the calculation of subsequent normalization 
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factors (CS2). However, the advantages of using curvilinear over linear sequential normalization 

are not clear, and further investigation into the differences between them are required. 

 Following the calculation of normalization factors for each array, one can generate 

normalized data for MCR-WALS analysis. The results of MCR-WALS analysis as well as 

improvements to the overall MCR-WALS algorithm and method are discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter 8:  MCR-WALS Refinements and Results 

 The principal purpose of the steps in the workflow described in the preceding chapters 

has been to condition the time-course data for information extraction, which is the focus of this 

chapter. The role of these conditioning steps in the success or failure of subsequent operations 

is critical and cannot be overstated, but they in themselves do not yield information. At the 

information-extraction stage, an attempt is made to relate gene expression profiles to one 

another in accordance with some model. A variety of methods can be used for this purpose, 

ranging from simple clustering [1] to hidden-Markov models [2], and the data preconditioning 

can be valuable for all of them. The focus of this work, however, is on the generation of 

regulatory-factor profiles by MCR-WALS, which are postulated to provide useful insights in the 

elucidation of mechanisms in biological systems.  

 Although the application of MCR-WALS to biological systems has been previously 

described [3], this chapter makes two substantial new contributions to this field of research. 

First, several aspects of the MCR-WALS algorithm that had not previously been explored are 

more rigorously investigated. These include the convergence behavior of the algorithm, the 

coverage of the solution space, the use of alternative methods to impose non-negativity 

constraints, and methods to speed up the calculations. The second contribution is the extension 

of applications of MCR-WALS to new biological systems to demonstrate its generality and 

versatility, and explore the limits of its capabilities. The first section of this chapter discusses the 

motivation, implementation and outcome of various modifications made to the underlying MCR-

WALS algorithm, and the second presents and discusses the MCR-WALS results for a variety of 

data sets. 

8.1 MCR-WALS Refinements 

 During weighted alternating least squares (WALS), the algorithm is traversing a 

multidimensional surface with a global minimum at the optimal solution. However, finding the 

global minimum or an approximation of it in a timely manner and having some assurance that it 

has been found is not trivial. The following sections discuss some of the challenges in finding the 

optimal solution, and some of the procedures implemented to aid the process. As a reference, 

the MCR-WALS algorithm presented in Chapter 1 is provided in Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1 Algorithm for MCR-WALS. 

 

1. Set the number of factors p, and the initial estimate P, P̂ . 

2. Perform maximum likelihood projection of rows of X  into the subspace defined by P̂ . 

( ) PPΣPPΣxx
1T1T1 ˆˆˆˆˆ

−−−
•• = iiii  

3. Solve ˆˆ ˆX = CP  for Ĉ  either by least squares (
1)ˆˆ(ˆˆˆ −= TT PPPXC , followed by setting 

negative elements to zero) or using NNLS. 

4. Perform maximum likelihood projection of rows of X  into the subspace defined by Ĉ . 

( ) jjjj •
−−−

• = xΨCCΨCCx TT 111 ˆˆˆˆˆ  

5. Solve ˆˆ ˆX = CP  for P̂   either by least squares ( XCCCP T1T ˆˆ)ˆˆ(ˆ −= , followed by setting 

negative elements to zero) or using NNLS. 

 

6. Calculate WSSR. 

2

1 1

ˆ( )
WSSR

n m
ij ij

i j ij

x x

σ= =

−
=∑∑  

7. Repeat steps 2 – 6 until the solution converges. 

8.1.1 Convergence Issues 

 As previously mentioned, during WALS, the algorithm is traversing a multidimensional 

surface and making its way to some minimum point on the surface. The number of iterations the 

algorithm will take to reach the minimum depends on the starting location (initial Ĉ  or P̂ ), as 

well as the criteria used to determine when the algorithm has converged to a solution.  

 In general, the two most important issues in the WALS algorithm are that it converges 

on a global minimum and that it does so in an efficient manner. Being able to ensure the global 

optimum is paramount, since solutions found must be stable and reproducible, and instill 

confidence in the methods being used. Although efficiency (speed) is a secondary issue, it is a 

very practical one. Implementation of WALS often involves many runs with different numbers of 

components, different initial estimates, or other changes in conditions. Because of this, 

convergence speed can be a critical factor in determining the real utility of the WALS algorithm. 

To date, however, these issues related to the algorithm have not been examined to any extent. 

The sections that follow report some observations and recommendations in this regard. 
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8.1.1.1 Initial Estimates 

 Iterative MCR algorithms normally require an initial solution estimate ( Ĉ  or P̂  in this 

case) and the general strategy is to try to provide an estimate as close as possible to the true 

solution, since this reduces convergence time and decreases the chances of falling into a local 

minimum. In many chemical applications, methods such as SIMPLISMA  or PCA may be used to 

generate an initial solution [4]. However, microarray data are much noisier than most spectral 

data, making the use of such factor analysis methods more difficult. Two other options then 

remain: (1) take random rows from the original data as an initial estimate (if starting with P), or 

(2) provide a completely random initial estimate. One advantage with starting with a completely 

random initial estimate is that the starting point is unbiased. However, with random starting 

solutions convergence times may be longer and there is a higher probability that the algorithm 

may become trapped in a local minimum. 

 Selecting gene profiles at random from the X matrix should provide estimates that are 

closer to the true solution space, at least in principle. In practice, there is a possibility of 

introducing bias and the risk of loss of dimensionality if two profiles are very similar. Moreover, 

for noisy microarray data, this approach may not be much different than random initialization. 

For these reasons, the method of random initialization of the P-vectors was used for starting 

estimates in this work. 

8.1.1.2 Convergence Limits 

  When using alternating least squares (ALS) for MCR, there are two basic ways to 

determine convergence. The first is to compare the differences in the solutions (in either Ĉ   or 

P̂ ) between subsequent iterations. The second is to compare a summary statistic of the 

residuals between the computed solution of X̂  and the original data X  (such as a sum of 

squares of residuals, or SSR), from one iteration to the next. In the original MCR-WALS algorithm 

as described in Wentzell et al. [3], the convergence was determined through a comparison of P̂  

between subsequent iterations. When the maximum RMS change in the rows of P̂  between 

iterations falls below the convergence cutoff, the algorithm stops. In the work described here, 

the comparison of the vectors in P̂  between iterations was also used. One of the main reasons 

for this is that these vectors are the principal result of the analysis; therefore, once they become 
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stable, further iterations should be unnecessary. The convergence parameter, Q, is calculated 

as: 

 1 2max( , , )pQ q q q= …  8.1 

where: 

 
, , 1ˆ ˆ

i k i k

iq
n

−−
=

p p
 8.2 

In this equation, ,ˆ
i kp  (1xn) indicates the ith

 row vector of P̂  at iteration k.  

 The level of the convergence cutoff is important. If it is set too high, the algorithm may 

converge prematurely, either because the minimum has not yet been reached or because a local 

minimum is present. On the other hand, an excessively low convergence limit increases 

convergence time with no significant change in results. For this reason, an investigation of the 

convergence cutoff limit, Qcutoff, on the MCR results was carried out.  

 To evaluate what level of convergence cutoff should be applied, the MCR-WALS three-

component solution for the CAMDA data was used as a test case. A random initial estimate was 

provided to MCR-WALS, and the solution was saved at various levels of convergence. This 

procedure was repeated using 100 random initial estimates. The levels of convergence were 

1x10
-3

, 1x10
-4

, 1x10
-5

, and 1x10
-6

. For each cutoff level, all 100 solutions were sorted into 

different groups based on similarity (using correlation), and for each group the mean and 

standard deviation of the weighted sum of squares of residuals (WSSR) was calculated. The 

solutions obtained using the three component MCR-WALS model on the CAMDA data are shown 

in Figure 8.1. 

 The results presented in Figure 8.1 show that as the convergence cutoff is lowered, 

there is less variation between the solutions, and the number of different groups of solutions 

reduces to one. The variations present at higher cutoffs are easily observed visually, as well as in 

the calculated standard deviation of the WSSR for a given solution group. It is important to note 

that all 100 solutions presented at each cutoff level are the result of the same 100 random initial 

starting solutions. Therefore, as the level of cutoff is decreased from 1x10
-3

 to 1x10
-4

, two of the 

three solutions on the right side converge to the solution shown on the left, and when the level 

of convergence is 1x10
-5

, all 100 solutions have moved from the right hand solution to those on 

the left.  
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 Figure 8.1 Range of solutions obtained with different convergence cutoffs Qcutoff when using differences 

in the P matrix between iterations. In each subplot, the y-labels correspond to profile number, and each 

profile is plotted as the row normalized relative expression level across time. 
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This implies that for the three runs that resulted in the secondary solutions at 1x10
-3

, there was 

a section of the solution space that was changing slowly before they reached the optimum. 

However, the change between iterations was still greater than 1x10
-4

, thereby causing them to 

converge to the solution shown on the left. 

 Although the results presented show convergence to a single solution with lower 

cutoffs, it should be noted that as the number of factors used increases, lower convergence 

cutoffs will not be able to force all solutions to the global minimum without extremely lengthy 

runtimes. 

8.1.1.3 Finding the Global Optimum 

 As indicated in Figure 8.1, MCR-WALS does not always locate the solution with the 

global minimum, and this becomes more problematic as the number of components increases. 

Unfortunately, there is no foolproof way to ensure that a global optimum has been reached 

aside from an exhaustive search of the solution space. However, a common method employed 

to increase the chances of finding a global minimum is to start from different initial estimates 

and compare the resulting solutions [5]. This is the strategy employed in this work, where each 

MCR-WALS calculation for a given number of factors uses 20 randomly generated initial 

estimates. Following the calculation of all 20 solutions, the solution with the lowest WSSR can 

be taken as an optimum solution. While not a perfect solution to the problem of finding the 

global optimum, it should mitigate many of the difficulties previously discussed. 

8.1.1.4 Finding the Best Solution 

 In general, the best solution should be the global minimum, or the solution with the 

lowest WSSR. However, there are occasions when what could be judged as the best solution is 

found not to have the lowest WSSR. An example of this case is shown in Figure 8.2 for the DROS 

data set using 13 components. The solution shown on the left (1) had the lowest WSSR; 

however, due to the lack of smoothness in some of the profiles, the solution on the right (2) was 

judged to be ‘better’. Situations such as this, while rare, prompted the development of a 

graphical user interface (GUI) that allows the user to group solutions based on their WSSR, and 

visually inspect the solutions and manually pick the solution to be used in subsequent analysis 

(shown in the bottom of Figure 8.2). It should be emphasized that situations where the lowest 

WSSR solutions are not the best solutions are rarely encountered, and generally only when using 

high numbers of factors. 
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 Figure 8.2 (Top) Example of a set of solutions where the lowest WSSR solution (1) does not visually 

appear to be the best solution, and a higher WSSR (2) solution appears is better. (Bottom) The GUI 

interface used to examine MCR-WALS solutions, with the corresponding solutions marked in the plotting 

section and the histogram of WSSR. Note that the GUI allows expansion of the small plots to full size for 

easier visual investigation. 

8.1.2 Identifying the Number of Factors 

 Another problem with MCR-WALS is deciding how many factors to use to model the 

data. In theory, one could use statistical measures to determine when X̂  models X within 

experimental error; however, the error estimates used are only approximate.  In principle, the 

number of factors is limited by the complexity of the system and quality of the data, although 

the latter is probably more important in most cases. Based on experience gained in performing 

MCR-WALS on various data sets, the best method appears to be to examine when the profile 
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vectors become erratic or noisy. For the data sets examined, the number of factors can range 

from 4 (EXITSP) to 14 (DROS). 

8.1.3 Non-Negative Least Squares 

 As previously stated in Chapter 1, a primary reason for using non-log-transformed ratios 

in MCR-WALS is the need to impose non-negativity on the solutions of Ĉ  and P̂  after each 

iteration of WALS. This is required to reduce the rotational ambiguity and determine a unique 

solution. However, each least-squares calculation may result in negative values, and therefore 

non-negativity must be imposed on the solution. The simplest and easiest method for enforcing 

non-negativity is to set all negative elements in Ĉ  or P̂  to zero, and then proceed with the next 

iteration. However, Bro and de Jong [6] reported that setting negative elements to zero in ALS 

causes divergence in the solutions, possibly leading to non-convergence. It is expected that 

WALS exhibits this same behavior. Therefore, to correctly enforce non-negativity in Ĉ  and P̂ , 

the fast non-negative least-squares (FNNLS) algorithm from Bro and de Jong [6] was 

incorporated into the MCR-WALS algorithm.  

 The FNNLS code worked as expected, generating very similar solutions as when setting 

negative values to zero. However, the time required for performing MCR-WALS using FNNLS 

compared to setting the negative entries to zero was doubled (487 vs. 278 seconds in the case 

of one run using the 3 factors for the CAMDA data set). As the calculations are already time 

consuming, an alternative, faster method of enforcing non-negativity was greatly desired. This 

was found in the fast columnar NNLS (FCNNLS) method reported by Van Benthem and Keenan in 

2004 [7]. FCNNLS was originally developed for situations where hundreds or thousands of non-

negative ALS runs were performed, requiring extremely fast methods for performing the NNLS. 

The FCNNLS code provided in the publication was incorporated into WALS, including 

modifications required when used with microarray data (these same modifications have since 

been observed elsewhere [8]). The FCNNLS code used is included in Appendix A. The FCNNLS 

code is marginally slower than setting negative elements to zero (301 vs. 278 seconds in the 

case of one run using the 3 factors for the CAMDA data set), but because of its greater reliability 

is the default method in the WALS algorithm; however, options do exist for the user to use the 

other two methods of enforcing non-negativity (set to zero or NNLS). 
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8.1.4 Speed Improvements 

 As the use of multiple random starting solutions was implemented, run times for a 

particular data set became longer. This becomes a problem when searching the solution space 

using different numbers of components as well, as the time to converge to a solution becomes 

longer as the number of components used increases. Therefore, with these two effects 

increasing the run times, the MCR-WALS algorithm was examined to determine if there were 

any ways to speed up the calculations. 

 Profiling the amount of time spent executing each line in the MCR-WALS code directed 

attention to one step in particular that was using over 70% of the time taken for the calculation. 

This involved the generation of the diagonal error-covariance matrix iΣ  (used in step 2 in Table 

8.1). This is performed once for each row of X, during every iteration of WALS. However, the 

matrix generated in subsequent iterations is the same every time, and if all the required 

matrices were generated and stored at the beginning of the calculation, they could then be used 

during the rest of the calculation. Doing so resulted in a 65% time savings for one MCR-WALS 

calculation (48 vs. 138 seconds in the case of one run using the 3 factors for the CAMDA data 

set). 

8.1.5 Future Improvements 

 Future improvements that could be implemented include investigating options for more 

efficiently searching the solution space, as well as determining how many components to use for 

a given data set. In the statistical literature there exists a method known as non-negative matrix 

factorization (NMF) which bears many similarities to ALS [9]. As there is a very large body of 

literature on algorithms and methods for optimizing NMF, the similarities between NMF and ALS 

should be further investigated, and any improvements that could be incorporated into MCR-

WALS from NMF be made. 

8.2 MCR-WALS Results 

 MCR-WALS analysis was performed on the EXITSP, CAMDA and DROS data sets. Prior to 

performing MCR-WALS analysis on each data set, the ratios were filtered and modified such that 

spots with a negative ratio or which had been flagged during gridding were set to zero and the 

absolute standard deviation set to 100, those with an RSDR > 0.9 had the absolute standard 

deviation set to 100, and any spots with a ratio greater than 100 the ratio was set to 100. Any 
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features with greater than 20% of spots failing the above criteria were removed prior to MCR-

WALS analysis. All data sets were normalized using the linear sequential method described in 

Chapter 7. For each data set, MCR-WALS was performed using various numbers of components, 

with 20 replicate MCR-WALS runs performed for each case. The minimum number of 

components was initially selected based on knowledge of the biological system under study, and 

increased until the solutions obtained exhibited erratic behavior such as excessively noisy or 

irregular profiles. For a given number of components, all 20 replicate solutions were grouped 

according to their WSSR, and manually inspected to determine which solution to use.  

 The MCR-WALS profiles for the EXITSP data set shown in Figure 8.3 illustrate some 

common features of MCR-WALS profiles generated from time-course DNA microarray data. The 

first feature of note is the relative smoothness of the profiles over time. This is commonly 

observed in the MCR-WALS decompositions of time-course microarray data examined in this 

work, and is one indicator that the normalization applied to the data is appropriate, and that the 

number of components used is valid. It is also common for the profiles to exhibit monotonic, 

unimodal, or cyclical behavior. For the EXITSP data at five components (and beyond), these 

characteristics become interrupted by discontinuities in the profiles for all solutions generated. 

This implies that 2 to 4 components are all potentially valid solutions, but for five or more 

components, MCR-WALS begins to model noise in the data. Therefore, only solutions for up to 

four components should be considered for further analysis. Often, it is found that two or more 

of the profiles from solutions for higher numbers of components can be additively combined to 

give a single profile for solutions for lower numbers of components, as one might expect. For 

this reason, the focus of further analysis is usually placed on the model with the largest number 

of components, since this should reflect the most detailed representation of regulatory factors. 

However, more crudely resolved processes can also be useful in gaining a broader 

understanding of the processes involved. It should be kept in mind that the extracted profiles 

are hypothesized to correspond to regulatory factor (e.g. transcription factor) activities over 

time, and therefore there are genes whose mRNA expression are expected to follow the 

extracted profiles. However, it is possible (and likely) that the mRNA expression of a particular 

gene may consist of linear combinations of some or all of the extracted profiles. 

 The MCR-WALS profiles extracted for each data set are presented and discussed in the 

following sections. Further interpretation of the EXITSP and CAMDA data sets using Gene 

Ontology (GO) are presented in the following chapter. 
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8.2.1 EXITSP Data Set 

 MCR-WALS solutions for the EXITSP data set using 2 to 5 components are shown in 

Figure 8.3. For this data set, the rapid decrease in Profile 1 between zero and 10 minutes 

particularly stands out, as this indicates some processes being rapidly turned off as the cells exit 

stationary phase, and is consistent in all the solutions. As the number of components increases, 

more details become apparent. At four components (Figure 8.3C) one is able to resolve a short, 

transient process (Profile 2) that is active for only about 15 minutes. This is followed by a longer 

transient process extending from 10 minutes to 45 minutes (Profile 3). Finally, a continuously 

increasing profile that begins to be up-regulated after 20 minutes is observed (Profile 4), in 

addition to the rapidly decreasing Profile 1. 

 

 Figure 8.3 MCR-WALS profiles for the EXITSP data set, using 2 to 5 components. 

 When the number of components is increased to five (Figure 8.3D), all of the profiles 

remain remarkably consistent with the exception of Profile 1, which splits into two new profiles. 
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Although the combination of these two new profiles reflects the same features as Profile 1 in 

the other solutions, their behavior is irregular and suggests that MCR is beginning to model 

noise. This pattern of irregular profiles continues as the number of components is increased, 

and for this reason, four components was taken as the limit for this data set. This is not 

surprising since the EXITSP data were characterized by relatively high levels of noise in the ratio 

measurements. 

 The succession of cascading transients observed for the EXITSP data is typical for all of 

the data sets studied in this work, suggesting a serial activation of processes in the organism. 

This data set is notable for the rapid changes that take place in the first 15 minutes, suggesting 

that more frequent sampling in this time window would be beneficial. In the experiment, 

samples were actually obtained from two parallel populations of yeast to permit this rate of 

sampling, and lack of synchronization between the populations may contribute to some of the 

data-quality issues in this data set. Following these experiments, better instrumentation was 

developed for rapid sampling by the same group [10]. Another notable feature of the EXITSP 

data set is that it is the only data set studied in this work that is not cyclical. All of the other data 

sets show at least a hint of cyclical behavior in one or more profiles. It would be interesting to 

see if cyclical behavior was found for this system at longer times with re-entry into the normal 

cell-cycle, although it is dubious if synchronization would be sufficiently maintained to observe 

this. 

 The biological implications of these profiles are discussed in more detail in the next 

chapter where the genes associated with the profiles are analyzed using the Gene Ontology. 

8.2.2 CAMDA Data Set 

 For the CAMDA data set, MCR-WALS elucidated up to 8 profiles before noise began to 

degrade the decomposition. These profiles are shown in Figure 8.4. At the bottom of each sub-

figure, a colorbar is used to represent the percentage of cells in each of the three main 

developmental stages, as characterized by parasite morphology. These profiles present a 

continuous cascade of gene expression as each profile begins up-regulation before the previous 

has completely reached zero expression, resulting in an overlap between consecutive profiles. 

Additionally, it is possible to observe the cyclic nature of the data  as some of the profiles begin 

to repeat over the intraerythrocytic developmental cycle (IDC).  
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Figure 8.4 MCR-WALS solutions for the CAMDA data set, using 4 to 8 components. R, T, and S correspond 

to the ring, trophozoite and schizont developmental stages, respectively.  

This fits with the information revealed in the correlation map for the CAMDA data (see Figure 

6.2), as well as the appearance of new ring-stage parasites as the parasites infect new red blood 
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cells (RBCs). This is most apparent in the first and last profiles for many of the solutions, as there 

is up-regulation in first profile which resumes following exit from the schizont stage and re-

infection. The correlation of the morphological changes with the profiles is most apparent in the 

three-component model (as might be anticipated). It should be noted that, in this and other 

cases, the gene profiles often lead the morphological changes, as expected. The inclusion of 

additional components leads to more refinements of the crude profiles that suggest more subtle 

changes taking place within each of the developmental stages. 

 These extracted profiles also fit nicely with the analysis described by Bozdech and co-

workers [11], where a Fourier analysis method was used to group genes based on their time of 

expression. When ordered by time, a very similar cascade of up-regulation of gene expression 

was observed, without any distinct stages. 

 Although the expression profiles are smooth and continuous, from the encoding of 

developmental stage on the x-axis it is possible to ascertain that many of the profiles are 

associated with gene up-regulation during specific stages of the IDC. Profile 1 of 6 components 

corresponds to genes up-regulated during the ring stage, and Profile 6 of 6 components 

corresponds to up-regulated genes that peak right at the end of the schizont stage when the 

parasites exit the host RBC and infect new ones, for example. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of 

the 8 component solution in Chapter 9 provides more insight into the gene functions associated 

with each profile.  

8.2.3 DROS Data Set 

 In the DROS data set, male and female samples not from the adult stage and the tudor 

mutant samples were removed prior to analysis. In accordance with the results of the 

correlation heat maps in Chapter 6, the time-course was also divided by replicate (R1 and R2) 

and each replicate underwent MCR-WALS independently. The resulting solutions for R1 are 

shown in Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6, and for R2 in Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8. 

 The first detail that stands out in this data set is just how many profiles can be resolved 

for both replicates, with 15 for R1 and 12 for R2. This is partly a function of the number of time 

points used (74 for both); however, it is also an indication of just how much information is 

present in this data set. As with other analysis methods, the level of information available for 

extraction is partly a function of the quality of the original data. 
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 Figure 8.5 MCR-WALS solutions for Replicate 1 from the DROS dataset using 4 to 9 components.  

E = Embryo, L = Larva, P = pupa, A = Adult 
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 Figure 8.6 MCR-WALS solutions for Replicate 1 from the DROS dataset using 10 to 15 components.  
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 Figure 8.7 MCR-WALS solutions for Replicate 2 from the DROS dataset using 4 to 9 components. 
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 Figure 8.8 MCR-WALS solutions for Replicate 2 from the DROS dataset using 10 to 12 components. 

In all of the solutions for both replicates, it is possible to discern differences in expression 

between the male and female adult samples. The data are organized such that the male samples 

comprise the first half of the adult developmental stage and the female samples the other half. 

This is important, as no outside information regarding the sex differentiation is included in the 

MCR-WALS, these differences appear as an underlying function of the data set. This is not an 

unexpected result, as one would imagine that there should be differences in gene expression 

between the two different sexes. Examples of these sex-differentiated profiles include Profiles 6 

and 7 in Figure 8.5E, although they are visible in all of the solutions with higher numbers of 

profiles. 
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 Third, as the number of components is increased, many of the profiles are associated 

with particular developmental stages, and all of the profiles that show up-regulation across the 

pupa – adult boundary still have a distinct bump of up-regulation that begins in the pupal stage 

at about array 53, and then increases significantly directly at the boundary between stages. One 

example of this is Profile 6 in Figure 8.5D. This is due to the use of distinctly synchronized 

populations of flies for the adult stage (note that every developmental stage was independently 

synchronized). 

 Examining the profiles generated using smaller numbers of factors such as those in 

Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6 A, B, and C, the first profile appears to be associated with both the 

embryonic and female adult stages. It is postulated that this profile is actually associated with 

maternal mRNAs rapidly decreasing in the fertilized embryo.  

 The developmental stage with the largest number of associated sub-profiles is the 

embryonic stage. For the 15 component solution, there are 6 profiles in the embryo stage alone. 

This is not surprising given the incredible changes happening in the embryo and the number of 

samples acquired for the embryo compared to the other developmental stages. The larval stage 

has only one associated profile, whereas the pupal and adult stages have three and four 

associated profiles for the R1 data, respectively.  

 Finally, one of the most notable features of these parallel studies is that there is a very 

high level of concordance between the profiles generated by the two replicates. When the 

profiles from solutions using 6 and 7 components are overlaid, the profiles are shown to be 

almost identical (see Figure 8.9A-B). While it appears that this one-to-one agreement in 

solutions is no longer as strong after 7 components, if one overlays the first 12 profiles of the 13 

component solution from R1 with the 12 component solutions of R2, excellent agreement 

between the profiles is observed, with no match in R2 for Profile 13 in R1 (Figure 8.9C). In fact, 

this profile is present in all the solutions for R1 with more than 7 components, and is not present 

in any solution of R2. Therefore, there appears to be some process in the R1 adults at later times 

that is not present in the R2 adults. It is hypothesized that this is due to a lack of synchronization 

between the two replicates at the adult stage that could be introduced during the generation of 

the adult populations. This would be understandable given the range of time allowed for the 

adults to be considered ‘synchronized’ was emergence from pupae in the same 24-hour period.  
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 Although the original analysis averaged the ratios from the replicate populations, the 

above results demonstrate that there is much information to be gained through analyzing them 

separately and comparing them to verify that the results obtained are consistent.  

 

 Figure 8.9 Comparison of results from R1 and R2 using 6 (A), 7 (B), and 13 (C) components. For the 13 

component overlay, the 13 component solution from R1 is overlaid with the 12 component solution of R2. 

8.3 Summary 

 The practical implementation of MCR-WALS involves some algorithmic issues that were 

addressed  in the first part of this chapter. These were primarily targeted at improving the 

reliability and speed of convergence. It was demonstrated that convergence to the global 

optimum could be improved by setting tighter convergence criteria, and that the use of multiple 

random starting solutions increases the probability of finding the global optimum. FCNNLS was 

implemented as the primary method to apply non-negativity constraints, thereby improving the 

reliability of the solutions obtained by removing possible divergence in subsequent iterations 
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through the forcing of negative values to zero, with only a small penalty in overall performance. 

In addition, the software was modified to generate a 65% reduction in computation time. 

Although the results presented here have contributed to greater confidence in and utility of the 

MCR-WALS software, some challenges remain, including the methods used to determine the 

“best” solution, generate starting solutions, and determine how many components is 

appropriate. Unfortunately, many of these difficulties plague traditional MCR as well, and as of 

yet there are no known solutions to these problems, especially when including heteroscedastic 

errors in the process. 

 The second half of this chapter presented MCR-WALS solutions for three different 

biological systems, and these are augmented by other results that have already appeared in the 

literature. The intent in this chapter was to provide a sense of the nature and variability of the 

profile vectors. It was shown, for example, that the number of components extracted depends 

on the biological complexity and measurement quality in the system under study. Results were 

found to be biologically plausible (i.e. smoothly varying, unimodal or cyclic), self-consistent (i.e. 

conservation of profiles with increasing numbers of components), and consistent between 

replicates. An exhaustive analysis of these profiles was not undertaken in this chapter as this is 

an undertaking of some magnitude, particularly with such diverse biological systems. To actually 

derive any knowledge from the profiles, they must  be first associated with genes undergoing 

expression that matches either the profiles extracted or combinations thereof. Other sources of 

information about the genes (obtained from GO or KEGG for example) can then be mined to see 

if the genes following the expression profiles have any common functions or other associations. 

 In the following chapter, the development of a GO analysis module in MATLAB is 

discussed, as well as the results of using the module to analyze the MCR-WALS profiles 

presented in this chapter from the EXITSP and CAMDA data sets. 
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Chapter 9:  Knowledge Discovery with Gene Ontology 

Data analysis applied to DNA microarrays and other high-throughput measurement 

techniques frequently generates lists of genes that may be related in some fashion. Comparator 

experiments result in lists of genes differentially expressed between the two states being 

studied, and time-course or serial experiments result in lists of genes belonging to various 

clusters that have similar expression profiles. In the case of microarray data analysis by MCR-

WALS, the genes may be grouped together according to whether they have high correlations 

with one of the extracted expression profiles. These methods result in lists of genes that one 

expects should be related in some fashion, either by regulation or function, or both. Simply 

presented with a list of gene names, gene id’s or descriptions, it is difficult to determine what 

commonalities are present. The rise of high-throughput measurements and a plethora of 

databases linking genes to different types of data have made this task easier; however, there is 

still much research in this area of systems biology. 

 The different types of data that are frequently available to search include DNA-sequence 

similarity of the genes and/or their promoters (if known), amino acid sequence similarity of the 

gene products, metabolic pathways, and gene functions. Sequence similarities (either DNA or 

amino acid) will only yield hits under very specific circumstances that one is unlikely to 

commonly observe in DNA microarray experiments, and additionally require that the majority of 

the genome has been sequenced. Gene promoters are promising, and are based on the 

hypothesis that genes showing comparable expression patterns are regulated by a common or 

related transcription factor. Although there has been some success using this method, relatively 

few promoters are known in many organisms of interest, and it also requires knowing the actual 

sequences of the upstream regions of the genes. Common metabolic pathways such as those in 

the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database [1] can also be checked to see 

if any genes in the list are involved in one particular pathway. The final option is examining 

commonalities of gene function, or what the gene products do. As this is a commonly 

investigated property in molecular biology, vast sources of literature exist describing gene 

functions in many different organisms, especially for model eukaryotic organisms of molecular 

biology such as S. cerevisiae (baker’s yeast), D. melanogaster (fruit fly), and M. musculus 

(mouse). The need to archive and use this functional information in a systematic fashion led to 
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the creation of the Gene Ontology (GO) by the GO consortium in the year 2000 [2]. The first 

section of this chapter provides an introduction to the Gene Ontology, and describes the 

development and testing of a GO analysis module in MATLAB. The second section reports the 

result of GO analysis on the MCR-WALS profiles for the EXITSP and CAMDA data sets.  

9.1 Gene Ontology Analysis Module 

9.1.1 The Gene Ontology 

 The Gene Ontology (GO) is a controlled, precise vocabulary of terms that allows 

researchers to annotate gene products with agreed-upon descriptions in a systematic fashion, 

making it possible to easily determine information about a particular gene, as well as carry out 

computational analyses in a reliable fashion [2]. The structure of the GO allows terms that are 

organism specific; however, the majority are non-specific and apply across all eukaryotic 

organisms. The first organisms to have gene products included were S. cerevisiae, M. musculus, 

and D. melanogaster, as these had the most information about gene products available. Since its 

inception, however, the GO has expanded to include annotations for gene products from a wide 

variety of eukaryotic organisms.  

9.1.1.1 GO Structure 

The GO is subdivided into three distinct ontologies, comprised of biological process, 

molecular function, and cellular component. The GO consortium provides the following 

definitions for each ontology [2]: 

Biological process: a biological objective to which the gene or gene product contributes. 

A process is accomplished via one or more ordered assemblies of molecular functions. 

Processes often involve a chemical or physical transformation, in the sense that 

something goes into a process and something different comes out of it.  

Molecular function: the biochemical activity (including specific binding to ligands or 

structures) of a gene product. Also applies to the capability that a gene product (or gene-

product complex) carries as a potential. It describes only what is done without specifying 

where or when the event actually occurs.  

Cellular component: the place in the cell where a gene product is active. These terms 

reflect our understanding of eukaryotic cell structure.  
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Examples of GO terms are: “cellular physiological process” and “DNA replication” for biological 

process, “catalytic activity” and “tRNA 2'-phosphotransferase activity” for molecular function, 

and “cell” and “endoplasmic reticulum Sec complex” for cellular component.  

 

 

Figure 9.1 DAG for GO term GO:0006260, DNA replication, showing all parent terms. 

These separate ontologies are organized in a directed (child to parent) acyclic graph (DAG), with 

more-specific terms being the children of broader or more-general terms. This format is ideal 

because it allows one to describe many different relationships between the various terms, and 

allows more-specific terms to be children of many different broader terms. For example, as in 

Figure 9.1, a gene product annotated to “DNA replication” is by default annotated indirectly to 

all parent terms of “DNA replication”, unless otherwise noted in the associations. However, a 

gene product annotated with the term “DNA Metabolic Process”, will not necessarily be 
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annotated to “DNA Replication”. This hierarchy also allows general annotations when a gene 

product is first discovered and then more specific annotations when more knowledge is 

available. The graph structure also makes it amenable to reproducible analysis using various 

algorithms, and storage of the information in an easily accessible text format allows 

transformation into many different representations to carry out analyses. 

9.1.1.2 GO Software Packages 

 Many different software packages and tools have been created to analyze gene lists 

from DNA microarrays using the information contained in the GO (see [3]), all with different 

strengths and weaknesses. Many support only one particular organism or a particular 

microarray platform; however, there are others that take only a gene list for input and allow the 

use of any organism that has GO annotations. In examining this software, it was apparent that 

there were no routines for working with the GO from MATLAB, and in some cases exporting data 

from MATLAB to be used with some tools could be difficult. Although there are some GO-

associated functions in the MATLAB Bioinformatics Toolbox, there do not appear to be specific 

routines for carrying out the types of statistical analyses desired. Therefore, in order to have a 

complete basic DNA microarray data analysis workflow, it was desirable to implement modules 

allowing GO-term analysis in MATLAB.  

9.1.2 Implementation 

Regardless of the type of calculations carried out using the GO, all implementations 

require three pieces:  (1) a module to read in the GO DAG and store it in an accessible format; 

(2) a module to determine which genes are associated with which GO terms; and (3) a module 

to carry out the statistical calculations. The GO is provided with the entire DAG structure as well 

as gene associations in one structured query language (SQL) database compatible format, but 

this format was avoided as it was determined that the MATLAB implementation should be able to 

work from individual files easily accessed from the GO website. This is ideal as the GO file itself 

as well as the association files for different organisms is available for download in an easily 

parsed text format. The only caveat is that the information has to be stored in such a way that 

the indirectly annotated parent terms can be easily accessed from the directly annotated child 

terms to which a particular gene product is annotated. Therefore, the requirements for the third 

module can be very generic, as long as one can access the information required using unique 

identifiers for genes from an organism. The goal of this work was to implement GO analysis in 
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the microarray data-analysis workflow; therefore no attempt was made to design a novel 

analysis method, but rather to implement the basic modules for GO analysis in MATLAB, allowing 

the possibility of implementing novel analysis methods. 

 Although other software packages parse the GO DAG and gene associations “on the fly” 

when the calculations are carried out (see GO::TERMFINDER [4] for example), this would make the 

calculations prohibitively long in MATLAB; therefore the reading of the GO DAG and gene 

associations is carried out in advance, with the results stored in a MATLAB file that can be loaded 

and accessed when the calculations are carried out at a later time. 

9.1.2.1 GO Reader Module 

A MATLAB module that reads in the GO DAG from a text file (OBO file extension) was 

developed. This module finds each term in the text file, and stores it as an entry in a MATLAB 

structure, with various attributes of the term stored as fields of the structure. This allows easy 

access to each term as well as the term attributes, including name, definition, GO unique 

identifier (GOID), term type (biological process, molecular function, or cellular component) and 

the term parents. The term parents are especially important, as tracing the parents of a term 

allows the assignment of indirect GO associations to genes based on the directly annotated 

terms. The parent terms are stored as a single list without actual thought to their location in the 

DAG. The DAG itself is stored as a sparse matrix, as this representation is easy to conceptualize 

for subsequent use. 

9.1.2.2 Gene-Associations Module 

The gene association module is responsible for storing the direct and indirect 

annotations for each gene, as well as storing extra information about each gene that may be 

present in the annotations file, such as gene descriptions and gene-name aliases, allowing users 

to search by gene name or a particular gene alias. Following the assignment of all direct and 

indirect GO terms for each gene, a reverse index of which genes are annotated to particular 

terms is generated and stored in the GO structure such that, for a particular organism and GO 

term, one can easily determine which genes are annotated to the GO term. This allows easy 

determination of background gene counts used in later calculations.  

With both the ontology structure as well as the gene associations to the ontology in 

hand, it is possible to perform GO analyses on a particular list of genes. The next section 
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describes the basic requirements and functionality of the statistical-analysis module, as well as 

describing the actual analysis method used. 

9.1.2.3 Statistical-Analysis Module 

The analysis module takes as input a list of genes of interest, and which aspect of the 

GO (biological process, molecular function, cellular component) the user wishes to query, as 

well as other optional parameters such as the genes used in the background distribution (either 

the genes in the genome or the genes used in the analysis). Loading the appropriate MATLAB GO 

file (different files are generated for different organisms), the module then determines the 

possibly relevant GO terms based on the gene list provided, and the number of genes annotated 

to each term from the genes of interest, as well as the genes in the background distribution. 

These numbers will allow calculations utilizing the hypergeometric distribution, a description of 

which follows. 

9.1.2.3.1 Hypergeometric Calculation 

 The analysis method implemented was that of GO-term enrichment calculated using the 

hypergeometric distribution (see Equation 9.1), a method previously demonstrated in the 

GO::TERMFINDER software [4] that forms the basis of GO term analysis on both the 

Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [5] and Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) [6] websites, 

among others. This method calculates the probability of getting x items of a particular type in a 

sample of n items when a population of size N contains X items of the same type. Put another 

way, what is the probability of getting 10 red marbles (x) in a sample of 30 marbles (n) when the 

parent population of 500 (N) marbles contains 20 red marbles (X)? This is the question to 

answer in the GO analysis, as there are genes annotated with particular terms, and one wants to 

know how likely it is to get a certain number of genes with a particular term (x) by random 

chance, given the sample size (N) and the number of genes with that term in the overall 

population (X). This probability is described by: 
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In this case, x is the number of genes in the list that are annotated with a particular term, either 

directly or indirectly, n is the number of genes in the sample list, X is the number of genes in the 

background population annotated with a particular term, and N is the total number of genes in 

the background population. The two-level parenthetical notation is used to denote the number 

of combinations of the upper number taken in groups of size equal to the lower number. Due to 

the multiple statistical calculations being performed, a correction of the p-values is required. 

This is implemented in the form of a Bonferroni correction and the calculation of a false-

discovery rate (FDR), as described in the next section. 

9.1.2.3.2 Multiple Testing Correction 

 To provide some correction in the p-values, a simple Bonferroni correction using the 

number of GO terms returned is calculated, whereby each p-value is multiplied by the number 

of GO terms, and reported as a corrected p-value. However, due to the structure of the GO, the 

various terms are not independent, and a simple Bonferroni correction may not be appropriate, 

as has been previously noted [4]. Therefore, a false-discovery rate (FDR) [7] calculation was 

implemented in the analysis module. The FDR calculation is based on repetitive random 

resampling of Ngene genes from the background gene list. The resampling is repeated r times and 

for each repeat, j, the p-values are calculated for all of the terms relevant for the new gene list. 

The FDR for each term in the original gene list is determined by enumerating the number of 

times terms with the same or smaller p-values were obtained in the resampled data. If we let nij 

equal the number of terms found with ipp ≤  in replicate j of the resampled data and ni equal 

the number of terms in the original list with ipp ≤ , then the FDR is calculated as: 

 ∑
=

=
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1
  9.2 

The FDR is the average number of times a p-value less than or equal to pi appears in the random 

simulations, divided by the number of p-values in the original list that are less than or equal to 

pi. The FDR estimates the fraction of false positives that will be obtained at a given p-value in the 

extracted list and therefore can guide the investigator in assessing the true significance of terms 

extracted. 
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9.1.3 Testing 

Testing the various modules is important, as is having another software package to verify 

the result of the parsing and the calculations. In this respect, using the GO::TERMFINDER package 

as a baseline comparison was ideal, as the software is open source (allowing one to examine the 

source code and modify if necessary) and takes as input the GO term file, the association file, 

the list of genes of interest, and a list of genes making up the background population. Therefore, 

it is possible to easily verify that identical files are being used to generate the underlying gene 

annotations and easily make direct comparisons between results using GO::TERMFINDER and the 

MATLAB implementation. It is also likely that identical results will not be obtained if any part of 

the parsing process or term association or numerical calculation is incorrect, due to the 

structure of the GO itself. Therefore, it is likely that if the results match, then all of the 

preprocessing and calculation steps have been carried out correctly. Although this assumption is 

not perfect, and there are situations where this may not be the case, multiple test cases should 

show whether the modules have been implemented correctly. 

To identify any specific problems, two types of tests were performed using gene lists from 

three different organisms, using all three aspects of the GO. The organisms were S. cerevisiae, D. 

melanogaster, and P. falciparum. The first test involved using all annotated genes in the 

organism as both the query list and the background list, thereby allowing the comparison of 

genes annotated to each term. The second test used a gene list for each organism whereby the 

genes were chosen based on their annotation to the GO term “DNA replication” (GO:0006260), 

to verify the statistical calculations. The lists contained 237 genes for yeast, 45 genes for fruit fly, 

and 14 for malaria (see Appendix B for actual gene lists).  Although these are all organisms that 

have been previously studied in this group, it was determined that verifying the software on all 

three organisms and using an independently generated (in contrast to experimentally generated 

following analysis by MCR-WALS) list of genes should illuminate any pitfalls in the underlying 

software when dealing with different gene-association files.  

The ontology file and gene-association files were all downloaded on the same day from 

the GO downloads section [8], and were used without any modifications to the files themselves. 

For comparison, the GO::TERMFINDER v 0.81 software package was used, compiled under CYGWIN 

(a UNIX environment for WINDOWS®). The PERL file to perform GO::TERMFINDER queries is given in 

Appendix C. For all tests, the gene list of interest as well as a list of background genes was 

supplied, where the background genes are those that are listed in the gene-association file. 
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Comparisons were made between the hypergeometric p-value calculated for each GO term, the 

calculated FDR for a particular term, the number of GO terms returned, the number of genes in 

the sample list annotated to a particular term, as well as the number of genes in the background 

annotated to a term. The remaining sections describe the results of the two tests, as well as 

obstacles encountered in the calculations. 

9.1.3.1 Background Test 

Given that the GO::TERMFINDER software reports only genes in the query list that are 

annotated to a particular term, the most straightforward method of determining any possible 

differences in parsing gene annotations between the MATLAB module and GO::TERMFINDER was 

to perform the calculations using a query-gene list and background-gene list both identical to 

the genes listed in the gene-annotation file. This allows one to easily discover differences in 

annotation, and then examine the original input files and determine which software package is 

correct.  

For all three organisms, the number of GO terms found was identical, and the number 

of genes annotated to each term was identical from the two software packages, with one 

exception. The only terms that did not match between the two software packages were the 

highest level terms for each type of ontology, namely biological process, molecular function, and 

cellular component. However, GO::TERMFINDER excludes the highest level GO Term nodes when 

assigning indirect annotations, and the MATLAB module does not.  

One problem that became apparent in this test was one of case sensitivity in gene 

names. For example, in the Drosophila gene list there exist two gene products with the name 

“ROK”. However, one is labeled “Rok”, and the other is labeled “rok”. “Rok” refers to a 

rhodopsin-kinase, whereas “rok” is rho-kinase. This can be a serious issue, as “Rok” is only 

annotated to a few GO terms, and “rok” is annotated to many more, different GO terms. As a 

means of mitigating this difficulty, the analysis module first does a case-sensitive search for the 

gene names, and then a case-insensitive search only for any gene names that were not found 

from the input list. 

9.1.3.2 DNA-Replication Gene-List Test 

For each of the three organisms, a list of genes annotated with the GO term “DNA 

replication” was obtained from SGD [5], Flybase [9], and PlasmoDB [10] websites. These gene 

lists were then used as query lists for the GO calculations, and the previously used list of 
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annotated genes was used as the background-gene list. Issues that had to be resolved using 

these lists included the possibility that some of the input-gene names actually referred to the 

same gene product because of gene-name aliases, resulting in duplicate entries, and the 

introduction of a multiple testing correction based on the FDR. 

Duplicate entries are easily dealt with as the annotation files include listings of known 

aliases for each gene that has a GO term annotation, and they can then be treated as one entry. 

This results in different numbers of sample and background genes used by the hypergeometric 

p-value calculation than might first be supposed based on the size of the original lists. Due to a 

file-parsing error, it was found that some terms had more genes from the random list (x, 

generated during FDR calculations) than the number of genes actually present in the list (n), 

leading the software to return a value of 0 for that particular term, and therefore 

misrepresenting the number of terms with lower p-values.  

The end result of the testing, however, is the same GO terms as those resulting from 

GO::TermFinder, with the same gene counts for each term in both the sample and background 

lists, as well as very similar hypergeometric p-values (some differences due to rounding, both 

raw and Bonferroni corrected), as shown in Table 9.1. However, even after correcting the file-

parsing difficulties, the FDR results were still different between the MATLAB results and 

GO::TERMFINDER. The source of this difference is detailed in the next section.  

Table 9.1 Comparison of Values from GO::TERMFINDER (left) and MATLAB (right) GO analysis tools 

GO Term ID 

Genes in 

Sample 

Annotated 

to Term 

Genes in 

Background 

Annotated 

to Term 

Number of 

Genes in 

Sample List 

Number of 

Genes in 

Background 

List 

P-Value FDR 

GO:0006283 6 6 10 10 237 237 6348 6348 4.71E-07 4.71E-07 0 0 

GO:0010526 10 10 40 40 237 237 6348 6348 1.38E-06 1.38E-06 0.11 0 

GO:0010529 10 10 40 40 237 237 6348 6348 1.38E-06 1.38E-06 0.11 0 

GO:0000717 4 4 4 4 237 237 6348 6348 1.90E-06 1.90E-06 0.11 0 

GO:0009303 4 4 4 4 237 237 6348 6348 1.90E-06 1.90E-06 0.11 0 

GO:0000288 8 8 25 25 237 237 6348 6348 2.09E-06 2.09E-06 0.13 0 

GO:0006479 8 8 25 25 237 237 6348 6348 2.09E-06 2.09E-06 0.13 0 

GO:0008213 8 8 25 25 237 237 6348 6348 2.09E-06 2.09E-06 0.13 0 

GO:0045910 10 10 44 44 237 237 6348 6348 3.53E-06 3.53E-06 0.17 0 

GO:0031497 16 16 116 116 237 237 6348 6348 5.32E-06 5.32E-06 0.17 0 

GO:0051053 11 11 58 58 237 237 6348 6348 7.50E-06 7.50E-06 0.19 0 

GO:0006336 4 4 5 5 237 237 6348 6348 9.20E-06 9.20E-06 0.18 0 

GO:0016573 9 9 40 40 237 237 6348 6348 1.20E-05 1.20E-05 0.18 0 
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GO Term ID 

Genes in 

Sample 

Annotated 

to Term 

Genes in 

Background 

Annotated 

to Term 

Number of 

Genes in 

Sample List 

Number of 

Genes in 

Background 

List 

P-Value FDR 

GO:0006323 16 16 125 125 237 237 6348 6348 1.41E-05 1.41E-05 0.18 0 

GO:0016071 24 24 249 249 237 237 6348 6348 1.59E-05 1.59E-05 0.18 0 

GO:0000086 8 8 34 34 237 237 6348 6348 2.62E-05 2.62E-05 0.2 0 

GO:0000956 8 8 37 37 237 237 6348 6348 5.06E-05 5.06E-05 0.19 0 

GO:0006390 3 3 3 3 237 237 6348 6348 5.14E-05 5.14E-05 0.19 0 

GO:0006473 9 9 48 48 237 237 6348 6348 5.68E-05 5.68E-05 0.21 0 

GO:0031123 8 8 38 38 237 237 6348 6348 6.21E-05 6.21E-05 0.21 0 

GO:0006950 41 41 594 594 237 237 6348 6348 6.69E-05 6.69E-05 0.22 0 

GO:0006334 7 7 29 29 237 237 6348 6348 7.14E-05 7.14E-05 0.24 0 

GO:0000019 4 4 8 8 237 237 6348 6348 0.000118 0.000118 0.24 0 

GO:0032508 5 5 15 15 237 237 6348 6348 0.000154 0.000154 0.24 0 

GO:0006109 7 7 34 34 237 237 6348 6348 0.000210 0.000210 0.27 0.054 

GO:0031124 6 6 25 25 237 237 6348 6348 0.000248 0.000248 0.27 0.071 

GO:0032392 5 5 17 17 237 237 6348 6348 0.000298 0.000298 0.34 0.10 

GO:0043144 4 4 10 10 237 237 6348 6348 0.000333 0.000333 0.35 0.10 

GO:0043543 9 9 62 62 237 237 6348 6348 0.000436 0.000436 0.45 0.12 

GO:0033683 3 3 5 5 237 237 6348 6348 0.000486 0.000486 0.52 0.12 

 

9.1.3.3 FDR Results 

 Some of the results from this section were previously reported in: R.M. Flight and P.D. 

Wentzell, "Potential Bias in GO::TermFinder" Briefings in Bioinformatics, 2009. 

doi:10.1093/bib/bbn054, Oxford University Press (OUP). The author of this thesis performed all 

of the FDR calculations, drafted the preliminary manuscript and contributed to the statistical 

testing. OUP retains a license to publish this work; however, the authors of the manuscript are 

sole holders of copyright. 

 As the FDRs between the MATLAB module and GO::TERMFINDER appeared to be different, 

they were examined in greater detail. Preliminary verification that there appeared to be a 

difference was provided by examining the average values from 20 replicate FDR calculations for 

both software modules. As shown in Figure 9.2, it appeared that the values returned by the 

MATLAB module were low compared to those from GO::TERMFINDER. 

 Examining the GO::TERMFINDER source code, it was determined that the source of the 

difference might be in the generation of gene lists for the FDR calculations. An important 

assumption of any resampling strategy is that it is being done randomly and there is no 

correlation among the genes that are selected. 
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Figure 9.2 Comparison of mean FDRs calculated from GO::TermFinder and in-house software using 20 

replicates. Error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean. Line represents perfect 

agreement. 

To perform this resampling, GO::TERMFINDER uses the rand command in PERL to randomly 

generate the indices of the genes to be selected in a serial fashion. If an index has already been 

selected for the current list, the algorithm increments the value of the index until one is found 

that is not on the list. The specific code is given below: 

 while (exists ($usedIndices{$n})){ 
     $n++; 
     # wrap round to the beginning if we run off th e end of 
     # the arrays from which we're choosing 
     $n = 0 if ($n >= $populationSize); 
 } 
 

It should be apparent that this strategy will favor the selection of genes that are adjacent to one 

another within the list. If the arrangement of the list is such that function shows a correlation 

with position in the list, the potential exists for bias. Although these results implied a bias in one 

or the other, statistical verification was desired.  
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To verify the source of the variation in FDR results and determine whether the 

difference was statistically valid, four different methods were used to evaluate the FDR. Method 

1 (GO1) was the original GO::TERMFINDER (v. 0.81), as previously described. Method 2 (GO2) 

consisted of a simple modification to the original code such that the sequence of commands in 

the preceding section was replaced with: 

 while (exists ($usedIndices{$n})){ 
     $n = int(rand($populationSize)); 
     # take another random number until unused one is found 
 } 
 
This code was anticipated to remove any positional correlation in the extraction of random gene 

lists. Method 3 (MAT1) implemented the FDR calculations in MATLAB using code written to 

emulate the random sampling method in GO1. Finally, method 4 (MAT2) was the MATLAB 

algorithm originally developed to perform GO calculations for this work, employing the 

“randperm” command to generate indices for the random lists, so it was not anticipated to 

exhibit a positional dependence (like GO2). All four methods used 50 replicate resamplings to 

calculate the FDR in a single function call. For each method, 1000 replicate runs were 

performed. Only terms with a mean FDR between 0.001 and 0.2 were used, as this was 

considered the region of greatest interest in the FDR calculations. 

 The statistical significance of the FDR differences was tested using two methods, a T
2
 

test and a permutation test (for more details of the statistical testing, see Flight and Wentzell 

[11]). Both tests were used to have more confidence in the results, as the correlated structure of 

GO terms make statistical tests more difficult. For example, if a particular sampling of the 

background genes leads to a fortuitous enrichment of one term, others are likely to be enriched 

due to the hierarchical nature of the ontology. This covariance added additional complications 

to the statistical testing. 

Table 9.2 summarizes the results of the pair-wise comparisons of methods in the form 

of p-values for the two types of statistical tests carried out. Perhaps most important to note is 

the different results obtained with GO1 and GO2, confirming a bias in the manner of random 

number selection. This bias was reproduced in the MAT1 and MAT2 comparison. Among the 

other comparisons, MAT1 should be equivalent to GO1 and MAT2 should be equivalent to GO2, 

which is consistent with the results shown in the table. Also shown for validation are self-self 

comparisons, where each set in the comparison was based on 1000 independent replicates. In 

all of these cases, no significant differences were detected.  
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Table 9.2 Statistical results of pair-wise comparisons of methods for FDR calculations. The numbers given 

represent p-values for the pair-wise comparison of the methods in the corresponding rows and columns. 

The upper value in each cell is for the T
2
 test and the lower value is for the permutation test. 

 GO1 GO2 MAT1 MAT2 

GO1 
0.503 

0.430 

0 

0.020 

0.791 

0.357 

0 

0.028 

GO2  
0.143 

0.968 

0 

0.028 

0.687 

0.469 

MAT1   
0.429 

0.980 

0 

0.041 

MAT2    
0.920 

0.657 

 

Following publication of these results, a new version (v.83) of GO::TERMFINDER was 

released with modifications to correct the bias that was observed. Communication with the 

author of GO::TERMFINDER implied that the original code (GO1) would only be affected when a 

background list of genes was supplied to GO::TERMFINDER (if no background list is supplied, then 

the software uses all annotated genes as the background). To verify that this is indeed the 

primary source of the bias, 200 replicate FDR calculations were carried out using GO1, GO2, and 

GO3 (GO::TERMFINDER v.83), with and without a defined background list of genes. This was a 

valid comparison as the background list supplied in all the calculations was the list of annotated 

genes from the GO annotations file.  

As Table 9.3 shows, there was a significant difference between the FDRs calculated 

using GO1 with a background list of genes and all the other methods. Although the GO1 

random-selection code was shown to be biased, it only did so when a background list was 

explicitly supplied. Otherwise, the PERL modules that generated the background list from the 

annotation file sufficiently randomized the background list so that there was no bias using the 

random selection method of GO1. 
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 Table 9.3 P-values from T
2
 test for pair-wise comparisons of methods of calculating FDR, with (B) and 

without (NB) a background list of genes defined. 

  GO1 GO2 GO3 

  NB B NB B NB B 

GO1 
NB  0 0.91 0.69 0.21 0.68 

B   0 0 0 0 

GO2 
NB    0.61 0.63 0.76 

B     0.59 0.60 

GO3 
NB      0.60 

B       

 

Although the amount of bias was not large (about 10% in the case examined) and not 

sufficient to change the conclusions from any given study, it was statistically significant. When 

researchers use software, they should be able to have confidence in the results generated. As 

was shown here, there are conditions under which GO::TERMFINDER would return FDR values that 

are biased. Following the successful resolution of the source of any bias in the MATLAB modules, 

they were applied to the MCR-WALS results for the EXITSP and CAMDA data sets.   

9.2 Gene Ontology Results for MCR-WALS Profiles 

 To make effective use of the GO-analysis module for knowledge synthesis of the MCR-

WALS profiles generated for various data sets, a graphical user interface was developed by Bjorn 

Wielens that combines the ability to view the MCR results along with gene searching, profile 

visualization, and the GO-analysis. This software package, “GENEMACHINE”, was used in 

conjunction with the GO analysis modules to analyze the MCR-WALS results using the Gene 

Ontology. The use of GENEMACHINE allowed visualization of how the various GO terms related to 

each other using the GO directed acyclic graphs. An example DAG for Profile 1 of the EXITSP 

data is provided in Figure 9.3. 
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 Figure 9.3 GO DAG for terms from Profile 1. This DAG was generated using only those terms with a 

Bonferroni p-value < 0.05, in contrast to the FDR cutoff of 5% used for the results presented in the table. 
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 A very preliminary analysis of the MCR-WALS profiles was carried out using the EXITSP 

and CAMDA data sets. These data sets were chosen due to the large amounts information 

available. S. cerevisiae has been used as a model eukaryotic organism and a large amount of 

literature exists to check any information obtained using GO. P. falciparum, although not as 

widely studied, is of interest due to the high occurrence of malaria worldwide. In addition, the 

CAMDA data set was a challenge data set for which a large number of research groups 

performed many different analyses, providing another source of information to verify any 

results obtained. It should be noted that the author is not an expert in the molecular biology of 

either S. cerevisiae or P. falciparum, and an in-depth analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The relatively straightforward analysis provided here is intended to demonstrate that the MCR-

WALS profiles obtained do correspond to biological processes occurring in the systems studied 

and that MCR-WALS is a useful method for analyzing DNA microarray time-course data.  

 For both data sets examined, the genes that had a correlation of 0.8 with the 

normalized MCR-WALS profiles were used for subsequent analysis (these gene lists are provided 

in Appendix D). Only the biological-process category of GO terms was investigated in this work. 

Significant GO terms were those that had a FDR less than 5%, unless otherwise noted. Tables for 

all GO results are in Appendix E (EXITSP) and Appendix F (CAMDA).  

9.2.1 EXITSP GO Results 

 Stationary phase results in a virtual shut down of metabolism and cell cycle functions. 

One would then expect metabolism and basic cell cycle functions to be turned on during the 

cells exit from stationary phase. The remainder of this section discusses the results of GO 

analysis of the genes associated with each profile from the 4-component-model MCR-WALS 

results of the EXITSP data set, as shown in Figure 9.4. A truncated GO results table is shown in 

Table 9.4. 

 For the 476 genes associated with Profile 1 (Figure 9.4A), the majority of significant GO 

terms relate to the production of ATP via proton exchange and the electron transport chain. At 

first glance this seems contradictory, as this profile is rapidly decreasing and is almost non-

existent within 10 minutes. During the experiment, the cells are brought out of stationary phase 

by the addition of glucose to the growth medium. Therefore, the natural inclination would be 

that the genes related to energy production should be increasing. However, yeast can use two 

different pathways to generate energy from glucose. Oxidative phosphorylation (utilizing 
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electron transport and proton gradients) is highly efficient; however, when there is an 

overabundance of an energy source (such as a lot of glucose) the yeast cells use anaerobic 

energy production pathways [12]. With such a cheap energy source around, the aerobic 

pathways shut down, waiting to be activated when they are required.  

Table 9.4 10 most highly significant GO terms for Profile 1 for the EXITSP data set. Full table is included in 

Appendix E. This profile had 476 sample genes (genes matching profile) and 4179 background genes (total 

number of genes analyzed). 

Term ID 
Bonferroni  

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes
a 

Background 

Genes
b 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6091 3.18E-18 4.89E-21 56 129 0 0 
generation of precursor metabolites and 

energy 

6119 1.23E-12 1.89E-15 25 38 0 0 oxidative phosphorylation 

15980 7.77E-09 1.19E-11 37 100 0 0 
energy derivation by oxidation of organic 

compounds 

9060 3.79E-08 5.83E-11 29 69 0 0 aerobic respiration 

45333 8.76E-08 1.35E-10 29 71 0 0 cellular respiration 

55114 7.13E-07 1.10E-09 24 55 0 0 oxidation reduction 

6754 1.10E-05 1.70E-08 13 20 0 0 ATP biosynthetic process 

15985 1.10E-05 1.70E-08 13 20 0 0 
energy coupled proton transport, down 

electrochemical gradient 

15986 1.10E-05 1.70E-08 13 20 0 0 ATP synthesis coupled proton transport 

46034 1.10E-05 1.70E-08 13 20 0 0 ATP metabolic process 
a
 Number of sample genes annotated to the GO term 

b
 Number of background genes annotated to the GO term 

 The GO terms for the 69 genes associated with Profile 2 (Figure 9.4B) are related to 

transport. The specific GO terms include amine, spermine, and amino acid transport. These 

genes are transiently up-regulated soon after the cells exit stationary phase. As the cells are 

working to quickly get all cell functions back on line, it makes sense to synthesize proteins 

required for transporting basic components from the extracellular matrix rather than make 

them from scratch. Once the required transport proteins are synthesized and the various 

substrates are moving into the cell, their synthesis is no longer required, and the transcription of 

these genes can shut down again. 

 Profile 3 has 520 associated genes (Figure 9.4C), and 120 significant GO terms annotated 

to those genes. In this case a large majority of terms are associated with transcription and 

translation, with terms specific to mRNA transcription, ribosome assembly, rRNA transcription 

and maturation, as well as tRNA production. Therefore, following the shutdown of an 

unnecessary energy pathway (Profile 1) and turning on the ability to bring in basic building 
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blocks from outside the cell (Profile 2), the cells can begin generating the proteins required for 

generating even more protein.  

 

 Figure 9.4 Extracted MCR-WALS profiles (blue) with the gene profiles (red) that had 80% correlation with 

the WALS profile. EXITSP data set. (A) Profile 1, (B) Profile 2, (C) Profile 3, (D) Profile 4.  

 The final profile, Profile 4 (Figure 9.4D) has 429 associated genes. The significant GO 

terms for these genes include some terms similar to the previous profile related to ribosome 

assembly; however, there are many terms related to activation of tRNA, DNA strand elongation, 

and the synthesis of required products for normal cell function. This is not a surprising result, as 

following the manufacture of proteins required for general protein synthesis, the cells begin 

expressing the rest of the genes required for general cell function. 

9.2.2 CAMDA GO Results 

 Over the course of the intraerythrocytic developmental cycle (IDC) of P. falciparum, the 

parasite invades a red blood cell (RBC), begins feeding, replicates its DNA, prepares new 
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parasites, and exits the RBC to find another to begin the process anew [13]. Given the nature of 

the profiles extracted from the CAMDA data by MCR-WALS, which are typically unimodal and 

suggestive of  a cyclic pattern, one expects that functional information such as that provided by 

the GO will provide biological insights into the underlying processes.. The extracted MCR-WALS 

profiles with matching gene profiles are shown in Figure 9.5. 

 For the 87 genes associated with Profile 1 (Figure 9.5A), there are no significant GO 

terms at a FDR of 5%. However, there are 7 GO terms with p-values less than 0.05. Of the 87 

genes, 7 were annotated to terms related to phosphorylation of proteins. The profile in Figure 

9.5A shows down-regulation as the parasites enter the RBCs, and subsequent up-regulation just 

prior to re-entry. Proteins involved in phosphorylation are usually used to activate or de-activate 

other protein functions. It would not be surprising if the 7 genes here were involved in activating 

proteins necessary for entry into the RBC, or necessary for exit from the host RBC. There are 

over 100 other genes in P. falciparum that were included in the MCR-WALS analysis annotated 

to these terms as well; however, as to why they are not included and what they are involved in, 

that is currently not known. These other genes also annotated to the same term explain why the 

FDRs for these terms are so high, and it is not clear how reliable these results truly are.  

 Following Profile 1, the 406 Profile-2 (Figure 9.5B) genes are annotated with GO terms 

related to gene expression. Specifically, these terms include “gene expression”, “transcription”, 

“translation”, as well as “biopolymer biosynthetic process” and “RNA metabolic process”. These 

terms indicate that the gene products are involved in either transcription and translation 

directly, or are necessary for the synthesis and/or processing of the raw materials required for 

transcription and translation, namely nucleotides and amino acids. This indicates that upon 

successful invasion of the RBC, the parasite then begins to build the machinery necessary to 

carry out large-scale gene expression, including seven genes that are regulators of the 

translation  process. Given what the parasite does during infection of the RBC, feeding on the 

RBC cytosol and creating multiple copies of itself, it is not surprising that one of the first tasks is 

to make more copies of the genes involved in gene expression as a first step. 
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 Figure 9.5 Extracted MCR-WALS profiles (blue) with the gene profiles (red) that had 80% correlation with 

the MCR-WALS profile. CAMDA data set. Color coding on the x-axis corresponds percentage of parasites in 

each development stage of ring (R), trophozoite (T), and schizont (S). 
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 Profile 3 (Figure 9.5C), with 399 genes, also includes five genes annotated to “regulation 

of translation”, one of which was found in Profile 2. It is not known if this gene has an 80% 

correlation match to both profiles (possible given the shape of the profiles), or if the result is 

due to matches from two different oligomers that have slightly different expression profiles over 

the time-course, as many of the genes have multiple oligomers printed on the slide. However, 

the other four genes annotated to “regulation of translation” are not present in Profile 2. The 

implications of this result are not clear. The other genes are annotated with a mix of terms that 

for the most part are related to the generation of energy, including “pyruvate metabolic 

process” and “hexose metabolic process”, as well as eight genes related to the formation of 

mitochondria. These terms, among others, point to the expression of gene products to provide 

the energy required to power the various processes necessary to create new parasites. Other 

terms include those related to the activation of tRNA and amino acids, both of which are 

required to enable translation. All of this points to the parasite following up the expression of 

gene products for general gene expression with gene products to supply energy to carry out all 

the synthesis required, as well as further raw materials for further protein synthesis, including 

tRNA and amino acids. This is certainly not surprising, given that Profile 3 peaks just prior to the 

Trophozoite stage, which has been characterized by the presence of many free ribosomes used 

for protein synthesis.  

 There are only seven significant GO terms for the 430 genes in Profile 4 (Figure 9.5D). 

The terms for this profile include “DNA metabolic process” (22 genes) and “DNA replication” (12 

genes), in addition to acid metabolic processes. It is unknown at this point why the terms for 

acid metabolic processes are significant for this particular profile. However, more information 

regarding the genes annotated to “DNA replication” was sought. Particularly interesting is the 

fact that there are 33 other genes annotated to “DNA replication” that are not included. 

Comparison of the gene-expression profiles of the 12 included as belonging to Profile 4 and the 

33 that are not associated with Profile 4 showed that the other 45 genes’ expression lags the 12 

here by a couple of hours, thereby leading them to be less correlated with Profile 4, as shown in 

Figure 9.6. When the significant GO terms for Profile 5 (with 512 genes, Figure 9.5E) are 

examined, however, all of the terms are related to “DNA replication” in one fashion or another. 

Of the 23 genes directly annotated to “DNA replication”, only two are common between Profile 

4 and Profile 5. Therefore, at this point in the IDC, the parasite begins expressing the genes 

necessary for replicating the chromosomes for the daughter parasites that will be generated. 
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This fits with the knowledge that during the latter part of the Schizont stage the parasite is 

undergoing active DNA replication. 

 

 Figure 9.6 Expression profiles of the genes annotated to “DNA replication” for the genes matching Profile 

4 (black) and those that don’t match Profile 4 (red). Note that the expression profiles have been 

normalized to unit length. 

 Although the 357 genes in Profile 6 (Figure 9.5F) do not result in significant GO terms, 

examination of some of the terms with low p-values provides some biological insights. The 

terms include “actin cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis” as well as terms related to 

phosphorous metabolism and protein modification.  Although the number of profile genes 

compared to the number of background genes annotated to each term is small (explaining the 

high FDR values), it is interesting to examine these terms in the context of the profile timing, as 

Profile 6 is up-regulated just prior to the end of the Schizont stage, at which point the daughter 

parasites are undergoing assembly. This assembly process requires movement of various 

components and organization of the components to form the actual daughter parasites. In 

addition, the phosphorylation terms could be related to the activation of proteins required by 

the daughter parasites for exit from the RBC, or they could also be related to modification of the 

actin polymers and cytoskeletal elements. 
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 In contrast to the lack of significant GO terms in Profile 6, the 210 genes in Profile 7 

(shown in Figure 9.5G) result in terms related to “entry in host cell” and more terms regarding 

actin cytoskeletal processes. As shown in Figure 9.5G, this profile is up-regulated directly prior to 

parasite exit of the RBC and infection of new RBCs. Therefore, the parasites express the genes 

required for subsequent entry into a new host RBC just prior to exiting the old RBC, a further 

continuation of the “just in time” expression approach observed in all of the previous profiles. 

However, the question remains as to what the other 200 genes associated with this profile are 

involved in, although it is highly likely that they are responsible for related processes.   

 The last profile, Profile 8, has only 19 associated genes (Figure 9.5H), and no significant 

GO terms by any measure. Of all of the terms that these genes are annotated to, there were 

large numbers of genes in the genome annotated to the same terms. It should be kept in mind 

that this does not mean that these genes do not share some common function, however, just 

that the function of these genes is relatively unknown at this point. A search of the 19 genes on 

the PlasmoDB database [10] did reveal that of 17 genes in the database, 12 of them are listed as 

putative or hypothetical, reinforcing the conclusion that there is no significant information 

regarding these gene products. Further investigation of these gene products may yet yield 

further information. 

 It should be noted that for the CAMDA profile gene lists, relatively small numbers of 

genes are annotated to any particular GO term. For the EXITSP gene lists, in contrast, much 

higher numbers of genes are annotated to individual GO terms. This reflects the difference in 

knowledge between the two systems, as well as the fact that S. cerevisiae is a model organism in 

modern eukaryotic biological studies. 

9.3 Summary 

In summary, a series of modules to allow GO term analysis in MATLAB were developed 

and tested. Verification of the statistical calculations was obtained through comparison of test 

results with another software package that carries out similar analyses, GO::TERMFINDER. The 

analysis modules have been integrated into an overall software package developed by Bjorn 

Wielens to allow concurrent examination of MCR-WALS profiles results and subsequent analysis 

using the GO modules described above. 

GO analysis of the genes correlated with MCR-WALS profiles for the CAMDA and EXITSP 

data sets revealed underlying biological relationships among the genes. Investigation of the GO 
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terms and consideration of the shape of the profiles showed that the relationships revealed by 

GO analysis reflect what is known regarding the underlying biological processes that are 

occurring in the two systems examined. Therefore, GO analysis provides one method that allows 

one to assign biological significance to the genes that are correlated with individual MCR-WALS 

profiles. 

There are some limitations to using the GO analysis. For many organisms, only a small 

fraction of genes have GO annotations. In addition, the GO terms do not reveal how the genes 

are associated with each other, only that they all associate with a particular GO term. Therefore, 

other methods for determining gene association should be investigated. This also points to one 

of the major problems with the MCR-WALS profiles, in that to date it is not yet known what the 

profiles represent, although it is hypothesized that they correspond to underlying regulatory 

factor activities. Other sources of biological information for the genes correlated with each 

profile may make this clearer. The last limitation is that of determining which genes are 

associated with each profile. In this chapter, correlation of the original (i.e. original 

measurement ratios following normalization) spot profiles to the MCR-WALS profile was used, 

but there are potentially other methods that should be investigated, especially any that can use 

the error information associated with each ratio measurement. 

It should be noted that the Gene Ontology is just one source of biological information 

that can be used to perform the analysis, and other sources of such information, such as the 

previously mentioned KEGG, may provide more insight into the profiles. Furthermore, the 

statistical methods presented in this chapter are also just one option to use for analysis; other 

methods such as gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) [14, 15], which instead uses ranked lists of 

genes, may be more appropriate.  

Even with these considerations, however, the results obtained illustrate the incredibly 

rich information available from the application of MCR-WALS to time-course microarray data. 

These results, as encouraging as they are however, show that we have barely begun to scratch 

the surface of the information actually available, and much further in-depth analysis via 

collaboration with experts in each biological system should be carried out. 
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Chapter 10:  Conclusions 

10.1 Conclusions 

 The work presented in this thesis has been motivated by one overarching goal: to 

extract information from DNA microarray time-course data. The chosen method of analysis is 

MCR-WALS. The rationale for using MCR-WALS is two-fold: (1) a very simple model of gene 

expression whereby gene expression is the result of contributions from underlying regulatory 

factors, and (2) a method that allows one to account for the heteroscedastic errors in 

microarrays without using log-transformed ratio data (allowing non-negativity constraints to be 

applied during MCR). This drive to analyze microarray time-course data using MCR-WALS and 

the challenges encountered in this process are reflected in the results presented. 

 The use of MCR-WALS and thereby the requirement to have some grasp of the 

uncertainties in microarray experiments led to the study of the impact of operator gridding 

variability on the ratios reported in Chapter 3. The results from this study indicated that the 

level of variation in calculated ratios due to different operators is relatively small compared to 

other sources, despite the extensive variation in the gridding and flagging itself. More surprising, 

perhaps, is that such a study has not been reported in the past decade that DNA microarrays 

have been in common use, during which the myriad sources of variation and uncertainty in DNA 

microarray experiments has been characterized. It is likely that most researchers have assumed 

that operator differences lead to only relatively small variations in the results obtained; 

however, it is reassuring that this study confirms that assumption. 

 Understanding the ratio-measurement uncertainties also motivated the work reported 

in Chapter 4. Although the development of the error model and the use of the bootstrap to 

estimate the measurement uncertainties had been previously reported, this work provided 

more rigorous validation of the error model and estimation methods through the use of more 

extensive simulations and comparison with an extensively replicated data set. The modeling and 

simulations demonstrated that the bootstrap measurement uncertainties were consistent wih 

the measurement uncertainty of the ratio, although for some experimental data it was 

suggested that this uncertainty tended to be underestimated by a constant multiplicative factor. 

The reasons for this are not clear, but it did not impede the utility of the method. The availability 

of this measurement uncertainty lent more credibility to the data-modeling results, where the 
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bootstrap measurement uncertainties included a constant multiplier of 3 when calculating the 

overall ratio standard deviations. 

 The availability of the ratio uncertainty information is also useful for subsequent steps in 

the workflow, even though it is not essential except in the case of actually using MCR-WALS to 

analyze the data. The error information played a big part in the development of criteria for 

rejecting individual ratios and spot profiles in Chapter 5. The rejection of data is a concern in any 

analysis of both comparator and time-course experiments. Being able to strike a balance 

between rejecting ratios and profiles that are likely to degrade the information content of the 

data, and keeping those profiles that contain potentially important information, is difficult. It 

should be emphasized that the use of MCR-WALS and ratio error information does allow the 

inclusion of more spot profiles with missing or rejected measurements via the assignment of 

large uncertainties, but, it is also important to consider the data at the array level as well. 

 The use of correlation maps to examine overall patterns in experimental results has 

been previously reported, and they have also been used for evaluating the reproducibility and 

quality of DNA microarray data. However, to the author’s knowledge, their use in the 

examination of array-level expression patterns for time-course microarray data has not been 

reported. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, with the time-course experiments examined in this 

work, correlation maps are an extremely useful tool for examining the large transcriptomic 

changes occurring in time-course microarray experiments, revealing rich information about the 

dynamics and the experiment itself. 

 Most microarray experiments require normalization prior to analysis, independent of 

the analysis methodology employed. However, no discussion of normalization in the context of 

time-course microarray experiments has been previously attempted. Chapter 7 provides a 

discussion of what exactly normalization means in time-course microarray experiments, as well 

as a description of the development of sequential normalization methods. The most important 

results regarding normalization for time-course microarray data include the rationale for setting 

all the data to essentially have a common expression level in the reference channel, and the 

demonstration that the commonly used LOWESS normalization method is inappropriate for 

most time-course experiments. 

 Earlier development of MCR-WALS as an analysis method left many questions regarding 

the behavior of the algorithm unanswered. Some of these are addressed in the first section of 

Chapter 8, including the use of more stringent convergence criteria and multiple random initial 
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starting solutions to provide more coverage of the solution space. In the second section, MCR-

WALS was applied to three different data sets. These results are important since they illustrate 

the wide applicability, utility and reliability of MCR-WALS for DNA microarray time-course data. 

Moreover, they demonstrate the many levels of solutions that can be extracted from some 

systems. 

 Without any biological context, however, the profiles generated by MCR-WALS do not, 

in and of themselves, provide any true information. Although the GO analysis method described 

in Chapter 9 is essentially the same as previously developed methods, and appropriate for 

analyzing comparator and time-course experiments, this implementation has the distinction of 

allowing one to perform the entire analysis workflow in MATLAB. This is important, as the nature 

of the GO analysis of genes associated with MCR-WALS profiles is enhanced by the ability to 

move back and forth between the GO data and the gene and MCR-WALS profiles. 

 This last point is important. Although it may not be readily apparent from the 

presentation of the results in this thesis, over the course of this research it became increasingly 

clear that data analysis is greatly enhanced by two features: (1) appropriate data visualizations, 

and (2) the ability to easily interact with and inspect the data at various levels. Although many 

different platforms exist for implementing microarray-data-analysis workflows, many of them 

eschew the ability to interact directly with the data in favor of streamlining procedures and 

implementing standard protocols. While not a bad thing in and of itself (e.g. the calculation of 

spot ratios from the microarray images in MATLAB is a slow process), every data set is different, 

and how these differences may affect the final analysis and results is easier to assess if one is 

able to easily manipulate and interact with the data. 

 Finally, it is hoped that the workflow presented in its various steps that have been 

discussed provide the reader with an appreciation of the complexities inherent in analyzing 

microarray data, and time-course microarray data in particular. 

10.2 Future Work 

 With the development of the described workflow and an appropriate analysis method 

(MCR-WALS) in hand, it is of course hoped that researchers all over the world would be 

encouraged to design and perform large-scale time-course experiments, where appropriate. 

However, one large question still remains: “What exactly do the MCR-WALS profiles 

represent?”. This was one of the questions posed when the author began this research, and 
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unfortunately it has not as yet been answered. The hypothesis is that the profiles correspond to 

underlying regulatory factor activities, and the GO analysis in Chapter 9 and previous analysis of 

the CELLCYC data set suggests that this is the case. What is truly required to definitively answer 

this question is a well-designed experiment using a well-understood system for which the 

majority of the components and their interactions have already been decrypted using traditional 

molecular biology. The most likely system for this is Escherichia coli, a staple of molecular 

biology and biochemistry labs for years. As a test system, infection by lamda phage or switching 

carbon sources (i.e. glucose to lactose), with very closely spaced samples, should allow 

determination of what exactly MCR-WALS is extracting from the expression data. 

 This type of data set would be useful not only for characterizing MCR-WALS, but also for 

any other method developed for analyzing time-course microarray data. These types of 

experiments with proteomics and metabolomics data would also aid in the development of 

analysis methods for time-course experiments in these rapidly developing –omics fields. 

Unfortunately, research dollars are frequently allocated to solving new problems and providing 

new insights, not to using well-understood systems to verify that the new methods actually do 

result in meaningful information. The closest thing to a model data set for transcriptomics that 

is available currently is the CELLCYC yeast data set described in Chapter 2. This data set is used 

continuously to validate new methods of analyzing microarray time-course data, including initial 

validation of MCR-WALS by this research group. However, as many yeast biologists will readily 

admit, there is still an extremely large number of unknowns about yeast cell biology. The author 

acknowledges that there are still unknowns in systems such as E. coli (hence the continued 

research to this day); however, there are many more well studied processes in E. coli than in 

yeast. 

 In addition to obtaining an extremely well-understood biological system for analysis, 

further insight may be provided through the use of other types of biological information and 

analyses, such as transcription-factor binding-site analysis of genes associated with MCR-WALS 

profiles, as well as different types of pathway-analysis methods. This leads to the consideration 

of the development environment. Except in a few cases, all of the work reported in this thesis 

involved software development in MATLAB. However, there are many well-established methods 

for microarray analysis available in other software environments, especially when one considers 

the BIOCONDUCTOR packages in R. If it is desired for more end users (i.e. biologists) to make use of 

the techniques described in the preceding chapters, then the methods should be made available 
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in the language that those users are already familiar with. Furthermore, many R packages have 

already been developed that allow integration of other sources of biological knowledge with 

DNA-microarray ratio data, thereby allowing one to provide better biological interpretations to 

the MCR-WALS results. 

 Finally, there are still remaining questions related to the MCR-WALS algorithm itself. Are 

there better methods to determine how many underlying factors can be extracted? Are there 

better methods to use for initialization, or for determining convergence? As with most areas of 

research, the more questions one tries to answer, the more questions come to replace them. 

However, it is the hope of the author that the work reported here provides a basis for those 

who come after. Good hunting. 
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 Appendices 

Appendix A FCNNLS Code  

error(nargchk(2,2,nargin)) 
[nObs, lVar] = size(C); 
if size(A,1)~= nObs, error('C and A have imcompatib le sizes'), end 
pRHS = size(A,2); 
W = zeros(lVar, pRHS); 
iter = 0; maxiter = 10*lVar; 
% Precompute parts of pseudoinverse 
CtC = C'*C; CtA = C'*A; 
% Obtain the initial feasible solution and correspo nding passive set 
K = cssls(CtC, CtA); 
Pset = K > 0; 
K(~Pset) = 0; 
D = K; 
Fset = find(~all(Pset)); 
% Active set algorithm for NNLS main loop 
while ~isempty(Fset) 
    % Solve for the passive variables (uses subrout ine below) 
    K(:,Fset) = cssls(CtC, CtA(:,Fset), Pset(:,Fset )); 
    % Find any infeasible solutions 
    Hset = Fset(find(any(K(:,Fset) < 0))); 
    % Make infeasible solutions feasible (standard NNLS inner loop) 
    if ~isempty(Hset) 
        nHset = length(Hset); 
        alpha = zeros(lVar, nHset); 
  
        while ~isempty(Hset) & (iter < maxiter) 
            iter = iter + 1; 
            alpha(:,1:nHset) = Inf; 
            % Find indices of negative variables in  passive set 
            [i, j] = find(Pset(:,Hset) & (K(:,Hset)  < 0)); 
             
            hIdx = sub2ind([lVar nHset], i, j); 
             
            % added to account for commonly encount ered case (RMF). 
            if size(Hset) == [1 1]                      %RMF 
                negIdx = sub2ind(size(K), i, Hset(j ));  %RMF 
            else                                        %RMF 
                negIdx = sub2ind(size(K), i, Hset(j )'); %RMF 
            end %if                                     %RMF 
            alpha(hIdx) = D(negIdx)./(D(negIdx) - K (negIdx)); 
            [alphaMin,minIdx] = min(alpha(:,1:nHset )); 
            alpha(:,1:nHset) = repmat(alphaMin, lVa r, 1); 
            D(:,Hset) = D(:,Hset)-alpha(:,1:nHset). *(D(:,Hset)-K(:,Hset)); 
            idx2zero = sub2ind(size(D), minIdx, Hse t); 
            D(idx2zero) = 0; 
            Pset(idx2zero) = 0; 
            K(:, Hset) = cssls(CtC, CtA(:,Hset), Ps et(:,Hset)); 
            Hset = find(any(K < 0)); nHset = length (Hset); 
        end 
    end 
    % Make sure the solution has converged 
    % commented out as default maximum iterations w as too small, solution 
    % does eventually converge. (RMF) 
%    if iter == maxiter, error('Maximum number iter ations exceeded'), end % commented out 
RMF 
    % Check solutions for optimality 
    W(:,Fset) = CtA(:,Fset)-CtC*K(:,Fset); 
    Jset = find(all(~Pset(:,Fset).*W(:,Fset) <= 0)) ; 
    Fset = setdiff(Fset, Fset(Jset)); 
    % For non-optimal solutions, add the appropriat e variable to Pset 
    if ~isempty(Fset) 
        [mx, mxidx] = max(~Pset(:,Fset).*W(:,Fset)) ; 
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        Pset(sub2ind([lVar pRHS], mxidx, Fset)) = 1 ; 
        D(:,Fset) = K(:,Fset); 
    end 
end 
% ****************************** Subroutine 
function [K] = cssls(CtC, CtA, Pset) 
% Solve the set of equations CtA = CtC*K for the va riables in set Pset 
% using the fast combinatorial approach 
K = zeros(size(CtA)); 
if (nargin == 2) || isempty(Pset) || all(Pset(:)) 
    K = CtC\CtA; 
else 
    [lVar pRHS] = size(Pset); 
    codedPset = 2.^(lVar-1:-1:0)*Pset; 
    [sortedPset, sortedEset] = sort(codedPset); 
    breaks = diff(sortedPset); 
    breakIdx = [0 find(breaks) pRHS]; 
    for k = 1:length(breakIdx)-1 
        cols2solve = sortedEset(breakIdx(k)+1:break Idx(k+1)); 
        vars = Pset(:,sortedEset(breakIdx(k)+1)); 
        K(vars,cols2solve) = CtC(vars,vars)\CtA(var s,cols2solve); 
    end 
end 
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Appendix B Gene lists used to test the ontology modules. For each organism, the list was generated by 

searching the respective organism website for genes annotated to the GO term DNA Replication. 

 

Yeast: 

YAL001C, YAL021C, YAL043C, YBL006C, YBL008W, YBL014C, YBL021C, YBL025W, YBL093C, 

YBL103C, YBR049C, YBR121C, YBR123C, YBR135W, YBR154C, YBR193C, YBR198C, YBR215W, 

YBR245C, YBR253W, YBR279W, YCR020W-B, YCR042C, YCR052W, YCR093W, YDL005C, 

YDL084W, YDL106C, YDL108W, YDL115C, YDL140C, YDL150W, YDL165W, YDR045C, YDR079C-A, 

YDR081C, YDR138W, YDR145W, YDR156W, YDR167W, YDR174W, YDR195W, YDR216W, 

YDR228C, YDR289C, YDR301W, YDR303C, YDR308C, YDR311W, YDR362C, YDR392W, YDR404C, 

YDR460W, YDR527W, YEL055C, YER022W, YER028C, YER045C, YER063W, YER068W, YER111C, 

YER125W, YER133W, YER148W, YER161C, YER164W, YER171W, YFL021W, YFL036W, YFR037C, 

YGL025C, YGL043W, YGL070C, YGL112C, YGL127C, YGL150C, YGL166W, YGL207W, YGL237C, 

YGL244W, YGL246C, YGR005C, YGR047C, YGR056W, YGR063C, YGR097W, YGR104C, YGR116W, 

YGR156W, YGR186W, YGR246C, YGR258C, YGR274C, YGR275W, YHR041C, YHR056C, YHR058C, 

YHR122W, YHR124W, YHR143W-A, YHR167W, YHR178W, YHR206W, YIL021W, YIL036W, 

YIL126W, YIL128W, YIL131C, YIL143C, YIR013C, YJL011C, YJL025W, YJL140W, YJL148W, YJL168C, 

YJR017C, YJR063W, YJR140C, YKL018W, YKL028W, YKL058W, YKL109W, YKL125W, YKL144C, 

YKL160W, YKR008W, YKR025W, YKR034W, YKR062W, YKR099W, YLR005W, YLR013W, 

YLR015W, YLR033W, YLR071C, YLR141W, YLR182W, YLR223C, YLR226W, YLR321C, YLR357W, 

YLR403W, YLR418C, YLR430W, YML010W, YML015C, YML043C, YML062C, YML069W, YML098W, 

YML114C, YML121W, YML127W, YMR005W, YMR030W, YMR033W, YMR039C, YMR070W, 

YMR091C, YMR112C, YMR136W, YMR227C, YMR228W, YMR236W, YMR239C, YMR270C, 

YMR277W, YNL039W, YNL068C, YNL113W, YNL139C, YNL151C, YNL216W, YNL222W, YNL230C, 

YNL236W, YNL248C, YNL251C, YNL314W, YNR003C, YNR010W, YNR052C, YOL005C, YOL006C, 

YOL051W, YOL054W, YOL067C, YOL072W, YOL089C, YOL135C, YOL145C, YOR038C, YOR048C, 

YOR110W, YOR116C, YOR123C, YOR151C, YOR166C, YOR174W, YOR179C, YOR194C, YOR207C, 

YOR210W, YOR224C, YOR244W, YOR295W, YOR337W, YOR340C, YOR341W, YOR344C, 

YOR358W, YPL007C, YPL011C, YPL046C, YPL082C, YPL122C, YPL129W, YPL177C, YPL190C, 

YPL202C, YPL254W, YPR008W, YPR010C, YPR025C, YPR034W, YPR056W, YPR070W, YPR072W, 

YPR086W, YPR104C, YPR110C, YPR133C, YPR161C, YPR168W, YPR186C, YPR187W, YPR190C 

 

Fruit Fly: 

CDC45L, CG10262, CG11018, CG12018, CG15220, CG5602, CG5924, CG8142, crm, cutlet, 

DNApol-a180, DNApol-a50, DNApol-a73, DNApol-d, DNAprim, dpa, Dref, dup, fs(1)Ya, Gnf1, lat, 

lig3, Lig4, Mcm10, Mcm2, Mcm6, Mes4, mtSSB, mus205, mus209, mus308, NfI, Orc2, Orc5, pita, 

Pole2, rec, RfC3, RfC38, RfC4, RfC40, RnrL, RnrS, SuUR, Tom34 

 

Malaria: 

PFA0545c, PF11_0117, PFL0580w, PFL2005w, PF13_0095, PF13_0291, PF14_0177, PF14_0601, 

PFB0840w, PFB0895c, PFD0470c, PFD0790c, PF07_0023, PFI0235w, 
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Appendix C PERL code used to perform multiple GO::TERMFINDER runs. 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# Little function to do multiple GO::Termfinder run s automatically. 
# set the types of ontologies we want to do, these will also be appended to each filename 

that we end up generating 
use strict; 
use warnings; 
use diagnostics; 
 
use GO::TermFinder; 
use GO::AnnotationProvider::AnnotationParser; 
use GO::OntologyProvider::OboParser; 
 
use GO::TermFinderReport::Text; 
 
use GO::Utils::File qw (GenesFromFile); 
 
my $aspect = "P"; 
 
srand(time); 
# the names of the background files. These will als o be the names of the genes we 

actually use 
my $backpop = "yeast_background.txt"; 
my $genesFile = "sgd_test_list.txt"; 
my $numrep = 1000; 
 
my $outfiles = "sgd_r3/yeast_fdrtest_"; 
my $annotationFile = "gene_association.sgd"; 
my $ontologyFile = "gene_ontology_edit.obo"; 
my $fileend = "_4.txt"; 
 
my $ontology   = GO::OntologyProvider::OboParser->n ew(ontologyFile => $ontologyFile, 
           aspect       => $aspect); 
 
my @popgenes = GenesFromFile($backpop); 
 
my $annotation = GO::AnnotationProvider::Annotation Parser-

>new(annotationFile=>$annotationFile); 
 
my $termFinder = GO::TermFinder->new(annotationProv ider => $annotation, 
      ontologyProvider   => $ontology, 
      population         => \@popgenes, 
      aspect             => $aspect); 
 
my @genes = GenesFromFile($genesFile); 
 
# Do this numrep times on the exact same file 
for (my $i = 1; $i <= $numrep; $i++){ 
 my $filename = "$outfiles$i$fileend"; 
 print "$filename\nFinding terms...\n"; 
  
 my @pvalues    = $termFinder->findTerms(genes => \ @genes, 
      calculateFDR => 1); 
 
 # now just print the info back to the client 
 
 my $report = GO::TermFinderReport::Text->new(); 
 
 open (OUT, ">", $filename); 
 my $cutoff = 2; 
 # select $outfile; 
 my $numHypotheses = $report->print(pvalues  => \@p values, 
        numGenes => scalar(@genes), 
        totalNum => scalar(@popgenes), 
        cutoff   => $cutoff, 
        fh       => \*OUT, 
        table    => 1); 
 close (OUT); 
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 # if they had no significant P-values 
 
 if ($numHypotheses == 0){ 
   
  print "No terms were found for this aspect with a  corrected P-value <= 

$cutoff.\n"; 
   
 }; 
    
}; 
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Appendix D Genes with 80% Correlation to each MCR-WALS Profile 

EXITSP: 

Profile 1 : 

ACO1, ADH2, AHA1, AHC2, ALD2, ALD4, ALG6, APE2, ARA1, ARC15, ARC35, ARH1, ARP2, ARP3, 

ARP8, ASH1, ASI2, ASI3, ASP3-2, ASR1, ATG19, ATG8, ATO3, ATP1, ATP11, ATP14, ATP15, ATP16, 

ATP17, ATP18, ATP19, ATP2, ATP20, ATP3, ATP4, ATP7, AVT6, AVT7, AYR1, BBC1, BCY1, BDF2, 

BMH2, BNA5, BPT1, BSD2, BTN2, CAD1, CAP2, CBP4, CCP1, CDC13, CDC31, CDC48, CDC53, CHZ1, 

CIT1, CLC1, COA1, COF1, COG7, COQ3, COQ4, COQ5, COR1, COX11, COX12, COX13, COX14, 

COX15, COX17, COX4, COX5A, COX6, COX7, COX8, COX9, CPR1, CPR4, CPS1, CRP1, CRS5, CSN9, 

CST6, CTA1, CUE5, CUP1-1, CUP1-2, CWC23, CYR1, DAP1, DDI1, DFM1, DGA1, DPP1, DSE1, 

DUG1, DYN2, EAF3, ECM15, ECM21, EDE1, EGD1, ENT3, ERG28, ERV29, ETR1, FAA2, FBP26, FIS1, 

FIT3, FMP52, FPR1, FUM1, FYV10, GAD1, GCV1, GFD1, GGA1, GID7, GID8, GLC8, GLK1, GLO1, 

GOR1, GOS1, GPA2, GPD1, GPI13, GPT2, GRE3, GRX1, GRX2, GSP2, GSY1, GTT1, GUT2, GYP7, 

HAP2, HAP4, HCS1, HFD1, HMF1, HNT1, HOF1, HOS4, HPA3, HRD1, HSP104, HSP12, HSP30, 

HSP42, HSP78, HSP82, HUA1, HXK1, HXT6, HXT7, IAH1, IBA57, ICL1, IMP2, IMP2', IRA2, IRC24, 

IRC8, ISR1, IST1, JSN1, KGD1, KGD2, LAP3, LAT1, LGE1, LPD1, LPX1, LSB3, LSC1, LSC2, LSP1, 

MAL31, MBF1, MBR1, MCT1, MDH1, MDH3, MDL2, MDM34, MDY2, MEF2, MFB1, MHP1, 

MIA40, MIH1, MLF3, MMF1, MMM1, MOH1, MPM1, MRPL11, MRPL6, MRPL8, MSC3, MSK1, 

MSN4, NAS6, NCE101, NCE102, NCR1, NDI1, NEJ1, NKP1, NUM1, NVJ1, NYV1, OM14, OM45, 

OMS1, ORM2, OTU1, PAH1, PAM17, PAU2, PAU3, PBI2, PBN1, PCL7, PCS60, PDA1, PDX1, PEP4, 

PEP8, PET123, PET191, PEX19, PEX3, PEX30, PGK1, PHB2, PIC2, PIL1, PIN3, PKH2, PLB2, PNC1, 

POL4, POR1, PPA2, PPH21, PRC1, PRD1, PRE2, PRE3, PRE8, PRX1, PSP2, PST2, PTC4, PTC6, PTK2, 

PUP2, PUP3, QCR10, QCR7, QCR8, QCR9, QRI5, RAD50, RAV1, RCR2, REG2, RFS1, RME1, RNR2, 

RNR4, ROD1, ROT2, RPN6, RPT3, RRP40, RSM28, RVS167, SAF1, SBA1, SBP1, SCO2, SCS7, SDH4, 

SDS24, SEC20, SED1, SEF1, SFA1, SHE4, SHP1, SHR3, SHR5, SIA1, SIF2, SIP3, SIS1, SKP1, SNA2, 

SNA4, SNF7, SNO1, SNT309, SOD2, SPG5, SPI1, SRC1, SRV2, SSA3, SSE2, STF2, SYP1, TCB1, 

TCM62, TDH1, TES1, TEX1, TGL4, TIP1, TMA17, TMS1, TPK2, TPO4, TPS1, TRS23, TRX2, TRX3, 

TSL1, TUL1, UBA1, UBC5, UBP15, UBP2, UBX7, UFD1, UGA2, UGO1, UGP1, UIP3, UPS1, UTR1, 

VHS1, VPS34, VPS55, VPS62, VPS64, VPS68, VPS70, WTM1, YAR010C, YBR056W, YBR137W, 

YBR139W, YBR255W, YBR269C, YCL033C, YCP4, YCR061W, YDC1, YDL025C, YDL027C, YDL124W, 

YDR063W, YDR098C-A, YDR154C, YDR262W, YDR278C, YDR316W-A, YDR357C, YDR365W-A, 

YDR396W, YER067W, YER079W, YER080W, YER137C-A, YER159C-A, YER182W, YET1, YET3, 

YFL042C, YFR011C, YGL015C, YGL088W, YGR026W, YGR027W-A, YGR038C-A, YGR122W, 

YGR130C, YGR146C, YGR161C-C, YGR235C, YGR237C, YHL021C, YHR097C, YHR113W, YHR132W-

A, YHR138C, YHR198C, YHR214C-C, YIL059C, YIL077C, YIL083C, YIL087C, YIP5, YIR016W, YIR024C, 

YJL055W, YJL068C, YJL142C, YJL144W, YJL217W, YJR008W, YJR020W, YJR026W, YJR085C, 

YJR096W, YKL023W, YKL061W, YKL066W, YKL091C, YKL105C, YKR018C, YLL023C, YLR157C-A, 

YLR227W-A, YLR256W-A, YLR257W, YLR290C, YLR294C, YLR454W, YML030W, YML040W, 

YML045W-A, YML079W, YMR027W, YMR031C, YMR103C, YMR31, YMR315W, YNL045W, 

YNL046W, YNL054W-A, YNL157W, YNL168C, YNL305C, YNL320W, YNR036C, YNR047W, 

YOL087C, YOL103W-A, YOP1, YOR097C, YOR220W, YOR285W, YOR385W, YPI1, YPL014W, 

YPL099C, YPL205C, YPL260W, YPR098C, YPR115W, YPR127W, YPR137C-A, YPR148C, YPR158C-C, 

YPR172W, YPR196W, YSA1, YSC84, ZTA1, ZWF1 

 

Profile 2 : 
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AGP1, AQR1, ARN1, AST1, ATG22, BAP2, BAP3, CAF120, CPA2, CUP9, DLD3, ECM3, ENA1, ENA2, 

FCY22, FLC1, FUR4, GIP3, GPD2, HIS3, HRK1, ICY1, ICY2, ISU1, IZH3, LYP1, MCH5, MET30, MRH1, 

MSN2, MUP1, NCE103, NRG1, PDE2, PET20, PFK27, PHD1, PHO8, PRM7, PST1, PTK1, PTR2, PYC1, 

RAD54, RBA50, RGS2, RIM8, ROX1, RSM10, SOK2, STP3, STP4, SUR2, TPO1, TPO2, TPO3, TRM13, 

VHR1, VHT1, VID24, YBR238C, YDL038C, YDR133C, YER064C, YHR151C, YKL044W, YLL053C, 

YLR407W, ZRT1 

 

Profile 3 : 

AAH1, AAT2, ABF1, ADE5,7, ADE6, ADE8, ADH6, ADO1, AFG2, AFT2, AHP1, ALA1, ALD6, ALR1, 

AMD1, APQ12, APT1, ARF2, ARG1, ARG5,6, ARN2, ARO3, ARO8, ARX1, ASC1, ASN1, ATC1, AXL1, 

BAT1, BCP1, BDF1, BFR2, BMS1, BPL1, BRE4, BRE5, BRR2, BRX1, BUD14, BUD20, BUD22, BUD7, 

BUL2, CBC2, CBF5, CBP1, CCS1, CCT2, CCT5, CCT6, CCT7, CCW14, CDC14, CDC4, CDS1, CGR1, 

CHO2, CIC1, CKS1, CLA4, CNS1, CPA1, CRM1, CSE1, CTR9, CYK3, CYS4, DBP10, DBP3, DBP6, DBP7, 

DBP8, DBP9, DDR48, DED1, DEF1, DEG1, DHR2, DIM1, DIP2, DIS3, DJP1, DLS1, DMA1, DNF2, 

DPB11, DPH5, DUR1,2, DUS3, DUS4, EAF1, EAR1, EBP2, ECM16, ECM17, ECM33, ECM7, EFG1, 

EFR3, EHT1, ELP2, ELP3, EMP70, ENA5, ENP1, ENP2, ENT5, EOS1, EPL1, ERB1, ERG7, ERV14, ESF1, 

ESF2, FAL1, FCF1, FCF2, FHL1, FKH1, FKS1, FRS2, GAR1, GBP2, GCD1, GCD10, GCD11, GCD2, 

GCD6, GCN1, GCN20, GCN3, GDA1, GDH1, GIM5, GLN4, GND1, GRC3, GRR1, GSH1, GUA1, GZF3, 

HAS1, HGH1, HHT1, HIS2, HMT1, HNM1, HOT1, HPT1, HRP1, HRR25, HSP150, HST1, ICE2, ICT1, 

IKI3, ILV1, IMP4, IOC4, IPI3, IRC21, ISD11, ISU2, ISW2, ITR1, IZH2, JJJ1, KAE1, KAP104, KAP123, 

KIN2, KIP3, KRE33, KRE6, KRI1, KRR1, KRS1, LAA1, LEU1, LOS1, LRP1, LSG1, LST4, MAK11, MAK21, 

MAK5, MAP1, MAS2, MET17, MET18, MET6, MEU1, MEX67, MKT1, MMT1, MNN11, MOT1, 

MOT3, MSI1, MSS116, MTD1, MTR3, MTR4, MXR1, NAB2, NAF1, NAN1, NDC1, NDE1, NET1, 

NEW1, NHA1, NIC96, NMA111, NMD3, NMD5, NNF2, NOC2, NOC3, NOC4, NOG1, NOP1, NOP10, 

NOP12, NOP14, NOP2, NOP4, NOP58, NOP7, NOT3, NRD1, NSA1, NSA2, NSP1, NSR1, NST1, 

NUC1, NUG1, NUP133, NUP145, NUP157, NUP170, NUP188, NUP57, NUP85, OXA1, PAM18, 

PAN5, PAN6, PAP2, PCM1, PDR5, PEX25, PFK1, PFK2, PGA3, PHO90, PKR1, PMA1, PMD1, PNO1, 

POL5, POP1, POP2, PPR1, PPZ1, PRP43, PRP8, PRS1, PRS5, PRT1, PSA1, PSD1, PSE1, PUF6, PUS1, 

PUS7, PWP1, PWP2, PXR1, RAD23, RAD3, RBG2, RBK1, RCL1, RDS3, REI1, RET1, REV1, REX4, 

RHO1, RHO3, RHR2, RIA1, RIO1, RIX1, RIX7, RKI1, RLP24, RLP7, RMD9, RMT2, ROK1, RPA12, 

RPA135, RPA43, RPA49, RPB10, RPB11, RPB2, RPB9, RPC10, RPC19, RPC40, RPF1, RPF2, RPG1, 

RPL35B, RPL9B, RPO21, RPO26, RPO31, RPS9A, RRN3, RRP12, RRP14, RRP15, RRP17, RRP3, 

RRP43, RRP45, RRP46, RRP7, RRS1, RSA1, RSA3, RSC8, RSN1, RTN2, RTT10, RVB1, SAH1, SAM1, 

SAM2, SAN1, SAP185, SAP190, SBE2, SCH9, SDA1, SEN1, SER3, SER33, SGD1, SGF11, SHQ1, SHS1, 

SIK1, SIN3, SKI2, SKI6, SKN7, SLP1, SLT2, SMB1, SMD1, SMI1, SNU114, SNU13, SOL3, SPB1, SPB4, 

SPE4, SPT5, SSE1, SSL2, SSZ1, STE12, STE5, STV1, SUI2, SUP35, SUP45, SVF1, TAF4, TAF5, TAF8, 

TAL1, TCB2, TED1, TFA1, THR4, TIF2, TIF3, TIF35, TIF4631, TIF6, TKL1, TMA16, TMN3, TNA1, 

TOP1, TPA1, TPN1, TRF5, TRM112, TRM3, TRM7, TRM8, TRM82, TRP2, TRP5, TRR1, TRZ1, TSR1, 

TSR2, TUP1, TYS1, TYW1, UBA2, UBC4, UBC9, UBP1, UBP12, UBP3, URA1, URA6, URK1, UTP10, 

UTP11, UTP13, UTP14, UTP18, UTP20, UTP21, UTP22, UTP4, UTP5, UTP6, UTP7, UTP8, UTP9, 

VAN1, VAS1, VIP1, YAH1, YAP7, YAR1, YBL081W, YBR027C, YBR028C, YBR063C, YBR220C, 

YBR242W, YBR261C, YCF1, YCG1, YCK3, YCL045C, YCR016W, YCR043C, YCR087C-A, YDL063C, 

YDL196W, YDL206W, YDR020C, YDR026C, YDR094W, YDR161W, YDR266C, YDR291W, YDR341C, 

YEH1, YEL068C, YEL074W, YGL036W, YGL080W, YGL101W, YGL140C, YGL157W, YGR207C, 

YGR210C, YHR162W, YIL127C, YKE4, YLR003C, YLR168C, YLR179C, YLR225C, YLR243W, 

YML010W-A, YML018C, YML081W, YMR045C, YMR075C-A, YMR114C, YMR173W-A, YMR259C, 
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YMR310C, YNR029C, YOL029C, YOL092W, YOL098C, YOR1, YOR246C, YOR251C, YOR309C, 

YPL068C, YPL088W, YPL245W, YPR004C, YPS7, YRA1, YRB1, YSP2, YSY6, YTA7, YTM1, ZPR1, ZUO1 

 

Profile 4 : 

ABP140, ACO2, ACS2, ADH1, ADK1, AGA1, ALG14, ALG7, ALK2, APA1, APN1, ARF1, ARF3, ARL1, 

ARO1, ARO2, ARO4, ARO7, ASN2, AXL2, BER1, BFR1, BIM1, BNI5, BOS1, CAC2, CAF20, CAM1, 

CCW12, CDC21, CDC28, CDC3, CDC36, CDC6, CDC60, CDC8, CDC9, CIN2, CLB5, CLU1, COG4, 

CRH1, CSR1, CTR1, DNL4, DTD1, DUT1, ECM25, ECO1, EFT1, EFT2, EGD2, ELO1, ERD2, ERG13, 

ERG27, ERG3, ERG5, ERG6, ERP1, ERV25, FAA4, FAS1, FBA1, FEN1, FPR3, FPR4, FRE1, FSF1, FUR1, 

GCD7, GCS1, GIM3, GIM5, GIN4, GLR1, GOT1, GPA1, GSP1, GUK1, HCM1, HCR1, HHO1, HIF1, 

HIS6, HSL1, HXK2, ILS1, ILV5, IMD2, IMD3, IMD4, IRR1, KAP122, KAR2, KEL3, KES1, LCB2, LHP1, 

LHS1, LOC1, LSM1, LSM12, LYS12, LYS2, LYS21, LYS4, LYS9, MCD1, MCD4, MCM2, MCM4, MDL1, 

MDN1, MF(ALPHA)1, MF(ALPHA)2, MLC1, MNN9, MPD1, MPP10, MRM2, MSA2, MSH1, MSH2, 

MSH5, MVD1, MYO2, NAT1, NAT3, NAT5, NCP1, NNT1, NOP13, NOP6, NPY1, NUP120, NUP2, 

NUS1, OLA1, OST1, PCL1, PCL2, PMA2, PMI40, PMS1, PMT1, PMT4, PMU1, POL30, POL32, PRO1, 

PRO2, PRT1, PRY2, PSY4, PTC2, PUB1, RAD27, RAD51, RAT1, RER1, RET2, RET3, RFA2, RFA3, 

RFC3, RFC4, RGA1, RKM1, RLF2, RNH201, RNH203, RNR1, RPA190, RPB3, RPB8, RPC11, RPC31, 

RPC34, RPC40, RPL10, RPL11A, RPL11B, RPL12A, RPL12B, RPL13A, RPL13B, RPL14B, RPL15A, 

RPL16A, RPL16B, RPL17A, RPL17B, RPL18A, RPL18B, RPL19A, RPL1A, RPL1B, RPL20A, RPL20B, 

RPL21B, RPL22A, RPL23A, RPL23B, RPL24A, RPL24B, RPL25, RPL26A, RPL26B, RPL27A, RPL27B, 

RPL28, RPL29, RPL2A, RPL2B, RPL30, RPL31A, RPL31B, RPL32, RPL33A, RPL33B, RPL34B, RPL36A, 

RPL36B, RPL37A, RPL37B, RPL38, RPL39, RPL40A, RPL40B, RPL42A, RPL42B, RPL43B, RPL4A, 

RPL4B, RPL5, RPL6A, RPL6B, RPL7A, RPL7B, RPL8A, RPL8B, RPL9A, RPP0, RPP1A, RPP1B, RPP2A, 

RPP2B, RPS0A, RPS0B, RPS10A, RPS11A, RPS11B, RPS13, RPS14A, RPS14B, RPS15, RPS16A, 

RPS16B, RPS17A, RPS18A, RPS18B, RPS19A, RPS19B, RPS1A, RPS2, RPS20, RPS21A, RPS21B, 

RPS22A, RPS22B, RPS23A, RPS23B, RPS24A, RPS25A, RPS25B, RPS26A, RPS26B, RPS27A, RPS27B, 

RPS28A, RPS28B, RPS29A, RPS3, RPS30A, RPS30B, RPS31, RPS4A, RPS4B, RPS5, RPS6A, RPS6B, 

RPS7A, RPS7B, RPS8A, RPS8B, RPS9B, RTT106, RTT107, RUD3, SAG1, SAM4, SAR1, SBH1, SCD6, 

SCJ1, SCP160, SCW10, SEC11, SEC13, SEC24, SEC28, SEC53, SEC59, SEC61, SEC63, SEC66, SEC72, 

SES1, SHO1, SIL1, SIM1, SKG6, SLG1, SLN1, SMC6, SPE1, SPE2, SPE3, SPT16, SRL1, SRM1, SRO9, 

SSL1, SSS1, SST2, SSZ1, STE24, STE3, STE4, STM1, STT4, SUB2, SUN4, SUR4, SVS1, SWE1, TAF9, 

TCB2, TEF1, TEF4, THS1, TIF1, TIF11, TIF34, TIM22, TIM50, TIR2, TIR4, TMA19, TMA20, TOF1, 

TOP2, TOS1, TPI1, TRM10, TSA1, TUB1, TUB2, TUB3, TYS1, URA5, URH1, UTR2, VAC14, VAM6, 

VAS1, VMA7, VPS1, VTC1, WRS1, WSC2, YAR075W, YBL113C, YBR206W, YCR087C-A, YDL073W, 

YDL121C, YDL157C, YDL158C, YDR341C, YEF3, YEL077C, YFL065C, YFL066C, YGL039W, YHL050C, 

YHR020W, YHR173C, YHR219W, YJL225C, YLL066C, YLL067C, YLR040C, YLR104W, YLR413W, 

YML133C, YMR085W, YMR130W, YMR321C, YNL010W, YNL247W, YNL300W, YNL313C, 

YOR248W, YOR286W, YOR342C, YPL199C, YPR114W, YPR118W, YPR177C, YPR204W, YRF1-2, 

YRF1-3, YRF1-4, YRF1-5, YRF1-6, YRF1-7, YTA12 

 

CAMDA: 

Profile 1 : 

F36341_2, F41306_3, MAL13P1.268, MAL6P1.129, MAL7P1.172, MAL7P1.34, MAL8P1.132, 

MAL8P1.160, MAL8P1.4, N135_22, PF07_0006, PF07_0107, PF08_0003, PF08_0044, PF08_0047, 

PF08_0055, PF10_0015, PF10_0021, PF10_0022, PF10_0023, PF10_0024, PF10_0025, 

PF10_0162, PF10_0215, PF10_0378, PF11_0039, PF11_0151, PF11_0211, PF11_0231, 
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PF11_0347, PF11_0504, PF11_0505, PF11_0512, PF11_0513, PF13_0074, PF13_0075, 

PF13_0138, PF13_0162, PF13_0194, PF13_0293, PF13_0324, PF14_0013, PF14_0076, 

PF14_0250, PF14_0264, PF14_0291, PF14_0423, PF14_0469, PF14_0518, PF14_0528, 

PF14_0604, PF14_0621, PF14_0738, PF14_0760, PF14_0761, PFA0635c, PFB0106c, PFB0440c, 

PFB0485c, PFB0900c, PFB0910w, PFB0932w, PFC0060c, PFC0090w, PFC0240c, PFC0486c, 

PFC0640w, PFD0345c, PFD1165w, PFE0055c, PFE0070w, PFE0120c, PFE1185w, PFE1365w, 

PFI0120c, PFI0820c, PFI0870w, PFI1110w, PFI1720w, PFI1755c, PFL0790w, PFL1055c, PFL1490w, 

PFL1940w, PFL2530w, PFL2565w, oPFM60510 

 

Profile 2 : 

A25290_1, C565, D49176_53, D49176_57, D65980_1, E70_4, F24661_1, F53449_1, F57034_1, 

J382_14, Ks202_9, Ks244_3, L2_231, M13713_4, M20186_2, MAL13P1.116, MAL13P1.14, 

MAL13P1.172, MAL13P1.209, MAL13P1.233, MAL13P1.243, MAL13P1.294, MAL13P1.341, 

MAL13P1.346, MAL13P1.43, MAL13P1.45, MAL13P1.61, MAL13P1.92, MAL6P1.1, MAL6P1.142, 

MAL6P1.172, MAL6P1.206, MAL6P1.215, MAL6P1.24, MAL6P1.244, MAL6P1.254, MAL6P1.54, 

MAL6P1.68, MAL7P1.113, MAL7P1.15, MAL7P1.150, MAL7P1.151, MAL7P1.171, MAL7P1.172, 

MAL7P1.27, MAL7P1.76, MAL8P1.132, MAL8P1.152, MAL8P1.2, MAL8P1.23, MAL8P1.40, 

MAL8P1.41, N132_41, N145_1, N151_41, N181_11, PF07_0007, PF07_0008, PF07_0015, 

PF07_0027, PF07_0030, PF07_0043, PF07_0044, PF07_0059, PF07_0079, PF07_0080, 

PF07_0083, PF07_0084, PF07_0088, PF07_0096, PF07_0097, PF07_0106, PF07_0116, 

PF07_0122, PF08_0002, PF08_0019, PF08_0026, PF08_0039, PF08_0042, PF08_0055, 

PF08_0065, PF08_0075, PF08_0076, PF08_0081, PF08_0102, PF08_0130, PF10_0017, 

PF10_0019, PF10_0038, PF10_0043, PF10_0085, PF10_0099, PF10_0123, PF10_0187, 

PF10_0194, PF10_0197, PF10_0200, PF10_0209, PF10_0217, PF10_0219, PF10_0225, 

PF10_0242, PF10_0257, PF10_0264, PF10_0269, PF10_0272, PF10_0274, PF10_0278, 

PF10_0285, PF10_0300, PF10_0350, PF10_0378, PF10_0380, PF11_0043, PF11_0053, 

PF11_0065, PF11_0106, PF11_0113, PF11_0120, PF11_0161, PF11_0199, PF11_0208, 

PF11_0225, PF11_0230, PF11_0245, PF11_0246, PF11_0250, PF11_0255, PF11_0259, 

PF11_0260, PF11_0266, PF11_0269, PF11_0272, PF11_0274, PF11_0296, PF11_0305, 

PF11_0310, PF11_0312, PF11_0313, PF11_0316, PF11_0353, PF11_0404, PF11_0409, 

PF11_0437, PF11_0438, PF11_0439, PF11_0445, PF11_0457, PF11_0471, PF11_0483, 

PF11_0503, PF11_0505, PF13_0014, PF13_0035, PF13_0045, PF13_0048, PF13_0049, 

PF13_0051, PF13_0073, PF13_0076, PF13_0109, PF13_0116, PF13_0129, PF13_0132, 

PF13_0136, PF13_0137, PF13_0150, PF13_0158, PF13_0170, PF13_0171, PF13_0175, 

PF13_0177, PF13_0178, PF13_0205, PF13_0213, PF13_0214, PF13_0219, PF13_0224, 

PF13_0228, PF13_0257, PF13_0259, PF13_0268, PF13_0275, PF13_0278, PF13_0286, 

PF13_0289, PF13_0303, PF13_0304, PF13_0309, PF13_0313, PF13_0315, PF13_0316, 

PF13_0323, PF13_0341, PF14_0015, PF14_0017, PF14_0027, PF14_0028, PF14_0056, 

PF14_0068, PF14_0083, PF14_0087, PF14_0098, PF14_0100, PF14_0113, PF14_0124, 

PF14_0125, PF14_0136, PF14_0141, PF14_0145, PF14_0150, PF14_0174, PF14_0175, 

PF14_0191, PF14_0194, PF14_0205, PF14_0214, PF14_0218, PF14_0221, PF14_0230, 

PF14_0231, PF14_0239, PF14_0240, PF14_0261, PF14_0273, PF14_0292, PF14_0296, 

PF14_0326, PF14_0341, PF14_0359, PF14_0360, PF14_0391, PF14_0428, PF14_0448, 

PF14_0450, PF14_0478, PF14_0486, PF14_0499, PF14_0544, PF14_0550, PF14_0561, 

PF14_0579, PF14_0585, PF14_0587, PF14_0589, PF14_0603, PF14_0605, PF14_0612, 

PF14_0620, PF14_0627, PF14_0635, PF14_0640, PF14_0655, PF14_0661, PF14_0662, 

PF14_0677, PF14_0704, PF14_0707, PF14_0728, PF14_0731, PF14_0738, PF14_0746, 
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PF14_0758, PFA0130c, PFA0410w, PFA0475c, PFA0480w, PFA0505c, PFB0175c, PFB0255w, 

PFB0279w, PFB0280w, PFB0370c, PFB0395w, PFB0445c, PFB0455w, PFB0735c, PFB0826c, 

PFB0830w, PFB0860c, PFB0865w, PFB0920w, PFB0923c, PFC0075c, PFC0080c, PFC0105w, 

PFC0115c, PFC0200w, PFC0282w, PFC0290w, PFC0295c, PFC0300c, PFC0390w, PFC0400w, 

PFC0430w, PFC0535w, PFC0595c, PFC0725c, PFC0735w, PFC0775w, PFC0805w, PFC0885c, 

PFC1000w, PFC1020c, PFC1065w, PFD0015c, PFD0070c, PFD0150w, PFD0180c, PFD0245c, 

PFD0270c, PFD0310w, PFD0320c, PFD0345c, PFD0355c, PFD0410c, PFD0545w, PFD0730w, 

PFD0740w, PFD0770c, PFD0825c, PFD0840w, PFD0875c, PFD0960c, PFD0965w, PFD1015c, 

PFD1055w, PFD1070w, PFD1175w, PFD1235w, PFE0065w, PFE0135w, PFE0185c, PFE0245c, 

PFE0350c, PFE0465c, PFE0515w, PFE0810c, PFE0815w, PFE0845c, PFE0975c, PFE0995c, 

PFE1005w, PFE1085w, PFE1115c, PFE1195w, PFE1215c, PFE1270c, PFE1310c, PFE1340w, 

PFE1425c, PFE1435c, PFE1470w, PFE1535w, PFE1570c, PFE1595c, PFE1605w, PFI0105c, 

PFI0165c, PFI0190w, PFI0325c, PFI0370c, PFI0625c, PFI0755c, PFI0920c, PFI1020c, PFI1075w, 

PFI1110w, PFI1130c, PFI1140w, PFI1735c, PFI1740c, PFI1755c, PFI1780w, PFL0045c, PFL0075w, 

PFL0135w, PFL0155c, PFL0160w, PFL0175c, PFL0330c, PFL0625c, PFL0665c, PFL0900c, PFL0935c, 

PFL0940c, PFL1145w, PFL1175w, PFL1225c, PFL1345c, PFL1410c, PFL1530w, PFL1545c, 

PFL1610c, PFL1680w, PFL1745c, PFL1855w, PFL1955w, PFL2010c, PFL2055w, PFL2150c, 

PFL2295w, oPFBLOB0050, oPFBLOB0072, oPFD66984, oPFM60471 

 

Profile 3 : 

B611, E19008_1, E70_4, F16725_1, F31319_2, F46513_2, F46584_1, F53449_1, F71224_3, 

J382_12, J382_13, J5704_1, J71_12, Kn3698_4, Ks42_5, M35892_4, M37197_1, M4542_2, 

MAL13P1.110, MAL13P1.113, MAL13P1.146, MAL13P1.148, MAL13P1.184, MAL13P1.26, 

MAL13P1.269, MAL13P1.27, MAL13P1.283, MAL13P1.284, MAL13P1.289, MAL13P1.327, 

MAL13P1.333, MAL13P1.335, MAL13P1.344, MAL13P1.346, MAL13P1.352, MAL13P1.54, 

MAL13P1.56, MAL13P1.73, MAL6P1.153, MAL6P1.160, MAL6P1.168, MAL6P1.189, MAL6P1.201, 

MAL6P1.202, MAL6P1.203, MAL6P1.210, MAL6P1.215, MAL6P1.231, MAL6P1.244, MAL6P1.25, 

MAL6P1.257, MAL6P1.266, MAL6P1.296, MAL6P1.304, MAL6P1.36, MAL6P1.73, MAL6P1.90, 

MAL6P1.91, MAL6P1.97, MAL7P1.12, MAL7P1.144, MAL7P1.15, MAL7P1.175, MAL7P1.31, 

MAL7P1.58, MAL7P1.88, MAL8P1.131, MAL8P1.156, MAL8P1.21, MAL8P1.24, MAL8P1.3, 

MAL8P1.32, MAL8P1.63, MAL8P1.95, N137_22, N236_1, PF07_0007, PF07_0008, PF07_0015, 

PF07_0029, PF07_0033, PF07_0071, PF07_0085, PF07_0088, PF07_0115, PF08_0006, 

PF08_0019, PF08_0034, PF08_0037, PF08_0060, PF08_0095, PF08_0096, PF08_0099, 

PF08_0132, PF10_0008, PF10_0009, PF10_0013, PF10_0047, PF10_0075, PF10_0077, 

PF10_0093, PF10_0103, PF10_0139, PF10_0144, PF10_0149, PF10_0150, PF10_0153, 

PF10_0155, PF10_0160, PF10_0214, PF10_0257, PF10_0265, PF10_0272, PF10_0274, 

PF10_0275, PF10_0323, PF10_0324, PF10_0325, PF10_0359, PF10_0363, PF10_0380, 

PF11_0036, PF11_0051, PF11_0071, PF11_0088, PF11_0090, PF11_0101, PF11_0116, 

PF11_0161, PF11_0165, PF11_0174, PF11_0188, PF11_0225, PF11_0258, PF11_0264, 

PF11_0265, PF11_0270, PF11_0276, PF11_0284, PF11_0301, PF11_0310, PF11_0316, 

PF11_0351, PF11_0369, PF11_0404, PF11_0428, PF11_0437, PF11_0447, PF11_0469, 

PF11_0483, PF11_0506, PF11_0507, PF11_0508, PF11_0511, PF13_0017, PF13_0031, 

PF13_0044, PF13_0059, PF13_0087, PF13_0097, PF13_0099, PF13_0101, PF13_0118, 

PF13_0137, PF13_0141, PF13_0153, PF13_0165, PF13_0172, PF13_0179, PF13_0180, 

PF13_0191, PF13_0204, PF13_0205, PF13_0207, PF13_0208, PF13_0214, PF13_0220, 

PF13_0222, PF13_0234, PF13_0235, PF13_0240, PF13_0243, PF13_0252, PF13_0281, 

PF13_0284, PF13_0300, PF13_0304, PF13_0313, PF13_0330, PF13_0344, PF13_0345, 
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PF13_0358, PF14_0014, PF14_0022, PF14_0023, PF14_0028, PF14_0036, PF14_0037, 

PF14_0038, PF14_0052, PF14_0072, PF14_0077, PF14_0078, PF14_0083, PF14_0086, 

PF14_0087, PF14_0096, PF14_0147, PF14_0198, PF14_0207, PF14_0208, PF14_0209, 

PF14_0217, PF14_0223, PF14_0227, PF14_0232, PF14_0241, PF14_0242, PF14_0256, 

PF14_0266, PF14_0267, PF14_0273, PF14_0301, PF14_0321, PF14_0322, PF14_0324, 

PF14_0328, PF14_0329, PF14_0341, PF14_0370, PF14_0371, PF14_0378, PF14_0384, 

PF14_0399, PF14_0403, PF14_0410, PF14_0439, PF14_0448, PF14_0455, PF14_0457, 

PF14_0470, PF14_0481, PF14_0485, PF14_0486, PF14_0490, PF14_0509, PF14_0510, 

PF14_0517, PF14_0557, PF14_0576, PF14_0589, PF14_0598, PF14_0619, PF14_0631, 

PF14_0636, PF14_0650, PF14_0655, PF14_0656, PF14_0657, PF14_0662, PF14_0677, 

PF14_0678, PF14_0704, PF14_0718, PF14_0726, PF14_0731, PF14_0756, PFA0100c, PFA0145c, 

PFA0160c, PFA0180w, PFA0230c, PFA0255c, PFA0510w, PFA0530c, PFA0590w, PFA0620c, 

PFA0630c, PFB0115w, PFB0125c, PFB0550w, PFB0575c, PFB0595w, PFB0635w, PFB0745w, 

PFB0870w, PFB0921c, PFB0923c, PFB0930w, PFB0953w, PFB0960c, PFC0085c, PFC0105w, 

PFC0165w, PFC0270w, PFC0271c, PFC0285c, PFC0350c, PFC0530w, PFC0550w, PFC0595c, 

PFC0725c, PFC0900w, PFC0975c, PFC1030w, PFC1055w, PFD0015c, PFD0050w, PFD0070c, 

PFD0075w, PFD0080c, PFD0090c, PFD0285c, PFD0310w, PFD0465w, PFD0555c, PFD0565c, 

PFD0815c, PFD1045c, PFD1140w, PFD1235w, PFE0030c, PFE0060w, PFE0245c, PFE0475w, 

PFE0595w, PFE0605c, PFE0630c, PFE0800w, PFE0845c, PFE0980c, PFE1010w, PFE1015c, 

PFE1040c, PFE1230c, PFE1240w, PFE1245w, PFE1270c, PFE1335c, PFE1370w, PFE1535w, 

PFE1590w, PFE1605w, PFE1615c, PFI0295c, PFI0330c, PFI0335w, PFI0430c, PFI0645w, PFI0680c, 

PFI0685w, PFI0755c, PFI0795w, PFI0925w, PFI0965w, PFI0985c, PFI1040c, PFI1105w, PFI1140w, 

PFI1150w, PFI1385c, PFI1400c, PFI1405c, PFI1420w, PFI1570c, PFI1645c, PFI1650w, PFI1785w, 

PFL0050c, PFL0055c, PFL0100c, PFL0210c, PFL0255c, PFL0310c, PFL0430w, PFL0515w, PFL0670c, 

PFL0730w, PFL0740c, PFL0780w, PFL0815w, PFL0900c, PFL1425w, PFL1475w, PFL1585c, 

PFL1680w, PFL1795c, PFL1845c, PFL2075c, PFL2150c, PFL2230c, PFL2355w, PFL2395c, chr5.rRN, 

oPFBLOB0052, oPFBLOB0151, oPFBLOB0165, oPFD66955, oPFK12892 

 

Profile 4 : 

B324, C412, D4619_1, E11054_1, E18651_4, E30_1, E3216_1, F28453_1, F36734_1, J378_1, 

J69_3, Kn2245_1, Ks25_12, MAL13P1.112, MAL13P1.133, MAL13P1.134, MAL13P1.138, 

MAL13P1.164, MAL13P1.180, MAL13P1.19, MAL13P1.200, MAL13P1.201, MAL13P1.214, 

MAL13P1.218, MAL13P1.239, MAL13P1.25, MAL13P1.269, MAL13P1.281, MAL13P1.295, 

MAL13P1.31, MAL13P1.332, MAL13P1.47, MAL13P1.48, MAL13P1.74, MAL13P1.75, 

MAL13P1.89, MAL13P1.90, MAL6P1.103, MAL6P1.115, MAL6P1.134, MAL6P1.137, MAL6P1.139, 

MAL6P1.140, MAL6P1.154, MAL6P1.167, MAL6P1.185, MAL6P1.190, MAL6P1.192, MAL6P1.199, 

MAL6P1.211, MAL6P1.233, MAL6P1.258, MAL6P1.267, MAL6P1.27, MAL6P1.278, MAL6P1.312, 

MAL6P1.35, MAL6P1.49, MAL6P1.61, MAL6P1.76, MAL6P1.84, MAL7P1.111, MAL7P1.114, 

MAL7P1.129, MAL7P1.177, MAL7P1.25, MAL7P1.33, MAL7P1.37, MAL7P1.74, MAL7P1.79, 

MAL7P1.83, MAL7P1.91, MAL8P1.107, MAL8P1.110, MAL8P1.113, MAL8P1.124, MAL8P1.157, 

MAL8P1.18, MAL8P1.32, MAL8P1.34, MAL8P1.35, MAL8P1.55, MAL8P1.74, MAL8P1.75, 

MAL8P1.85, MAL8P1.86, MAL8P1.99, N133_62, N137_20, PF00_0001, PF07_0039, PF07_0047, 

PF07_0062, PF07_0063, PF07_0064, PF07_0068, PF07_0087, PF07_0100, PF07_0113, 

PF07_0118, PF07_0119, PF07_0125, PF07_0129, PF08_0011, PF08_0014, PF08_0018, 

PF08_0029, PF08_0031, PF08_0038, PF08_0045, PF08_0063, PF08_0080, PF08_0095, 

PF08_0098, PF08_0125, PF08_0131, PF10_0016, PF10_0035, PF10_0047, PF10_0051, 

PF10_0052, PF10_0057, PF10_0064, PF10_0065, PF10_0066, PF10_0069, PF10_0075, 
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PF10_0093, PF10_0106, PF10_0153, PF10_0159, PF10_0165, PF10_0213, PF10_0215, 

PF10_0226, PF10_0233, PF10_0234, PF10_0235, PF10_0236, PF10_0243, PF10_0252, 

PF10_0253, PF10_0259, PF10_0260, PF10_0286, PF10_0289, PF10_0315, PF10_0320, 

PF10_0335, PF10_0359, PF10_0363, PF11_0044, PF11_0049, PF11_0054, PF11_0074, 

PF11_0079, PF11_0085, PF11_0087, PF11_0117, PF11_0125, PF11_0130, PF11_0181, 

PF11_0197, PF11_0215, PF11_0216, PF11_0282, PF11_0295, PF11_0306, PF11_0317, 

PF11_0319, PF11_0332, PF11_0333, PF11_0339, PF11_0361, PF11_0385, PF11_0427, 

PF11_0428, PF11_0432, PF11_0466, PF11_0489, PF11_0507, PF11_0508, PF13_0010, 

PF13_0016, PF13_0021, PF13_0043, PF13_0054, PF13_0061, PF13_0077, PF13_0080, 

PF13_0117, PF13_0118, PF13_0121, PF13_0126, PF13_0148, PF13_0180, PF13_0183, 

PF13_0191, PF13_0199, PF13_0200, PF13_0207, PF13_0217, PF13_0218, PF13_0237, 

PF13_0241, PF13_0242, PF13_0254, PF13_0320, PF13_0332, PF13_0345, PF13_0348, 

PF13_0349, PF13_0359, PF13_0361, PF14_0010, PF14_0014, PF14_0022, PF14_0051, 

PF14_0061, PF14_0081, PF14_0093, PF14_0096, PF14_0097, PF14_0101, PF14_0112, 

PF14_0115, PF14_0152, PF14_0176, PF14_0186, PF14_0192, PF14_0200, PF14_0255, 

PF14_0257, PF14_0268, PF14_0285, PF14_0289, PF14_0294, PF14_0300, PF14_0308, 

PF14_0329, PF14_0332, PF14_0338, PF14_0347, PF14_0348, PF14_0354, PF14_0381, 

PF14_0382, PF14_0386, PF14_0387, PF14_0399, PF14_0410, PF14_0412, PF14_0417, 

PF14_0426, PF14_0430, PF14_0446, PF14_0471, PF14_0484, PF14_0502, PF14_0519, 

PF14_0526, PF14_0535, PF14_0538, PF14_0564, PF14_0570, PF14_0582, PF14_0592, 

PF14_0602, PF14_0609, PF14_0665, PF14_0666, PF14_0674, PF14_0711, PFA0140c, PFA0255c, 

PFA0280w, PFA0350c, PFA0390w, PFA0450c, PFA0460c, PFA0520c, PFA0580c, PFA0590w, 

PFB0205c, PFB0215c, PFB0390w, PFB0420w, PFB0465c, PFB0500c, PFB0520w, PFB0530c, 

PFB0545c, PFB0580w, PFB0590w, PFB0600c, PFB0605w, PFB0610c, PFB0645c, PFB0840w, 

PFB0855c, PFB0890c, PFC0120w, PFC0125w, PFC0170c, PFC0195w, PFC0205c, PFC0230c, 

PFC0320w, PFC0335c, PFC0340w, PFC0490w, PFC0570c, PFC0575w, PFC0590c, PFC0790w, 

PFC0915w, PFC0975c, PFD0225w, PFD0320c, PFD0440w, PFD0600c, PFD0670c, PFD0685c, 

PFD0755c, PFD0805w, PFD0865c, PFE0040c, PFE0130c, PFE0190c, PFE0195w, PFE0215w, 

PFE0290c, PFE0410w, PFE0475w, PFE0560c, PFE0590w, PFE0620c, PFE0640w, PFE0645w, 

PFE0660c, PFE0665c, PFE0675c, PFE0690c, PFE0755c, PFE0800w, PFE0805w, PFE0970w, 

PFE0980c, PFE1000c, PFE1015c, PFE1025c, PFE1045c, PFE1065w, PFE1080w, PFE1275c, 

PFE1300w, PFE1330c, PFE1450c, PFE1460w, PFE1520c, PFI0085c, PFI0095c, PFI0200c, PFI0235w, 

PFI0295c, PFI0380c, PFI0505c, PFI0570w, PFI0585c, PFI0640c, PFI0670w, PFI0745w, PFI0795w, 

PFI0910w, PFI1000w, PFI1120c, PFI1245c, PFI1265w, PFI1310w, PFI1415w, PFI1430w, PFI1470c, 

PFI1500w, PFI1570c, PFI1615w, PFI1625c, PFL0090c, PFL0205w, PFL0225c, PFL0280c, PFL0285w, 

PFL0400w, PFL0415w, PFL0435w, PFL0485w, PFL0605c, PFL0660w, PFL0690c, PFL0740c, 

PFL0770w, PFL1040w, PFL1075w, PFL1120c, PFL1140w, PFL1150c, PFL1155w, PFL1275c, 

PFL1475w, PFL1540c, PFL1545c, PFL1585c, PFL1605w, PFL1650w, PFL1655c, PFL1675c, 

PFL1725w, PFL1740w, PFL1790w, PFL1845c, PFL1900w, PFL1920c, PFL1925w, PFL2005w, 

PFL2170c, PFL2180w, PFL2240w, PFL2395c, oPFD67003, oPFG0027, oPFI17642 

 

Profile 5: 

B162, B78, C502, C568, C662, D17715_134, D8968_1, E13058_1, E24569_3, E27723_7, E4796_2, 

E5717_1, F20284_1, F40758_1, F40758_2, F44099_1, F44099_2, F47237_2, F69929_1, 

I11211_1, I14670_1, I523_4, J183_9, J27_3, J309_11, Kn5414_3, Kn5561_2, Kn5899_1, Ks51_5, 

L1_83, L2_220, M33419_2, M55362_1, MAL13P1.103, MAL13P1.111, MAL13P1.121, 

MAL13P1.123, MAL13P1.124, MAL13P1.126, MAL13P1.131, MAL13P1.139, MAL13P1.140, 
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MAL13P1.141, MAL13P1.147, MAL13P1.16, MAL13P1.160, MAL13P1.161, MAL13P1.165, 

MAL13P1.167, MAL13P1.190, MAL13P1.193, MAL13P1.194, MAL13P1.196, MAL13P1.202, 

MAL13P1.205, MAL13P1.21, MAL13P1.210, MAL13P1.215, MAL13P1.217, MAL13P1.226, 

MAL13P1.227, MAL13P1.229, MAL13P1.244, MAL13P1.249, MAL13P1.285, MAL13P1.303, 

MAL13P1.324, MAL13P1.42, MAL13P1.96, MAL6P1.125, MAL6P1.164, MAL6P1.175, 

MAL6P1.182, MAL6P1.184, MAL6P1.224, MAL6P1.228, MAL6P1.238, MAL6P1.260, MAL6P1.271, 

MAL6P1.273, MAL6P1.277, MAL6P1.287, MAL6P1.291, MAL6P1.305, MAL6P1.34, MAL6P1.38, 

MAL6P1.56, MAL6P1.57, MAL6P1.58, MAL7P1.102, MAL7P1.127, MAL7P1.132, MAL7P1.155, 

MAL7P1.160, MAL7P1.21, MAL7P1.30, MAL7P1.73, MAL7P1.77, MAL7P1.87, MAL7P1.91, 

MAL8P1.101, MAL8P1.133, MAL8P1.138, MAL8P1.14, MAL8P1.140, MAL8P1.16, MAL8P1.20, 

MAL8P1.22, MAL8P1.61, MAL8P1.79, MAL8P1.84, MAL8P1.85, MAL8P1.96, N131_43, N140_31, 

N157_6, N176_4, N179_1, ORF129, ORF79, PF00_0003, PF07_0012, PF07_0016, PF07_0021, 

PF07_0023, PF07_0032, PF07_0035, PF07_0038, PF07_0042, PF07_0061, PF07_0064, 

PF07_0065, PF07_0101, PF07_0105, PF07_0108, PF07_0118, PF07_0120, PF08_0009, 

PF08_0014, PF08_0021, PF08_0045, PF08_0057, PF08_0064, PF08_0093, PF08_0094, 

PF08_0126, PF10_0020, PF10_0045, PF10_0048, PF10_0050, PF10_0060, PF10_0069, 

PF10_0080, PF10_0084, PF10_0107, PF10_0116, PF10_0120, PF10_0133, PF10_0140, 

PF10_0151, PF10_0154, PF10_0188, PF10_0190, PF10_0207, PF10_0221, PF10_0228, 

PF10_0238, PF10_0249, PF10_0276, PF10_0282, PF10_0292, PF10_0316, PF10_0320, 

PF10_0330, PF10_0332, PF10_0335, PF10_0360, PF10_0362, PF11_0054, PF11_0066, 

PF11_0072, PF11_0083, PF11_0098, PF11_0117, PF11_0124, PF11_0141, PF11_0146, 

PF11_0164, PF11_0177, PF11_0217, PF11_0220, PF11_0227, PF11_0229, PF11_0238, 

PF11_0249, PF11_0286, PF11_0298, PF11_0315, PF11_0322, PF11_0342, PF11_0352, 

PF11_0354, PF11_0361, PF11_0370, PF11_0386, PF11_0395, PF11_0420, PF11_0423, 

PF11_0424, PF11_0425, PF11_0427, PF11_0429, PF11_0440, PF11_0443, PF11_0459, 

PF11_0467, PF11_0468, PF11_0482, PF11_0484, PF11_0485, PF11_0488, PF13_0011, 

PF13_0025, PF13_0070, PF13_0117, PF13_0131, PF13_0140, PF13_0145, PF13_0148, 

PF13_0155, PF13_0164, PF13_0189, PF13_0199, PF13_0217, PF13_0246, PF13_0249, 

PF13_0266, PF13_0272, PF13_0291, PF13_0299, PF13_0308, PF13_0312, PF13_0327, 

PF13_0328, PF13_0336, PF13_0338, PF13_0353, PF14_0031, PF14_0053, PF14_0060, 

PF14_0061, PF14_0063, PF14_0064, PF14_0088, PF14_0089, PF14_0105, PF14_0132, 

PF14_0133, PF14_0138, PF14_0148, PF14_0160, PF14_0169, PF14_0177, PF14_0184, 

PF14_0211, PF14_0216, PF14_0245, PF14_0248, PF14_0252, PF14_0254, PF14_0268, 

PF14_0270, PF14_0288, PF14_0295, PF14_0309, PF14_0319, PF14_0331, PF14_0351, 

PF14_0352, PF14_0361, PF14_0366, PF14_0369, PF14_0373, PF14_0376, PF14_0380, 

PF14_0394, PF14_0397, PF14_0405, PF14_0427, PF14_0445, PF14_0462, PF14_0463, 

PF14_0488, PF14_0492, PF14_0504, PF14_0506, PF14_0531, PF14_0533, PF14_0538, 

PF14_0552, PF14_0556, PF14_0558, PF14_0560, PF14_0566, PF14_0577, PF14_0591, 

PF14_0597, PF14_0617, PF14_0618, PF14_0630, PF14_0641, PF14_0642, PF14_0653, 

PF14_0675, PF14_0679, PF14_0696, PF14_0717, PFA0285c, PFA0305c, PFA0320w, PFA0340w, 

PFA0345w, PFA0370w, PFA0485w, PFA0545c, PFB0140w, PFB0170w, PFB0330c, PFB0335c, 

PFB0340c, PFB0365w, PFB0385w, PFB0460c, PFB0500c, PFB0530c, PFB0535w, PFB0585w, 

PFB0590w, PFB0685c, PFB0750w, PFB0795w, PFB0835c, PFB0840w, PFB0845w, PFB0895c, 

PFC0195w, PFC0220w, PFC0250c, PFC0275w, PFC0280c, PFC0281w, PFC0310c, PFC0315c, 

PFC0320w, PFC0416w, PFC0435w, PFC0455w, PFC0475c, PFC0500w, PFC0525c, PFC0570c, 

PFC0571c, PFC0581w, PFC0670c, PFC0705c, PFC0720w, PFC0755c, PFC0840w, PFC0860w, 

PFC0911c, PFC0912w, PFC0995c, PFD0145c, PFD0170c, PFD0175c, PFD0205c, PFD0330w, 
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PFD0420c, PFD0445c, PFD0470c, PFD0585c, PFD0590c, PFD0595w, PFD0660w, PFD0670c, 

PFD0675w, PFD0735c, PFD0780w, PFD0795w, PFD0800c, PFD0850c, PFD0870w, PFD0920w, 

PFD0935c, PFD0940w, PFD1050w, PFD1085w, PFE0090w, PFE0155w, PFE0215w, PFE0225w, 

PFE0235c, PFE0240w, PFE0270c, PFE0435c, PFE0445c, PFE0450w, PFE0555w, PFE0705c, 

PFE0760w, PFE0840c, PFE0960w, PFE1125w, PFE1135w, PFE1165c, PFE1225w, PFE1315w, 

PFE1345c, PFE1465w, PFE1510c, PFI0135c, PFI0160w, PFI0180w, PFI0215c, PFI0230c, PFI0235w, 

PFI0240c, PFI0300w, PFI0375w, PFI0395w, PFI0400c, PFI0405w, PFI0465c, PFI0530c, PFI0565w, 

PFI0575c, PFI0665w, PFI0710c, PFI0725c, PFI0735c, PFI0770c, PFI0855w, PFI0890c, PFI0950w, 

PFI0975c, PFI0990c, PFI1090w, PFI1155w, PFI1170c, PFI1195c, PFI1240c, PFI1255w, PFI1295c, 

PFI1315c, PFI1325w, PFI1340w, PFI1360c, PFI1575c, PFI1580c, PFI1615w, PFI1620c, PFI1665w, 

PFI1710w, PFL0080c, PFL0090c, PFL0110c, PFL0120c, PFL0150w, PFL0165c, PFL0170w, 

PFL0265w, PFL0350c, PFL0420w, PFL0535c, PFL0580w, PFL0630w, PFL0685w, PFL0725w, 

PFL0735w, PFL0975w, PFL1005c, PFL1050w, PFL1160c, PFL1180w, PFL1285c, PFL1295w, 

PFL1330c, PFL1685w, PFL1725w, PFL1900w, PFL1930w, PFL1960w, PFL2160c, PFL2300w, 

PFL2380c, PFL2570w, PtRNA-Gln, PtRNA-Gly, PtRNA-Gly2, PtRNA-Phe, PtRNA-Thr, PtRNA-Trp, 

coI, oPFBLOB0002, oPFBLOB0175, oPFF72481, rpl14, rpl23, rpl4, rps17, rps3, rps8 

 

Profile 6: 

A14801_8, C307, D16785_6, D2974_1, E20410_1, E27723_7, E5717_1, F14791_1, F16382_1, 

F23699_1, F40758_1, F40758_2, F41772_3, F41772_4, F44099_1, F44099_2, F67779_1, 

I11271_1, I3340_2, I4344_1, I694_2, J2708_1, J2708_2, J2708_3, J27_3, J309_4, J40_2, J4848_1, 

J493_1, Kn4252_3, Ks1704_1, Ks488_10, Ks97_10, L2_135, M35101_1, M39036_2, M42424_1, 

M42640_1, M56462_1, M56462_2, MAL13P1.114, MAL13P1.118, MAL13P1.119, MAL13P1.126, 

MAL13P1.130, MAL13P1.139, MAL13P1.141, MAL13P1.152, MAL13P1.158, MAL13P1.21, 

MAL13P1.215, MAL13P1.228, MAL13P1.240, MAL13P1.241, MAL13P1.248, MAL13P1.278, 

MAL13P1.29, MAL13P1.306, MAL13P1.308, MAL13P1.315, MAL13P1.328, MAL13P1.49, 

MAL6P1.101, MAL6P1.147, MAL6P1.216, MAL6P1.221, MAL6P1.277, MAL6P1.279, MAL6P1.284, 

MAL6P1.287, MAL6P1.292, MAL6P1.299, MAL6P1.300, MAL6P1.41, MAL6P1.44, MAL6P1.80, 

MAL7P1.119, MAL7P1.13, MAL7P1.167, MAL7P1.17, MAL7P1.84, MAL7P1.87, MAL8P1.106, 

MAL8P1.12, MAL8P1.13, MAL8P1.134, MAL8P1.135, MAL8P1.146, MAL8P1.150, MAL8P1.153, 

MAL8P1.22, MAL8P1.73, MAL8P1.79, MAL8P1.8, MAL8P1.82, N140_31, N150_66, ORF129, 

ORF91, PF07_0019, PF07_0021, PF07_0072, PF07_0076, PF07_0091, PF07_0101, PF08_0082, 

PF08_0091, PF08_0129, PF08_0142, PF10_0020, PF10_0034, PF10_0037, PF10_0094, 

PF10_0119, PF10_0135, PF10_0166, PF10_0184, PF10_0188, PF10_0189, PF10_0212, 

PF10_0220, PF10_0248, PF10_0254, PF10_0268, PF10_0292, PF10_0306, PF10_0308, 

PF10_0337, PF10_0342, PF10_0344, PF10_0368, PF11_0035, PF11_0064, PF11_0083, 

PF11_0114, PF11_0127, PF11_0157, PF11_0158, PF11_0168, PF11_0173, PF11_0180, 

PF11_0190, PF11_0193, PF11_0194, PF11_0237, PF11_0238, PF11_0243, PF11_0253, 

PF11_0298, PF11_0300, PF11_0304, PF11_0338, PF11_0343, PF11_0354, PF11_0373, 

PF11_0379, PF11_0383, PF11_0392, PF11_0395, PF11_0415, PF11_0417, PF11_0429, 

PF11_0435, PF11_0443, PF11_0464, PF11_0477, PF11_0528, PF13_0072, PF13_0078, 

PF13_0079, PF13_0086, PF13_0115, PF13_0120, PF13_0127, PF13_0145, PF13_0154, 

PF13_0173, PF13_0197, PF13_0216, PF13_0229, PF13_0255, PF13_0260, PF13_0299, 

PF13_0301, PF13_0326, PF14_0018, PF14_0024, PF14_0033, PF14_0065, PF14_0090, 

PF14_0091, PF14_0102, PF14_0106, PF14_0142, PF14_0144, PF14_0172, PF14_0173, 

PF14_0196, PF14_0211, PF14_0213, PF14_0215, PF14_0222, PF14_0224, PF14_0281, 

PF14_0293, PF14_0302, PF14_0303, PF14_0325, PF14_0333, PF14_0337, PF14_0343, 
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PF14_0346, PF14_0353, PF14_0363, PF14_0380, PF14_0383, PF14_0408, PF14_0443, 

PF14_0468, PF14_0472, PF14_0480, PF14_0492, PF14_0495, PF14_0506, PF14_0556, 

PF14_0572, PF14_0583, PF14_0586, PF14_0607, PF14_0647, PF14_0681, PF14_0694, 

PF14_0732, PFA0295c, PFA0690w, PFB0190c, PFB0310c, PFB0340c, PFB0345c, PFB0350c, 

PFB0360c, PFB0435c, PFB0515w, PFB0585w, PFB0680w, PFB0770c, PFB0815w, PFB0845w, 

PFB0935w, PFC0120w, PFC0126c, PFC0150w, PFC0345w, PFC0475c, PFC0560c, PFC0620w, 

PFC0695w, PFC0820w, PFC0930c, PFC0945w, PFD0190w, PFD0230c, PFD0240c, PFD0255w, 

PFD0295c, PFD0380c, PFD0385w, PFD0445c, PFD0530c, PFD0705c, PFD0800c, PFD0870w, 

PFD0940w, PFD0955w, PFD1075w, PFD1100c, PFD1105w, PFD1110w, PFD1120c, PFE0045c, 

PFE0075c, PFE0080c, PFE0340c, PFE0355c, PFE0395c, PFE0400w, PFE0420c, PFE0440w, 

PFE0785c, PFE0895c, PFE1120w, PFE1130w, PFE1415w, PFE1515w, PFE1545c, PFE1555c, 

PFE1620c, PFI0265c, PFI0360c, PFI0385c, PFI0410c, PFI0420c, PFI0705w, PFI0710c, PFI0725c, 

PFI0735c, PFI0785c, PFI0845w, PFI0850w, PFI0880c, PFI0975c, PFI1210w, PFI1340w, PFI1445w, 

PFI1475w, PFI1560c, PFI1565w, PFI1685w, PFI1730w, PFI1750c, PFL0260c, PFL0300c, PFL0315c, 

PFL0725w, PFL0840c, PFL1010c, PFL1025c, PFL1110c, PFL1160c, PFL1385c, PFL1435c, PFL1700c, 

PFL1870c, PFL2090c, PFL2110c, PFL2205w, PFL2215w, PFL2280w, PFL2285c, PFL2510w, PtRNA-

Phe, coI, coxI, coxIII, oPFF72496, oPFF72505, oPFG0013, oPFG0017, oPFG0018, rpl14, rpl16, 

rps11, rps17, rps3, rps5, rps7, rps8 

 

Profile 7: 

A31914_4, A32027_1, B187, C743, C746, E390_1, F48424_1, L2_135, M35101_1, M56462_1, 

M56462_2, M6522_6, MAL13P1.109, MAL13P1.176, MAL13P1.212, MAL13P1.260, 

MAL13P1.278, MAL13P1.306, MAL13P1.308, MAL13P1.331, MAL13P1.342, MAL13P1.60, 

MAL6P1.121, MAL6P1.135, MAL6P1.145, MAL6P1.178, MAL6P1.221, MAL6P1.286, MAL6P1.289, 

MAL7P1.125, MAL7P1.7, MAL7P1.84, MAL8P1.109, MAL8P1.144, MAL8P1.70, N131_23, 

PF07_0011, PF07_0014, PF07_0019, PF07_0072, PF07_0076, PF07_0104, PF07_0127, 

PF07_0128, PF08_0008, PF08_0108, PF08_0118, PF10_0039, PF10_0100, PF10_0138, 

PF10_0156, PF10_0170, PF10_0193, PF10_0223, PF10_0262, PF10_0281, PF10_0295, 

PF10_0308, PF10_0344, PF10_0345, PF10_0346, PF10_0351, PF10_0352, PF10_0367, 

PF10_0374, PF10_0376, PF10_0383, PF11_0001, PF11_0002, PF11_0033, PF11_0060, 

PF11_0204, PF11_0267, PF11_0268, PF11_0277, PF11_0278, PF11_0287, PF11_0290, 

PF11_0344, PF11_0381, PF11_0442, PF11_0477, PF11_0509, PF13_0012, PF13_0039, 

PF13_0055, PF13_0058, PF13_0090, PF13_0115, PF13_0159, PF13_0161, PF13_0169, 

PF13_0173, PF13_0198, PF13_0211, PF13_0233, PF13_0247, PF13_0256, PF13_0326, 

PF14_0021, PF14_0044, PF14_0054, PF14_0108, PF14_0135, PF14_0164, PF14_0172, 

PF14_0224, PF14_0234, PF14_0374, PF14_0527, PF14_0574, PF14_0578, PF14_0586, 

PF14_0652, PF14_0660, PF14_0703, PFA0110w, PFA0125c, PFA0210c, PFA0440w, PFA0445w, 

PFB0145c, PFB0150c, PFB0194w, PFB0275w, PFB0305c, PFB0315w, PFB0475c, PFB0480w, 

PFB0570w, PFB0665w, PFB0670c, PFB0695c, PFB0765w, PFB0815w, PFB0915w, PFB0970c, 

PFC0185w, PFC0355c, PFC0370w, PFC0700c, PFC0701w, PFC0830w, PFC1045c, PFD0100c, 

PFD0105c, PFD0110w, PFD0185c, PFD0195c, PFD0235c, PFD0390c, PFD0395c, PFD0495c, 

PFD0715c, PFD0720w, PFD0765w, PFD0900w, PFD0985w, PFD1130w, PFD1135c, PFD1145c, 

PFD1170c, PFE0165w, PFE0175c, PFE0200c, PFE0360c, PFE0365c, PFE0370c, PFE0770w, 

PFE1260c, PFE1285w, PFE1410c, PFE1415w, PFE1505w, PFI0175w, PFI0540w, PFI0675w, 

PFI0690c, PFI0940c, PFI1005w, PFI1015w, PFI1180w, PFI1200w, PFI1285w, PFI1470c, PFI1475w, 

PFI1520w, PFI1550c, PFL0275w, PFL0470w, PFL0870w, PFL1090w, PFL1110c, PFL1165w, 
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PFL1365w, PFL1435c, PFL1505c, PFL1510c, PFL1515c, PFL1565c, PFL1885c, PFL1945c, PFL2205w, 

PFL2215w, PFL2225w, PFL2460w, PFL2520w, oPFA32034, oPFBLOB0018, oPFBLOB0142 

 

Profile 8: 

A21885_2, F16095_1, MAL7P1.7, MAL8P1.88, PF07_0004, PF08_0072, PF11_0038, PF11_0166, 

PF11_0167, PF11_0509, PFA0110w, PFA0135w, PFA0420w, PFA0535c, PFC0365w, PFD1170c, 

PFE0855c, PFL0060w, PFL0635c 
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Appendix E GO Term Results for EXITSP Data 

Profile 1 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6091 3.18E-18 4.89E-21 56 476 129 4179 0 0 generation of precursor metabolites and energy 

6119 1.23E-12 1.89E-15 25 476 38 4179 0 0 oxidative phosphorylation 

15980 7.77E-09 1.19E-11 37 476 100 4179 0 0 energy derivation by oxidation of organic compounds 

9060 3.79E-08 5.83E-11 29 476 69 4179 0 0 aerobic respiration 

45333 8.76E-08 1.35E-10 29 476 71 4179 0 0 cellular respiration 

55114 7.13E-07 1.10E-09 24 476 55 4179 0 0 oxidation reduction 

6754 1.10E-05 1.70E-08 13 476 20 4179 0 0 ATP biosynthetic process 

15985 1.10E-05 1.70E-08 13 476 20 4179 0 0 
energy coupled proton transport, down electrochemical 

gradient 

15986 1.10E-05 1.70E-08 13 476 20 4179 0 0 ATP synthesis coupled proton transport 

46034 1.10E-05 1.70E-08 13 476 20 4179 0 0 ATP metabolic process 

22900 2.65E-05 4.08E-08 12 476 18 4179 0 0 electron transport chain 

22904 2.65E-05 4.08E-08 12 476 18 4179 0 0 respiratory electron transport chain 

42773 2.65E-05 4.08E-08 12 476 18 4179 0 0 ATP synthesis coupled electron transport 

42775 2.65E-05 4.08E-08 12 476 18 4179 0 0 organelle ATP synthesis coupled electron transport 

44248 5.87E-05 9.03E-08 71 476 340 4179 0 0 cellular catabolic process 

9144 0.000118 1.81E-07 13 476 23 4179 0 0 purine nucleoside triphosphate metabolic process 

9145 0.000118 1.81E-07 13 476 23 4179 0 0 purine nucleoside triphosphate biosynthetic process 

9205 0.000118 1.81E-07 13 476 23 4179 0 0 purine ribonucleoside triphosphate metabolic process 

9206 0.000118 1.81E-07 13 476 23 4179 0 0 purine ribonucleoside triphosphate biosynthetic process 

9056 0.000133 2.05E-07 73 476 360 4179 0 0 catabolic process 

6084 0.000145 2.23E-07 12 476 20 4179 0 0 acetyl-CoA metabolic process 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6099 0.000368 5.66E-07 11 476 18 4179 0 0 tricarboxylic acid cycle 

46356 0.000368 5.66E-07 11 476 18 4179 0 0 acetyl-CoA catabolic process 

9199 0.00043 6.62E-07 13 476 25 4179 0 0 ribonucleoside triphosphate metabolic process 

9201 0.00043 6.62E-07 13 476 25 4179 0 0 ribonucleoside triphosphate biosynthetic process 

9109 0.0006 9.23E-07 12 476 22 4179 0 0 coenzyme catabolic process 

51187 0.0006 9.23E-07 12 476 22 4179 0 0 cofactor catabolic process 

9142 0.000772 1.19E-06 13 476 26 4179 0 0 nucleoside triphosphate biosynthetic process 

9141 0.001337 2.06E-06 13 476 27 4179 0 0 nucleoside triphosphate metabolic process 

6818 0.001409 2.17E-06 14 476 31 4179 0 0 hydrogen transport 

15992 0.001409 2.17E-06 14 476 31 4179 0 0 proton transport 

6732 0.004967 7.64E-06 28 476 104 4179 0 0 coenzyme metabolic process 

51186 0.037344 5.75E-05 31 476 133 4179 0 0 cofactor metabolic process 

6753 0.061087 9.40E-05 27 476 112 4179 0 0 nucleoside phosphate metabolic process 

9117 0.061087 9.40E-05 27 476 112 4179 0 0 nucleotide metabolic process 

16310 0.061143 9.41E-05 34 476 155 4179 0 0 phosphorylation 

9152 0.080658 0.000124 13 476 37 4179 0 0 purine ribonucleotide biosynthetic process 

6123 0.085552 0.000132 6 476 9 4179 0 0 mitochondrial electron transport, cytochrome c to oxygen 

34404 0.098754 0.000152 27 476 115 4179 0 0 nucleobase, nucleoside and nucleotide biosynthetic process 

9150 0.11009 0.000169 13 476 38 4179 0.1 0.04 purine ribonucleotide metabolic process 

15672 0.11355 0.000175 14 476 43 4179 0.097561 0.04 monovalent inorganic cation transport 

9165 0.14144 0.000218 20 476 76 4179 0.2381 0.1 nucleotide biosynthetic process 

6979 0.14572 0.000224 18 476 65 4179 0.23256 0.1 response to oxidative stress 

46164 0.19732 0.000304 13 476 40 4179 0.22727 0.1 alcohol catabolic process 

6793 0.22345 0.000344 40 476 205 4179 0.35556 0.16 phosphorus metabolic process 

6796 0.22345 0.000344 40 476 205 4179 0.34783 0.16 phosphate metabolic process 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6164 0.33761 0.000519 13 476 42 4179 0.46809 0.22 purine nucleotide biosynthetic process 

46365 0.34342 0.000528 12 476 37 4179 0.45833 0.22 monosaccharide catabolic process 

6096 0.36578 0.000563 9 476 23 4179 0.44898 0.22 glycolysis 

32197 0.41816 0.000643 20 476 82 4179 0.48 0.24 transposition, RNA-mediated 

6081 0.419 0.000645 8 476 19 4179 0.47059 0.24 aldehyde metabolic process 

5975 0.4196 0.000646 33 476 164 4179 0.46154 0.24 carbohydrate metabolic process 

32196 0.49393 0.00076 20 476 83 4179 0.60377 0.32 transposition 

6163 0.55431 0.000853 13 476 44 4179 0.62963 0.34 purine nucleotide metabolic process 

9260 0.55431 0.000853 13 476 44 4179 0.61818 0.34 ribonucleotide biosynthetic process 

55086 0.6124 0.000942 27 476 128 4179 0.64286 0.36 nucleobase, nucleoside and nucleotide metabolic process 

44257 0.61507 0.000946 29 476 141 4179 0.63158 0.36 cellular protein catabolic process 

9259 0.70035 0.001078 13 476 45 4179 0.68966 0.4 ribonucleotide metabolic process 

30163 0.81361 0.001252 30 476 150 4179 0.74576 0.44 protein catabolic process 

6103 0.95518 0.00147 3 476 3 4179 0.83333 0.5 2-oxoglutarate metabolic process 

42743 0.95518 0.00147 3 476 3 4179 0.81967 0.5 hydrogen peroxide metabolic process 

9310 1 0.00161 10 476 31 4179 1.2903 0.8 amine catabolic process 

44270 1 0.00161 10 476 31 4179 1.2698 0.8 nitrogen compound catabolic process 

6511 1 0.001935 27 476 134 4179 1.5313 0.98 ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process 

19941 1 0.001935 27 476 134 4179 1.5077 0.98 modification-dependent protein catabolic process 

46185 1 0.002066 4 476 6 4179 1.6364 1.08 aldehyde catabolic process 

6007 1 0.002109 10 476 32 4179 1.791 1.2 glucose catabolic process 

51603 1 0.002423 27 476 136 4179 1.8824 1.28 proteolysis involved in cellular protein catabolic process 

44265 1 0.002618 43 476 248 4179 1.913 1.32 cellular macromolecule catabolic process 

6508 1 0.002687 41 476 234 4179 1.9143 1.34 proteolysis 

19320 1 0.002724 10 476 33 4179 1.8873 1.34 hexose catabolic process 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

9063 1 0.002824 9 476 28 4179 1.9444 1.4 amino acid catabolic process 

8535 1 0.002903 5 476 10 4179 1.9726 1.44 respiratory chain complex IV assembly 

44262 1 0.003247 26 476 132 4179 2.2432 1.66 cellular carbohydrate metabolic process 

16052 1 0.003501 12 476 45 4179 2.24 1.68 carbohydrate catabolic process 

44275 1 0.003501 12 476 45 4179 2.2105 1.68 cellular carbohydrate catabolic process 

5977 1 0.00352 7 476 19 4179 2.1818 1.68 glycogen metabolic process 

6112 1 0.00352 7 476 19 4179 2.1538 1.68 energy reserve metabolic process 

9057 1 0.003699 45 476 267 4179 2.2025 1.74 macromolecule catabolic process 

43632 1 0.003719 27 476 140 4179 2.175 1.74 modification-dependent macromolecule catabolic process 

6734 1 0.004828 5 476 11 4179 3.0617 2.48 NADH metabolic process 

6733 1 0.005147 12 476 47 4179 3.3171 2.72 oxidoreduction coenzyme metabolic process 

5978 1 0.005379 3 476 4 4179 3.5904 2.98 glycogen biosynthetic process 

5992 1 0.005379 3 476 4 4179 3.5476 2.98 trehalose biosynthetic process 

42180 1 0.005379 3 476 4 4179 3.5059 2.98 ketone metabolic process 

46351 1 0.005379 3 476 4 4179 3.4651 2.98 disaccharide biosynthetic process 

6006 1 0.006174 12 476 48 4179 4.5517 3.96 glucose metabolic process 

43648 1 0.006634 7 476 21 4179 4.9773 4.38 dicarboxylic acid metabolic process 
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Profile 2 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

15837 1.18E-09 6.65E-12 11 69 37 4179 0 0 amine transport 

6865 8.39E-05 4.72E-07 7 69 31 4179 0 0 amino acid transport 

46942 0.00063 3.54E-06 7 69 41 4179 0 0 carboxylic acid transport 

15849 0.000746 4.19E-06 7 69 42 4179 0 0 organic acid transport 

15846 0.001435 8.06E-06 4 69 9 4179 0 0 polyamine transport 

296 0.003033 1.70E-05 3 69 4 4179 0 0 spermine transport 

 

Profile 3 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

42254 1.78E-65 2.55E-68 159 520 314 4179 0 0 ribosome biogenesis and assembly 

22613 1.42E-63 2.03E-66 171 520 369 4179 0 0 ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis and assembly 

16072 2.63E-48 3.76E-51 106 520 185 4179 0 0 rRNA metabolic process 

6364 1.83E-47 2.62E-50 104 520 181 4179 0 0 rRNA processing 

16070 6.66E-37 9.51E-40 183 520 589 4179 0 0 RNA metabolic process 

6396 6.59E-36 9.41E-39 136 520 361 4179 0 0 RNA processing 

6139 1.72E-20 2.46E-23 239 520 1130 4179 0 0 
nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid 

metabolic process 

10467 1.55E-19 2.21E-22 220 520 1016 4179 0 0 gene expression 

466 2.71E-18 3.87E-21 27 520 31 4179 0 0 
maturation of 5.8S rRNA from tricistronic rRNA transcript 

(SSU-rRNA, 5.8S rRNA, LSU-rRNA) 

6996 3.46E-17 4.95E-20 226 520 1096 4179 0 0 organelle organization and biogenesis 

460 7.48E-17 1.07E-19 27 520 33 4179 0 0 maturation of 5.8S rRNA 

30490 1.30E-14 1.86E-17 30 520 45 4179 0 0 maturation of SSU-rRNA 

462 7.32E-14 1.05E-16 29 520 44 4179 0 0 maturation of SSU-rRNA from tricistronic rRNA transcript 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

(SSU-rRNA, 5.8S rRNA, LSU-rRNA) 

42273 7.45E-14 1.06E-16 33 520 56 4179 0 0 ribosomal large subunit biogenesis and assembly 

16043 2.73E-11 3.89E-14 280 520 1614 4179 0 0 cellular component organization and biogenesis 

480 2.20E-10 3.15E-13 15 520 16 4179 0 0 
endonucleolytic cleavage in 5'-ETS of tricistronic rRNA 

transcript (SSU-rRNA, 5.8S rRNA, LSU-rRNA) 

966 2.26E-10 3.23E-13 16 520 18 4179 0 0 RNA 5'-end processing 

967 2.26E-10 3.23E-13 16 520 18 4179 0 0 rRNA 5'-end processing 

469 8.41E-10 1.20E-12 17 520 21 4179 0 0 cleavages during rRNA processing 

447 1.27E-09 1.82E-12 16 520 19 4179 0 0 

endonucleolytic cleavage in ITS1 to separate SSU-rRNA 

from 5.8S rRNA and LSU-rRNA from tricistronic rRNA 

transcript (SSU-rRNA, 5.8S rRNA, LSU-rRNA) 

478 1.27E-09 1.82E-12 16 520 19 4179 0 0 endonucleolytic cleavages during rRNA processing 

479 1.27E-09 1.82E-12 16 520 19 4179 0 0 
endonucleolytic cleavage of tricistronic rRNA transcript 

(SSU-rRNA, 5.8S rRNA, LSU-rRNA) 

472 1.66E-09 2.37E-12 15 520 17 4179 0 0 
endonucleolytic cleavage to generate mature 5'-end of 

SSU-rRNA from (SSU-rRNA, 5.8S rRNA, LSU-rRNA) 

43283 6.35E-08 9.07E-11 254 520 1504 4179 0 0 biopolymer metabolic process 

22618 2.59E-07 3.69E-10 40 520 116 4179 0 0 protein-RNA complex assembly 

42255 7.91E-07 1.13E-09 25 520 55 4179 0 0 ribosome assembly 

44237 7.33E-06 1.05E-08 365 520 2464 4179 0 0 cellular metabolic process 

51168 1.10E-05 1.57E-08 31 520 87 4179 0 0 nuclear export 

6913 1.25E-05 1.78E-08 35 520 106 4179 0 0 nucleocytoplasmic transport 

51169 1.25E-05 1.78E-08 35 520 106 4179 0 0 nuclear transport 

44238 1.42E-05 2.03E-08 352 520 2364 4179 0 0 primary metabolic process 

43170 1.47E-05 2.10E-08 307 520 1994 4179 0 0 macromolecule metabolic process 

8152 1.80E-05 2.57E-08 381 520 2615 4179 0 0 metabolic process 

463 3.01E-05 4.30E-08 10 520 12 4179 0 0 
maturation of LSU-rRNA from tricistronic rRNA transcript 

(SSU-rRNA, 5.8S rRNA, LSU-rRNA) 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

470 3.01E-05 4.30E-08 10 520 12 4179 0 0 maturation of LSU-rRNA 

27 4.87E-05 6.96E-08 18 520 37 4179 0 0 ribosomal large subunit assembly and maintenance 

9451 5.45E-05 7.79E-08 24 520 61 4179 0 0 RNA modification 

42257 0.000224 3.20E-07 20 520 48 4179 0 0 ribosomal subunit assembly 

6399 0.001076 1.54E-06 31 520 104 4179 0 0 tRNA metabolic process 

9987 0.001826 2.61E-06 447 520 3280 4179 0 0 cellular process 

6606 0.002831 4.04E-06 17 520 42 4179 0 0 protein import into nucleus 

51170 0.002831 4.04E-06 17 520 42 4179 0 0 nuclear import 

50657 0.004454 6.36E-06 25 520 80 4179 0 0 nucleic acid transport 

50658 0.004454 6.36E-06 25 520 80 4179 0 0 RNA transport 

51236 0.004454 6.36E-06 25 520 80 4179 0 0 establishment of RNA localization 

6405 0.005012 7.16E-06 22 520 66 4179 0 0 RNA export from nucleus 

16073 0.005264 7.52E-06 9 520 14 4179 0 0 snRNA metabolic process 

51028 0.009013 1.29E-05 23 520 73 4179 0.041667 0.02 mRNA transport 

6360 0.01356 1.94E-05 11 520 22 4179 0.040816 0.02 transcription from RNA polymerase I promoter 

15931 0.017576 2.51E-05 26 520 91 4179 0.04 0.02 
nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid 

transport 

16074 0.023844 3.41E-05 9 520 16 4179 0.039216 0.02 snoRNA metabolic process 

154 0.027757 3.97E-05 8 520 13 4179 0.038462 0.02 rRNA modification 

6403 0.027978 4.00E-05 25 520 88 4179 0.037736 0.02 RNA localization 

6406 0.027986 4.00E-05 19 520 58 4179 0.037037 0.02 mRNA export from nucleus 

54 0.060211 8.60E-05 11 520 25 4179 0.036364 0.02 ribosome export from nucleus 

33750 0.060211 8.60E-05 11 520 25 4179 0.035714 0.02 ribosome localization 

33753 0.060211 8.60E-05 11 520 25 4179 0.035088 0.02 establishment of ribosome localization 

6611 0.08799 0.000126 12 520 30 4179 0.034483 0.02 protein export from nucleus 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6400 0.090194 0.000129 16 520 48 4179 0.033898 0.02 tRNA modification 

31120 0.11052 0.000158 5 520 6 4179 0.066667 0.04 snRNA pseudouridine synthesis 

40031 0.11052 0.000158 5 520 6 4179 0.065574 0.04 snRNA modification 

8033 0.11763 0.000168 21 520 74 4179 0.096774 0.06 tRNA processing 

6609 0.21952 0.000314 10 520 24 4179 0.4127 0.26 mRNA-binding (hnRNP) protein import into nucleus 

9156 0.22041 0.000315 9 520 20 4179 0.40625 0.26 ribonucleoside monophosphate biosynthetic process 

6401 0.25075 0.000358 18 520 62 4179 0.4 0.26 RNA catabolic process 

6409 0.32572 0.000465 10 520 25 4179 0.45455 0.3 tRNA export from nucleus 

55 0.34101 0.000487 6 520 10 4179 0.50746 0.34 ribosomal large subunit export from nucleus 

6446 0.34101 0.000487 6 520 10 4179 0.5 0.34 regulation of translational initiation 

9161 0.34372 0.000491 9 520 21 4179 0.52174 0.36 ribonucleoside monophosphate metabolic process 

51031 0.4713 0.000673 10 520 26 4179 0.68571 0.48 tRNA transport 

6408 0.51844 0.000741 9 520 22 4179 0.76056 0.54 snRNA export from nucleus 

6607 0.51844 0.000741 9 520 22 4179 0.75 0.54 NLS-bearing substrate import into nucleus 

6608 0.51844 0.000741 9 520 22 4179 0.73973 0.54 snRNP protein import into nucleus 

6610 0.51844 0.000741 9 520 22 4179 0.72973 0.54 ribosomal protein import into nucleus 

9124 0.51844 0.000741 9 520 22 4179 0.72 0.54 nucleoside monophosphate biosynthetic process 

51030 0.51844 0.000741 9 520 22 4179 0.71053 0.54 snRNA transport 

51656 0.52537 0.000751 14 520 45 4179 0.7013 0.54 establishment of organelle localization 

65003 0.58864 0.000841 56 520 300 4179 0.79487 0.62 macromolecular complex assembly 

6520 0.72009 0.001029 36 520 173 4179 0.96203 0.76 amino acid metabolic process 

9123 0.75925 0.001085 9 520 23 4179 1.125 0.9 nucleoside monophosphate metabolic process 

9168 0.81257 0.001161 7 520 15 4179 1.1358 0.92 
purine ribonucleoside monophosphate biosynthetic 

process 

43144 0.8312 0.001187 5 520 8 4179 1.1463 0.94 snoRNA processing 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

9112 0.92356 0.001319 10 520 28 4179 1.3253 1.1 nucleobase metabolic process 

6407 1 0.001547 9 520 24 4179 1.3571 1.14 rRNA export from nucleus 

51029 1 0.001547 9 520 24 4179 1.3412 1.14 rRNA transport 

6417 1 0.001688 16 520 59 4179 1.3721 1.18 regulation of translation 

6519 1 0.001697 37 520 184 4179 1.3563 1.18 amino acid and derivative metabolic process 

1522 1 0.001719 6 520 12 4179 1.3409 1.18 pseudouridine synthesis 

1510 1 0.001746 8 520 20 4179 1.4831 1.32 RNA methylation 

9127 1 0.001845 7 520 16 4179 1.4889 1.34 purine nucleoside monophosphate biosynthetic process 

9167 1 0.001845 7 520 16 4179 1.4725 1.34 purine ribonucleoside monophosphate metabolic process 

8652 1 0.001869 23 520 99 4179 1.4565 1.34 amino acid biosynthetic process 

46483 1 0.001884 17 520 65 4179 1.4409 1.34 heterocycle metabolic process 

46083 1 0.001917 3 520 3 4179 1.5106 1.42 adenine metabolic process 

6413 1 0.001928 11 520 34 4179 2.0211 1.92 translational initiation 

6725 1 0.002044 16 520 60 4179 2.0625 1.98 aromatic compound metabolic process 

9308 1 0.002076 37 520 186 4179 2.0825 2.02 amine metabolic process 

6730 1 0.002198 15 520 55 4179 2.1837 2.14 one-carbon compound metabolic process 

59 1 0.0024 5 520 9 4179 2.202 2.18 protein import into nucleus, docking 

9309 1 0.002489 24 520 107 4179 2.3 2.3 amine biosynthetic process 

44271 1 0.002489 24 520 107 4179 2.2772 2.3 nitrogen compound biosynthetic process 

9126 1 0.002805 7 520 17 4179 2.3137 2.36 purine nucleoside monophosphate metabolic process 

6402 1 0.002862 14 520 51 4179 2.5049 2.58 mRNA catabolic process 

43633 1 0.002892 4 520 6 4179 2.5 2.6 modification-dependent RNA catabolic process 

43634 1 0.002892 4 520 6 4179 2.4762 2.6 polyadenylation-dependent ncRNA catabolic process 

10556 1 0.003507 16 520 63 4179 2.8302 3 regulation of macromolecule biosynthetic process 

6351 1 0.004028 35 520 180 4179 3.028 3.24 transcription, DNA-dependent 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6807 1 0.004208 38 520 200 4179 3.2593 3.52 nitrogen compound metabolic process 

32774 1 0.004423 35 520 181 4179 3.3945 3.7 RNA biosynthetic process 

6144 1 0.004486 6 520 14 4179 3.4182 3.76 purine base metabolic process 

19321 1 0.004486 6 520 14 4179 3.3874 3.76 pentose metabolic process 

6555 1 0.00484 8 520 23 4179 3.5893 4.02 methionine metabolic process 

6999 1 0.005174 9 520 28 4179 3.7699 4.26 nuclear pore organization and biogenesis 

6350 1 0.005222 69 520 415 4179 3.7368 4.26 transcription 

19 1 0.006087 4 520 7 4179 4.0696 4.68 regulation of mitotic recombination 

43101 1 0.006087 4 520 7 4179 4.0345 4.68 purine salvage 

96 1 0.006695 9 520 29 4179 4.3419 5.08 sulfur amino acid metabolic process 

45943 1 0.006956 3 520 4 4179 4.7288 5.58 
positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase I 

promoter 

 

Profile 4 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6412 1.28E-67 1.87E-70 147 429 311 4179 0 0 translation 

44249 4.24E-53 6.22E-56 192 429 633 4179 0 0 cellular biosynthetic process 

9058 4.39E-26 6.45E-29 229 429 1217 4179 0 0 biosynthetic process 

9059 3.40E-23 5.00E-26 176 429 841 4179 0 0 macromolecule biosynthetic process 

44267 4.29E-18 6.30E-21 197 429 1092 4179 0 0 cellular protein metabolic process 

19538 2.49E-17 3.66E-20 201 429 1140 4179 0 0 protein metabolic process 

44260 2.35E-16 3.46E-19 197 429 1126 4179 0 0 cellular macromolecule metabolic process 

10467 1.68E-12 2.47E-15 174 429 1016 4179 0 0 gene expression 

44238 1.64E-10 2.41E-13 312 429 2364 4179 0 0 primary metabolic process 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

44237 1.47E-06 2.15E-09 309 429 2464 4179 0 0 cellular metabolic process 

43170 2.18E-06 3.20E-09 262 429 1994 4179 0 0 macromolecule metabolic process 

8152 3.38E-06 4.96E-09 322 429 2615 4179 0 0 metabolic process 

6414 7.51E-06 1.10E-08 11 429 15 4179 0 0 translational elongation 

9987 2.85E-05 4.18E-08 378 429 3280 4179 0 0 cellular process 

42257 5.21E-05 7.65E-08 19 429 48 4179 0 0 ribosomal subunit assembly 

723 0.000319 4.69E-07 45 429 207 4179 0 0 telomere maintenance 

32200 0.000319 4.69E-07 45 429 207 4179 0 0 telomere organization and biogenesis 

6620 0.000571 8.38E-07 7 429 8 4179 0 0 posttranslational protein targeting to membrane 

31204 0.000571 8.38E-07 7 429 8 4179 0 0 
posttranslational protein targeting to membrane, 

translocation 

42255 0.000637 9.36E-07 19 429 55 4179 0 0 ribosome assembly 

28 0.000986 1.45E-06 8 429 11 4179 0 0 ribosomal small subunit assembly and maintenance 

42274 0.001982 2.91E-06 11 429 22 4179 0 0 ribosomal small subunit biogenesis and assembly 

6260 0.002161 3.17E-06 26 429 98 4179 0 0 DNA replication 

51276 0.005925 8.70E-06 71 429 423 4179 0 0 chromosome organization and biogenesis 

722 0.009106 1.34E-05 9 429 17 4179 0 0 telomere maintenance via recombination 

6312 0.014797 2.17E-05 11 429 26 4179 0 0 mitotic recombination 

6450 0.017845 2.62E-05 7 429 11 4179 0 0 regulation of translational fidelity 

45047 0.026641 3.91E-05 10 429 23 4179 0 0 protein targeting to ER 

6418 0.041536 6.10E-05 10 429 24 4179 0 0 tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation 

6261 0.049 7.20E-05 18 429 66 4179 0 0 DNA-dependent DNA replication 

22618 0.05458 8.01E-05 26 429 116 4179 0 0 protein-RNA complex assembly 

43038 0.062965 9.25E-05 10 429 25 4179 0 0 amino acid activation 

43039 0.062965 9.25E-05 10 429 25 4179 0 0 tRNA aminoacylation 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

42254 0.08159 0.00012 53 429 314 4179 0 0 ribosome biogenesis and assembly 

22613 0.084806 0.000125 60 429 369 4179 0 0 ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis and assembly 

6298 0.13599 0.0002 8 429 18 4179 0 0 mismatch repair 

45005 0.13599 0.0002 8 429 18 4179 0 0 
maintenance of fidelity during DNA-dependent DNA 

replication 

6616 0.32674 0.00048 5 429 8 4179 0.26316 0.1 
SRP-dependent cotranslational protein targeting to 

membrane, translocation 

6996 0.33666 0.000494 142 429 1096 4179 0.30769 0.12 organelle organization and biogenesis 

46037 0.343 0.000504 4 429 5 4179 0.3 0.12 GMP metabolic process 

7062 0.47875 0.000703 8 429 21 4179 0.39024 0.16 sister chromatid cohesion 

6271 0.50241 0.000738 9 429 26 4179 0.42857 0.18 DNA strand elongation during DNA replication 

22616 0.50241 0.000738 9 429 26 4179 0.4186 0.18 DNA strand elongation 

6519 0.56945 0.000836 33 429 184 4179 0.45455 0.2 amino acid and derivative metabolic process 

27 0.57446 0.000844 11 429 37 4179 0.44444 0.2 ribosomal large subunit assembly and maintenance 

7127 0.57446 0.000844 11 429 37 4179 0.43478 0.2 meiosis I 

6553 0.67339 0.000989 5 429 9 4179 0.46809 0.22 lysine metabolic process 

9085 0.67339 0.000989 5 429 9 4179 0.45833 0.22 lysine biosynthetic process 

6612 0.68638 0.001008 9 429 27 4179 0.4898 0.24 protein targeting to membrane 

9308 0.69198 0.001016 33 429 186 4179 0.48 0.24 amine metabolic process 

752 0.7321 0.001075 3 429 3 4179 0.47059 0.24 agglutination during conjugation with cellular fusion 

771 0.7321 0.001075 3 429 3 4179 0.46154 0.24 agglutination 

7157 0.7321 0.001075 3 429 3 4179 0.45283 0.24 heterophilic cell adhesion 

9219 0.7321 0.001075 3 429 3 4179 0.44444 0.24 pyrimidine deoxyribonucleotide metabolic process 

16337 0.7321 0.001075 3 429 3 4179 0.43636 0.24 cell-cell adhesion 

30970 0.7321 0.001075 3 429 3 4179 0.42857 0.24 retrograde protein transport, ER to cytosol 

51258 0.7321 0.001075 3 429 3 4179 0.42105 0.24 protein polymerization 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

746 0.75898 0.001115 18 429 81 4179 0.51724 0.3 conjugation 

747 0.75898 0.001115 18 429 81 4179 0.50847 0.3 conjugation with cellular fusion 

19953 1 0.001502 18 429 83 4179 0.93333 0.56 sexual reproduction 

6614 1 0.002521 6 429 15 4179 1.5738 0.96 
SRP-dependent cotranslational protein targeting to 

membrane 

749 1 0.002632 11 429 42 4179 1.7742 1.1 
response to pheromone during conjugation with cellular 

fusion 

6696 1 0.0027 7 429 20 4179 1.8095 1.14 ergosterol biosynthetic process 

46677 1 0.002978 4 429 7 4179 2.1875 1.4 response to antibiotic 

6284 1 0.003044 5 429 11 4179 2.5846 1.68 base-excision repair 

7534 1 0.003044 5 429 11 4179 2.5455 1.68 gene conversion at mating-type locus 

6807 1 0.003516 33 429 200 4179 2.8657 1.92 nitrogen compound metabolic process 

7064 1 0.003689 6 429 16 4179 2.9118 1.98 mitotic sister chromatid cohesion 

8204 1 0.003699 7 429 21 4179 3.0435 2.1 ergosterol metabolic process 

743 1 0.003971 3 429 4 4179 3.3429 2.34 nuclear migration during conjugation with cellular fusion 

6177 1 0.003971 3 429 4 4179 3.2958 2.34 GMP biosynthetic process 

6213 1 0.003971 3 429 4 4179 3.25 2.34 pyrimidine nucleoside metabolic process 

6596 1 0.003971 3 429 4 4179 3.2055 2.34 polyamine biosynthetic process 

14071 1 0.003971 3 429 4 4179 3.1622 2.34 response to cycloalkane 

30497 1 0.003971 3 429 4 4179 3.12 2.34 fatty acid elongation 

46898 1 0.003971 3 429 4 4179 3.0789 2.34 response to cycloheximide 

6694 1 0.004411 8 429 27 4179 3.8182 2.94 steroid biosynthetic process 

16126 1 0.004411 8 429 27 4179 3.7692 2.94 sterol biosynthetic process 

6520 1 0.004827 29 429 173 4179 4.1519 3.28 amino acid metabolic process 

750 1 0.004956 7 429 22 4179 4.125 3.3 
pheromone-dependent signal transduction during 

conjugation with cellular fusion 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 
FDR 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

32005 1 0.004956 7 429 22 4179 4.0741 3.3 signal transduction during conjugation with cellular fusion 

9309 1 0.005378 20 429 107 4179 4.3171 3.54 amine biosynthetic process 

44271 1 0.005378 20 429 107 4179 4.2651 3.54 nitrogen compound biosynthetic process 

9262 1 0.005476 4 429 8 4179 4.3095 3.62 deoxyribonucleotide metabolic process 

19878 1 0.005476 4 429 8 4179 4.2588 3.62 lysine biosynthetic process via aminoadipic acid 
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Appendix F GO Term Results for CAMDA Data Set 

Profile 1 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6468 0.070483 0.001905 7 87 88 4271 24 0.24 protein amino acid phosphorylation 

16310 0.24635 0.006658 7 87 110 4271 78 1.56 phosphorylation 

6793 0.48317 0.013059 7 87 125 4271 81.3333 2.44 phosphorus metabolic process 

6796 0.48317 0.013059 7 87 125 4271 61 2.44 phosphate metabolic process 

43687 0.82302 0.022244 7 87 139 4271 79.2 3.96 post-translational protein modification 

6457 0.92116 0.024896 4 87 55 4271 73.6667 4.42 protein folding 

6631 1 0.04576 2 87 17 4271 99.1429 6.94 fatty acid metabolic process 

 

Profile 2 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

10467 8.10E-39 4.24E-41 115 406 329 4271 0 0 gene expression 

9059 2.81E-36 1.47E-38 98 406 256 4271 0 0 macromolecule biosynthetic process 

6412 5.01E-32 2.62E-34 84 406 211 4271 0 0 translation 

9058 2.20E-25 1.15E-27 105 406 375 4271 0 0 biosynthetic process 

44249 2.89E-23 1.51E-25 91 406 309 4271 0 0 cellular biosynthetic process 

43170 2.98E-15 1.56E-17 145 406 804 4271 0 0 macromolecule metabolic process 

44267 1.56E-11 8.18E-14 104 406 545 4271 0 0 cellular protein metabolic process 

44238 1.79E-11 9.35E-14 150 406 926 4271 0 0 primary metabolic process 

44260 2.02E-11 1.06E-13 104 406 547 4271 0 0 cellular macromolecule metabolic process 

19538 3.80E-11 1.99E-13 104 406 552 4271 0 0 protein metabolic process 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

44237 4.41E-10 2.31E-12 150 406 960 4271 0 0 cellular metabolic process 

8152 8.43E-09 4.41E-11 153 406 1021 4271 0 0 metabolic process 

9987 9.03E-09 4.73E-11 166 406 1141 4271 0 0 cellular process 

43284 4.76E-07 2.49E-09 21 406 52 4271 0 0 biopolymer biosynthetic process 

16070 2.13E-06 1.11E-08 40 406 165 4271 0 0 RNA metabolic process 

8150 2.69E-05 1.41E-07 225 406 1846 4271 0 0 biological_process 

42254 0.000656 3.44E-06 12 406 28 4271 0 0 ribosome biogenesis and assembly 

6350 0.001716 8.99E-06 13 406 35 4271 0 0 transcription 

6351 0.009098 4.76E-05 10 406 25 4271 0 0 transcription, DNA-dependent 

6414 0.013373 7.00E-05 8 406 17 4271 0 0 translational elongation 

6139 0.017724 9.28E-05 51 406 319 4271 0.095238 0.02 
nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid 

metabolic process 

32774 0.03932 0.000206 10 406 29 4271 0.090909 0.02 RNA biosynthetic process 

6417 0.041656 0.000218 7 406 15 4271 0.086957 0.02 regulation of translation 

9889 0.041656 0.000218 7 406 15 4271 0.083333 0.02 regulation of biosynthetic process 

10556 0.041656 0.000218 7 406 15 4271 0.08 0.02 regulation of macromolecule biosynthetic process 

31326 0.041656 0.000218 7 406 15 4271 0.076923 0.02 regulation of cellular biosynthetic process 

32268 0.041656 0.000218 7 406 15 4271 0.074074 0.02 regulation of cellular protein metabolic process 

51246 0.041656 0.000218 7 406 15 4271 0.071429 0.02 regulation of protein metabolic process 

6396 0.064117 0.000336 19 406 86 4271 0.068966 0.02 RNA processing 

22613 0.088237 0.000462 13 406 49 4271 0.2 0.06 ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis and assembly 

43283 0.17046 0.000892 67 406 490 4271 0.32258 0.1 biopolymer metabolic process 

6446 0.78859 0.004129 4 406 8 4271 2.5 0.8 regulation of translational initiation 

51128 1 0.006879 4 406 9 4271 4 1.32 
regulation of cellular component organization and 

biogenesis 

6366 1 0.007345 5 406 14 4271 4.0588 1.38 transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6383 1 0.00737 3 406 5 4271 3.9429 1.38 transcription from RNA polymerase III promoter 

 

Profile 3 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6626 9.81E-06 4.50E-08 8 399 9 4271 0 0 protein targeting to mitochondrion 

6519 1.64E-05 7.50E-08 20 399 57 4271 0 0 amino acid and derivative metabolic process 

9308 2.29E-05 1.05E-07 20 399 58 4271 0 0 amine metabolic process 

6520 2.35E-05 1.08E-07 19 399 53 4271 0 0 amino acid metabolic process 

6807 4.34E-05 1.99E-07 20 399 60 4271 0 0 nitrogen compound metabolic process 

6082 4.47E-05 2.05E-07 25 399 88 4271 0 0 organic acid metabolic process 

19752 4.47E-05 2.05E-07 25 399 88 4271 0 0 carboxylic acid metabolic process 

6839 0.000152 6.96E-07 8 399 11 4271 0 0 mitochondrial transport 

7005 0.000152 6.96E-07 8 399 11 4271 0 0 mitochondrion organization and biogenesis 

6457 0.000244 1.12E-06 18 399 55 4271 0 0 protein folding 

6399 0.001186 5.44E-06 17 399 55 4271 0 0 tRNA metabolic process 

6418 0.001615 7.41E-06 13 399 35 4271 0 0 tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation 

43038 0.001615 7.41E-06 13 399 35 4271 0 0 amino acid activation 

43039 0.001615 7.41E-06 13 399 35 4271 0 0 tRNA aminoacylation 

6096 0.004216 1.93E-05 8 399 15 4271 0 0 glycolysis 

6094 0.008397 3.85E-05 5 399 6 4271 0 0 gluconeogenesis 

8152 0.012815 5.88E-05 128 399 1021 4271 0 0 metabolic process 

44238 0.013772 6.32E-05 118 399 926 4271 0 0 primary metabolic process 

6006 0.017799 8.16E-05 9 399 22 4271 0 0 glucose metabolic process 

46164 0.026857 0.000123 9 399 23 4271 0 0 alcohol catabolic process 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

16051 0.027133 0.000124 5 399 7 4271 0 0 carbohydrate biosynthetic process 

19319 0.027133 0.000124 5 399 7 4271 0 0 hexose biosynthetic process 

46364 0.027133 0.000124 5 399 7 4271 0 0 monosaccharide biosynthetic process 

44237 0.028503 0.000131 120 399 960 4271 0 0 cellular metabolic process 

5996 0.039472 0.000181 9 399 24 4271 0 0 monosaccharide metabolic process 

19318 0.039472 0.000181 9 399 24 4271 0 0 hexose metabolic process 

44249 0.044083 0.000202 48 399 309 4271 0 0 cellular biosynthetic process 

42221 0.056656 0.00026 9 399 25 4271 0 0 response to chemical stimulus 

43170 0.064082 0.000294 102 399 804 4271 0 0 macromolecule metabolic process 

46165 0.066811 0.000306 5 399 8 4271 0 0 alcohol biosynthetic process 

9058 0.069434 0.000319 55 399 375 4271 0 0 biosynthetic process 

44267 0.072145 0.000331 74 399 545 4271 0 0 cellular protein metabolic process 

6007 0.080441 0.000369 8 399 21 4271 0 0 glucose catabolic process 

19320 0.080441 0.000369 8 399 21 4271 0 0 hexose catabolic process 

46365 0.080441 0.000369 8 399 21 4271 0 0 monosaccharide catabolic process 

44260 0.080934 0.000371 74 399 547 4271 0 0 cellular macromolecule metabolic process 

6066 0.096717 0.000444 10 399 32 4271 0 0 alcohol metabolic process 

19538 0.10732 0.000492 74 399 552 4271 0 0 protein metabolic process 

16052 0.11624 0.000533 8 399 22 4271 0 0 carbohydrate catabolic process 

44275 0.11624 0.000533 8 399 22 4271 0 0 cellular carbohydrate catabolic process 

6986 0.13549 0.000622 6 399 13 4271 0 0 response to unfolded protein 

51789 0.13549 0.000622 6 399 13 4271 0 0 response to protein stimulus 

9987 0.18595 0.000853 134 399 1141 4271 0.27907 0.12 cellular process 

6605 0.22612 0.001037 8 399 24 4271 0.27273 0.12 protein targeting 

8150 0.23266 0.001067 202 399 1846 4271 0.26667 0.12 biological_process 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6090 0.25648 0.001177 5 399 10 4271 0.26087 0.12 pyruvate metabolic process 

44262 0.25988 0.001192 9 399 30 4271 0.25532 0.12 cellular carbohydrate metabolic process 

5975 0.32872 0.001508 11 399 43 4271 0.29167 0.14 carbohydrate metabolic process 

9064 0.45545 0.002089 4 399 7 4271 0.36735 0.18 glutamine family amino acid metabolic process 

9607 0.49572 0.002274 6 399 16 4271 0.52 0.26 response to biotic stimulus 

16070 0.53483 0.002453 27 399 165 4271 0.5098 0.26 RNA metabolic process 

10467 0.60616 0.002781 46 399 329 4271 0.5 0.26 gene expression 

43681 0.65698 0.003014 3 399 4 4271 0.49057 0.26 protein import into mitochondrion 

6412 0.77369 0.003549 32 399 211 4271 1.037 0.56 translation 

9059 0.89583 0.004109 37 399 256 4271 1.1273 0.62 macromolecule biosynthetic process 

6536 1 0.007013 3 399 5 4271 1.5 0.84 glutamate metabolic process 

6420 1 0.008708 2 399 2 4271 2.5614 1.46 arginyl-tRNA aminoacylation 

6749 1 0.008708 2 399 2 4271 2.5172 1.46 glutathione metabolic process 

6750 1 0.008708 2 399 2 4271 2.4746 1.46 glutathione biosynthetic process 

44272 1 0.008708 2 399 2 4271 2.4333 1.46 sulfur compound biosynthetic process 

6417 1 0.009458 5 399 15 4271 4.1311 2.52 regulation of translation 

9889 1 0.009458 5 399 15 4271 4.0645 2.52 regulation of biosynthetic process 

10556 1 0.009458 5 399 15 4271 4 2.52 regulation of macromolecule biosynthetic process 

31326 1 0.009458 5 399 15 4271 3.9375 2.52 regulation of cellular biosynthetic process 

32268 1 0.009458 5 399 15 4271 3.8769 2.52 regulation of cellular protein metabolic process 

51246 1 0.009458 5 399 15 4271 3.8182 2.52 regulation of protein metabolic process 

9266 1 0.012723 5 399 16 4271 4.3582 2.92 response to temperature stimulus 

9408 1 0.012723 5 399 16 4271 4.2941 2.92 response to heat 

9628 1 0.012723 5 399 16 4271 4.2319 2.92 response to abiotic stimulus 

9063 1 0.013058 3 399 6 4271 4.3714 3.06 amino acid catabolic process 
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Profile 4 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6259 0.011695 5.41E-05 22 430 90 4271 0 0 DNA metabolic process 

44237 0.042832 0.000198 127 430 960 4271 0 0 cellular metabolic process 

8152 0.088641 0.00041 132 430 1021 4271 0 0 metabolic process 

6752 0.10082 0.000467 4 430 5 4271 0 0 group transfer coenzyme metabolic process 

6260 0.2616 0.001211 12 430 45 4271 2.4 0.12 DNA replication 

6082 0.52265 0.00242 18 430 88 4271 3.3333 0.2 organic acid metabolic process 

19752 0.52265 0.00242 18 430 88 4271 2.8571 0.2 carboxylic acid metabolic process 

 

Profile 5 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6260 2.83E-08 1.31E-10 23 512 45 4271 0 0 DNA replication 

6259 3.98E-08 1.84E-10 34 512 90 4271 0 0 DNA metabolic process 

6261 2.92E-05 1.35E-07 14 512 25 4271 0 0 DNA-dependent DNA replication 

6270 0.002144 9.93E-06 7 512 9 4271 0 0 DNA replication initiation 

 

Profile 6 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

30036 0.21956 0.002174 3 357 4 4271 56 0.56 actin cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 

30029 0.5149 0.005098 3 357 5 4271 47 0.94 actin filament-based process 

43687 0.51957 0.005144 21 357 139 4271 42.6667 1.28 post-translational protein modification 

6468 0.56689 0.005613 15 357 88 4271 32 1.28 protein amino acid phosphorylation 

6793 0.72065 0.007135 19 357 125 4271 44.4 2.22 phosphorus metabolic process 
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Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

6796 0.72065 0.007135 19 357 125 4271 37 2.22 phosphate metabolic process 

6464 1 0.011629 23 357 168 4271 40.5714 2.84 protein modification process 

9190 1 0.019748 2 357 3 4271 49 3.92 cyclic nucleotide biosynthetic process 

6470 1 0.024485 4 357 14 4271 62.4444 5.62 protein amino acid dephosphorylation 

16311 1 0.024485 4 357 14 4271 56.2 5.62 dephosphorylation 

43412 1 0.029629 23 357 183 4271 57.8182 6.36 biopolymer modification 

7010 1 0.03094 7 357 37 4271 53.5 6.42 cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 

9187 1 0.037321 2 357 4 4271 60.9231 7.92 cyclic nucleotide metabolic process 

16310 1 0.038708 15 357 110 4271 68.7143 9.62 phosphorylation 

 

Profile 7 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 

Sample 

Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

30260 0.000409 5.31E-06 5 210 7 4271 0 0 entry into host cell 

44409 0.000409 5.31E-06 5 210 7 4271 0 0 entry into host 

51806 0.000409 5.31E-06 5 210 7 4271 0 0 
entry into cell of other organism during symbiotic 

interaction 

51828 0.000409 5.31E-06 5 210 7 4271 0 0 entry into other organism during symbiotic interaction 

52126 0.000409 5.31E-06 5 210 7 4271 0 0 movement in host environment 

52192 0.000409 5.31E-06 5 210 7 4271 0 0 
movement in environment of other organism during 

symbiotic interaction 

30036 0.034802 0.000452 3 210 4 4271 0.57143 0.04 actin cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 

30029 0.083847 0.001089 3 210 5 4271 1.5 0.12 actin filament-based process 

8154 0.18531 0.002407 2 210 2 4271 4.8889 0.44 actin polymerization and/or depolymerization 

30042 0.18531 0.002407 2 210 2 4271 4.4 0.44 actin filament depolymerization 

51261 0.18531 0.002407 2 210 2 4271 4 0.44 protein depolymerization 
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Profile 8 

Term ID 
Bonferoni 

P-values 
P-values 

Sample 

Genes 
Sample Size 

Background 

Genes 

Background 

Size 

FDR 

% 

False 

Positives 
Term Name 

44267 1 0.7182 2 19 545 4271 100 1 cellular protein metabolic process 

44260 1 0.7202 2 19 547 4271 100 2 cellular macromolecule metabolic process 

19538 1 0.72516 2 19 552 4271 100 3 protein metabolic process 

8150 1 0.89767 6 19 1846 4271 100 4 biological_process 

43170 1 0.89773 2 19 804 4271 100 5 macromolecule metabolic process 

9987 1 0.91697 3 19 1141 4271 100 6 cellular process 

44238 1 0.94014 2 19 926 4271 100 7 primary metabolic process 

44237 1 0.94876 2 19 960 4271 100 8 cellular metabolic process 

8152 1 0.9615 2 19 1021 4271 100 9 metabolic process 
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